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This thesis explores the 

with special attention to issues 

traditiom of popdar education and union education 

of raasm and other oppressions. Effects of 

modemist thought and Iiberalism within some popular and union education 

theory and practices are interrogated. While recognizing and supporting the 

counter-hegemonic poçsibilities of popular and labour education, 1 aIso argue that 

power differences and oppressions can go un-addressed within groups using 

popular education or within union settings. Suggestions for disrupting this 

phenomenon are explored. 

Issues raised regarding popular and union education are examined in the 

context of the 1997 summer schooI of the British Columbia Hospital Employees 

Union. This school for 200 union activists was largely conducted in the tradition of 

popular education. Interviews with participants, plamers and facilitators, dong 

with examination of curriculum materials, provides a basis to explore issues of 

equity in a context of "popdar labour education". Several programmatic 

suggestions are preçented. 
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Introduction 

1 was i-rying to apply popular education approaches inside the labour mouement, 
and the fit wasn't a simple one. Labour actiuists tend to gain leadership by speaking, 
not by reflecfive listening; they tend to rnobilize people behind tangible goals, not to 
problematize the goals fhemselues; and they tend to emphasize the power of unity, 
not the painfiil process by which differences are put on the fable in order to build a 
coalition (Martin, D. 1998: 124). 

Cramped into a once sterile hote1 conference room, the walls covered 

confetti-like in r e m s  of flip chart paper, 1 sit irnpressed and exated about this 

gathering of union and popular educators. It's April lOth, 1997, the second day of a 

mini-conference on popdar education in the workplace, organized by the North 

Amerïcan Alliance for Popular and Addt  Education (NAAPAE)'. 

The partiapants of the mini-conference are asked to present barriers to 

implementing popular education at the workplace. For some it's the tension of 

being non-union consultants in a union workplace. For others, it's the tradition of 

top-down education (with outdated material) that is still prevalent in many 

locations. Issues of motivation are brought up - how to get members to worksite 

education when twelve hour, four day shifts are the nom.  AI1 of these bring nods 

of agreement and produce discussion groups. But the one barrier that draws hdf of 

the entire group into a conversation session is someone saying ta the effect "I'm not 

dlowed to do any education, I do propaganda. The leadership wants us to teach the 

Line - not to critically reffect on union positions." Another partiapant remarked 

"There is no tradition of academic freedom in union education." 

l ~ r o r n  NAAPAEVs bosis of unity": 'We are an alliance of organizations in solidarity with popular 
struggles around the wodd. We believe popular and addt education for dernouatic social change in 
harmony with the earth is central tu the struggle for a more just and humane world. We honor and 
respect all regions and peoples of North America, recognizing that Our dserences and diversity are 
the source of our strength." I've ben a regular volunteer with NAAPAE and assisted, in a small way, in 
organizing the April 9-10th meeting. WhiIe NAAPAE is a muiti-lingual and tram-border 
organization, this meeting and the issues discussed in this paper are reflective only of English- 
speaking educators of North Arnerica, with a focus on Canada. 
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While such comments may be a bit sweeping, they certaidy stmck a chord 

with the partiapants and enticed me to further explore questions around the 

possibilities and problems of fostering a "popdar labour education". Union 

education and popular education have both been individually studied and wrïtten 

about extensively. However, there is very Iittle written about in the academic 

literature that is specificdy focused on popdar education in the labor movement2. 

1 suspect that there are a number of educational initiatives in unions that draw on 

and use the tradition of popular education, but may not name it as such or may not 

even know of it as a practice. 

Obviously part of the problem here is what one means by "popular 

educationfl. 1 define popdar education as a theory of politicd/educationa1 work and 

a set of practices that are intended to heIp practitioners and partiapants understand 

and transform relationships of power. As 1 explore in more detaü in Chapter Two, 

popular education work has a number of important assumptions including the 

understanding that education is aiways a poiïticaI act and is never "neutral". 

Partiapants in a popular education process seek to collectively understand 

oppressions that are stmggled against by the members. 

For the purpose of this thesis I am concemed primariIy with formal union 

education, and specifically a progressive model of union education that exists in the 

have found fewer than a dozcn works that focus directly on popular education and union education, 
though there are certainly other pieces that make reference to both popular education and union 
education. Furthemore there are initiatives that many may consider popular education projects, 
though they are not named or written about in that way. For a good sample of works on popdar 
education and unions see: Cavanagh, C. 1997. "When Two Rivers Meet: Popular and Labour Education" 
Our Times 16 (5): 53-57; Hakken, D. 1993. "Impacts of Liberation Pedagogy: The Case of Workers' 
Education" Journal of Education 165 (1): 113-129; Lovett, T. 1959. "Adult Education and the Working 
Class" in D. O'SuIIivan (ed.) Social Cornmitment and Adult Education Cork Cork University Press; 
Martin, D. 1995. Thinking Union: ActiPism and Education in Canada's Labour Muvernent Toronto: 
Ontario: Between The Lines; Martin, D. 1994. Street Smart: Learning in the Union Cultrtre Ph.D. thesis, 
University of Toronto; M. Mayo and J. Thompson (eds.) 1995.Adult Learning, Critical Intelligence and 
Social Change hicester: NationaI Institute of Addt and Contiming Education; Stinson O'Gorman, L.A 
1996. "Po pdar Education and Working-Class Consciousness: A Cri ticd Examina tion of the 
Saskatchewan Federation of Labourqs Worker's Education for Skills Training Program" in T. Dunk (ed.) 
The Training Trap: Ideology, Training, and the Labour Market Winnipeg/HaIifax: Society for 
Çocialist Studies/Femwood Publishing (based on her Master thesis); Zacharakis-Jutz, J.1993. "Seizing 
the Moment: Highlander Folk School and the Packinghouse Workers Union" Convergence 26 (4) 60-66). 
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more progressive or "ideo1ogicaI1' and "soaal" unions. 1 find it useh1 here to draw 

on the work of union educator DIArcy Martin who diçtinguishes between the 

political "currents" of ideologicd u~onism,  business, and soad unionism. The 

first is cormected to broad socid movements, such as Marxism, and serves to 

provide a structure to anchor workers in the movement. The second union form is 

a status-quo approach that works to keep wages and benefits up for members, but is 

hostile to soaalist and other disruptive ideas. The last, "social unionism," is a 

balance "between the soaal passion of the ideologicd current and the opportunistic 

ethos of the business current, based on the coIIective, enlightened self-interest of 

workersl1(Martin 1994: 102). Given the political nature of popdar  education, it 

w o d d  seem that soaal (and ideologicd) union movements are most Iikely to use it. 

This does not mean that the progressive unions (or any unions) are ready- 

made locations to incorporate popular education. The opening quotation above 

alludes to some of the challenges and obstacles of using popular education in a 

union setting. In her study of popuiar education approaches in the Saskatchewan 

Federation of Labour's (SFL) Worker's Education for Skills Training Program 

(WEST) Stinson OIGorman offers some insights into the problematia of merging 

popular and labour education. She points out that any union education program 

must negotiate its presence in the union. The structures and influences of  the SEL, 

she says, must play a role in the WEST program, no matter how democratic the 

WEST program is. "The continuing confIict between the structure of relations 

demanded by a liberatory frarnework and the structure demanded by a trade union 

framework is not going to be compIete1y reconaled in the near future"(1996: 1M). 

Even beginning a program is tough: 

Popdar education programs usually begin as an effort to address a 

concrete need, and they focus their attention on developing a critical 
ability to address this need. . . [which is deterrnined by the participants]. 
[This need] is often obstructed by extemal demands to prove that there is 

indeed a need and this need is worth the bother (1996: 177). 



These kinds of obstacles may very weII be part of the inherent redpolitik of 

operating in a union structure. Unions have Iimited resources for training and 

must bargain with management for release time and f i a n a d  support for their 

hinings. Arguably, unions aIso limit the resources that are pIaced in training. 

Regardless, Stinson OIGorman condudes that the WEST program succeeds in 

raising the consaousness of some workers and improving the position of workers 

within their present s o a d  reIations (1996: 186)3. 

Furthemore, popular education workshops are showing up at international 

labour conferences, and a number of unions are using popular education 

approaches in some format or another. It is possible that there exists a general move 

toward some type of popdar education in a labour context. 

1 spoke with Chris Cavanagh4, the current president of NAAPAE, about 

trends in the popular education movement(s), specifically a possible shift from 

organizations that iden* themselves as popular education organizations to the 

use of popdar education in soud  change organizations. Cavanagh argued that 

groups that identify themselves as popdar education organizations are essentially 

organizing around a rnethod (politicized as it may be) rather than an issue or ideal. 

This results in having a smdl constituency base to support the group in chaiIenging 

times. It can aIso be confusing to potentid constituenaes about where popular 

education organizations stand on particular issues. 

If he is right, that organizations and groups that are primariIy identified as 

popdar educators have an inherent struggle in rnaintaining constituenaes (and 

therefore existing), then it seems that the shift wilI be to the use of popular 

education by groups such as labour or anti-raust organizations that are already 

3~nfortunately Stinson O'Goman never questions the assumptions or actions of popular education and 
focuses exdusively on a homogenized notion of "workers" who need heightened dass consaousness. 

*elephone interview April 1, 1998 
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organizing politicaIly5. This sentiment is echoed by D.W. Livingstone's suggestion 

that ". . . transfomative education and learning initiatives may have more 

Iikelihood of survival when they are supported directly by Iabor 

unions"(Livingstone 1998: 197)6. As such the use of popular education in union 

settingç deserves to be studied more thoroughly. 

My focus in this thesis is on the ways that popdar education can be and is 

taken up and the possibilities/problematics that some of the theories and practices 

that emerge from it may contribute to union education and the union movement- 

Within this focus I have two broad goals. Both goals are in the spirit of encouraging 

a greater move toward what 1 cal1 "popular labour education" - popular education in 

the union context. 

The firçt goal is to bring forth issues, ideas and theoret id tools 1 (and others) 

see as important if there is to be a popdar labour educator movement Again, 1 

think that unions wilI be turning to popular education more and more in the 

upcoming years? In this light 1 believe raising issues that may (and have) emerge(d) 

in different contexts in regards to labour and popular education is a constructive 

practice. Many of the issues and ideas I raise wiH not be applicable to ail unions or 

popular educators, but 1 am trying to paint broad strokes here in the hopes of 

contributing to a wide range of potential conversations. 

A focus of mine throughout this thesis is around issues of equityg. This 

focus is based in part on my beIief that there are historicd and contemporary 

5% North America there is a new interest in popular education within the labour movement, as more 
and more unions look for methods to move from a s e ~ c i n g  modd to an organizing mode1 of unionism" 
(Nadeau 1996: 5). For example, Asian-pacific American Labor Alliance is holding a conference in the 
summer of 1998 that will include discussion around using popular education in their chapters. 

6~ivingstone observes that the popular education approach ". . . has paid little attention to 
documentation of oppositional (or counter-hegemonic) çulturd forms amang working people, the wider 
recognition of which codd sustain transfomative cultural action beyond the smaU group 
leveI"(Livingstone X998:197). 

7h part due to the worsening economic conditions of workers as well as the move, in some work contexh, 
to be more "partiapatory". 
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shortcomings in popdar education and union education in terms of equity issues, 

such as raasm and homophobia. Both popular education practices and union 

practices can place a great emphasiç on group cohesion in the face of an extemd 

oppressor (be it land owners or management) at the expense of recogninng very real 

power differences and oppressions within groups using popular education or within 

union settings. 

In discussing such issues, 1 make a number of critiques of the theory and 

practices of popular and labour education institutions.9 To paraphrase Chandra 

Tdpade Mohanty, I undertake this critiasm out of cornmitment and engagement 

with popular and labour educators/organizerç. The efforts of such activists have 

been and continue to be cruad to counter/anti-hegemonic stniggles. These efforts 

dso need to be thoroughly explored because the practices of popuIar labour 

education, especially in this BedgIing state, have strong ramifications for the type of 

work that will be taken up by others (Mohanq 1990:209).10 My hope is that a more 

w-ide-spread use of popdar education in d o n  settings will provide an opportunity 

for popular educators and labour educators to aitically reffect together about the 

practices and theories of union and popdar education. 

m i l e  1 do have separate sections discussing issues around unions and union 

education and those issues surrounding popdar education 1 recognize that the 

issues are not so easily segregated. Many of the arguments I make and report are 

mutually applicable. 

8 1 am using the temi ëquity' as it is understood in some soaal justice contexts to mean issues about and 
related tu a variety of soaal oppressions, such as homophobia, sexism, ableism, and racism. While the 
term is not ideal (it impiies a concem with being "equal" rather than a concem regarding issues of 
justice) it does have some common usage. 

91 use the term "institution" in referring to popdar education in the broadest of senses. Popular 
education does have fairly identifiable customs and practices as well as a theoretical foundation. 
Furthemore, there is a growing industry of popular education materials and guidebooks as well as 
academic work (and hence tenure) related to popular education. This thesis reflects and, in some ways 
contributes to, the institutionalization of popular education. 

I0I'rn paraphrashg Mohanty's defense of her critique of multidtural education in the academy. 
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My second goal is to examine a union using popular education in its work 

and r d e d  on certain aspects of the process and outcorne, particulariy around issues 

of equiv. My interest in popdar and labour education Ied me to contact one of the 

facilitators of the NAAPAE meeting, Denise Nadeau. Denise is a popular educator 

worker who had done a Iot of work with the BC HospitaI Employees Union (HEU) 

in Vancouver. 

Denise told me of an upcoming union expehen t  in using popular 

education in their union surnmer school. The trainers planned on gathering 200 

union activists to examine ~ c ~ f n s t  externd issues of power (such as corporate 

power) but issues su& as racism, and democracy in the union and Iocds 

themselves. Her concem was how the union could move toward a grassroots 

organizing model. "Udess the union changes," Nadeau reflected, "this is a11 just an 

education game. . . Whether we get thrown out after summer school remains to be 

seen."Il 

They weren't thrown out. Far hom it. The question remained for me, what 

happened? And, more broadly, What could have happened? What could not have 

happened? In what ways was this summer school a site of popular labour 

education, in what ways was it not? In terms of the Iater question, I wish to 

emphasize that I am interested in the f o m s  of popular education that were used in 

the HEU context. 1 am not concemed with a "pure form" of popular education. 

In brief, 1 conclude that in a time of significant change for the HEU, the 1997 

summer school provided a forum that had some successes in addressing issues such 

as economic restructuring and racism in the union. These successes were in part 

due to the popular education process used at the sumrner sdiool. 1 dso argue that 

the summer school, in some ways, re-produced racism in its attempts to dismpt it. 1 

question the role of popular education in this phenomena, though I dtimately 

recomrnend that the HEU continue with a popular education model, provided that 

-- -- 

llpersonal correspondence, June 1997 
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a more "popular" method of program design is used, such as actively consdting 

with members of the Equity Caucus. 

HEU'S use of popuIar education was not and is not Iimited to the 1997 

Summer School, but for the interest of space 1 was simpIy not able to expand my 

work beyonci the Summer School. In fa& 1 c m  make no daims that my work 

around the Summer School is representative of the 200 partiapants, organizers and 

multiple locals of the HEU. What 1 do have is a sketch of how some participants 

understood and took up this experience in their work as union activists (more on 

this beIow). My focus here is primarily on the formal structure and leamhg that 

went on in the summer school. However any formal educationd programs, 

especidy ones with expIiat political agendas, have the strong potential of 

stimulating and shaping informal Iearningl2 My hope is that by diçcussing the 

(prirnady) formal and informal experiences of participants, organizers, and other 

activists 1 can contribute in a srnaII way to the growth and work of the HEU and 

other unions who are tuming to popular education to take on their own intemal 

and extemal struggles. 

In writing about power and its disruption, which is what a cnticd pedagogy is 

about, 1 try to keep a vigilant watch on how rny position of power and privilege 

informs what 1 ask, see, daim, and daim to understand. Sherene Razack argues that 

while many people may be privileged in one way/space (such as being white) but 

subordinate in another (such as being a woman), people have a tendency to discusç, 

struggIe, and bring forth their positions of oppression without connecting this to 

their privilege (Razack 1998: 14). Hence white women organize around gender 

12% Martin (1994: 88), when the author desaibes a training session that ended up incorporaüng one 
smoke-break discussion into the formal training because the topics and issues raised were so important 
For more on informal leaming s e ,  Tough, A. 1978 The Adult's Leamhg Projects: afresh approach to 
theory and practice in adulf leaming 2nd edition. Toronto: Ontairio Institute for Studies in Education, 
Garrick, J. 1996 "Informal Learning: %me Underlying Philosophies" Canadian Journal for tlze Stiidy of 
Adult Education (10) 1 May pp. 21-46, and Livingstone, D.W. 1997 'The Limits of Hu=iui Capital 
Theory: Expanding Knowledges, Informal Learning and Underemployment: Policy Options (18) 6 
FIy/ August pp. 9-13 and Livingstone, D.W. 1998 The Education-lobs Gap: underemployrnent or Economic 
Dernocracy Westview Press. 
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oppression but Iess around white raasm. Razack cdIs this the "race to innocence" 

(14)- 

1 have tried in wrïüng this thesis to not race to innocence by taking the 

position that 1 am marginalized by Wtue of my dass Iocation (where, whiIe 1 

certainly have advantages in the middle-dass, they are perhaps not as much as my 

whiteness, maIe gender, sexuality, and relatively able-body provide). Yet in some 

ways the topic of the thesis, which focuses on a union (an institution that is diredly 

connected to issues of class) reflects a move to innocence. 

As 1 discuss in the thesis, the union movement continues to be a white male 

environment, and professional popular educators, like many institutions in North 

America, seem o£ten to be white. It is certainly no acadent that the buIk of research 

done on unions is by white men - they tend to be very sympathetic audiences. It is 

also not too surprising that much of the workplace and popular education research 

has not incorporated the work of anti-raast scholars or schoIars who are challenging 

issues of poIiticaI Iocation and assumptions around what constitutes power. Of 

course this isn't true in al1 cases and I've drawn from writers who do have a more 

integrative andysis. 

My bias in doing this work is cIearIy from a (non-unionized) educator's 

standpoint and not that of a union worker or educator. My labour history has 

ranged from manual labour to being a program director at a small national literacy 

organization. 1 have about a ten year hiçtory working in the field of literacy work, 

most of it fairly mainstream in the liberal sense, and a bit of it on the radical side. 

The only union representation I've ever had has been the shident union that 

represents me during my graduate work. I was involved once in a failed union 

drive and have worked in plenty of jobs that cried out for unions. I've been 

politicdy active in a number of ways over the years, from going to marches, to 

canvassing door to door, to CO-organizing poli t id events and groups. 



Clearly my professional and persona1 experience demonstrate my 

assurnptions that education has the power to promote change. 1 recognize that this 

is largely a faith that is held by those that do some form of education work. 1 look 

doser at this assumption around the power of education in the body of the thesis 

but mention it now as an assumption 1 struggle to critique. 

My academic work has been motivated IargeIy by my desire to have a chance 

to think more formaïly about different forms and ideas of soaal change. The 

opportunity to do this is certainIy a tremendous privilege (and reflects my many 

privdeges). Of course this opportunity in the academy dso provides me with 

additional credentials in the job market. 1 know that 1 wiIl most likely benefit most 

from this researdi. My hope, though, is that this thesis will provide a humble 

contribution to some of the thuiking and practices of progressive labour education, 

namely putting the "popular" into labour education. 

Methodology/Theoretical Approaches 

The BC Hospital Employees Union that I write about in this thesis currently 

has about 44,000 members, with over 300 iocals throughout British Columbia. The 

HEU represents Iong-term care workers and hospitd workers, such as nurses' aids, 

cooks, security guards, direct care personnel, janitors, etc. These are the Iowest paid 

workers in the health care system. Based on their own survey of 412 members in 

1995 some 83% of members are of European origin, 15% from Asian and South 

Padic background, 3% of members are from First Nations background and South 

American, Caribbean and "other" make up 1% each (HEU 1995)? 

In cooperation with the education staff at the HEU fifty surveys were sent out 

to participants of the HEU 1997 Summer School. The names were selected in a 

semi-random fashion. The union covers a large geographic area so geographic 

13~iven the demographics of BC some locals have fairly high percentages of people of colour and those 
of First Nations background and others have very few. 
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location was taken into account when selecting names (which was reportably done 

by the union as every fourth name). The union sent a cover letter with the survey 

explainhg my project. At the bottom of the survey 1 requested permission to do a 

foIIow-up interview. 1 ultunately received ten s w e y s  from partiapants, eight of 

whom agreed to be interviewed. These telephone interviews were loosely 

structured and Iasted from twenty minutes to aImost an hour. In a few cases 1 did a 

brief foIIow-up to darify a point or to get a response based on something 1 had 

Iearned or heard. 

Of h e  participants at the 1997 summer school about 30% were people of 

colour.14 As there was onIy one person of colour that agreed to be interviewed 

from my sunrey, I requested that the union send a Ietter to five partiapants of 

colour informing them of my project and that 1 may be contacting thern if they wish 

to participate. In order to preserve anonymity 1 made it clear that 1 would not be 

i n t e ~ e w i n g  all of the people whose names 1 received, even if they al1 agreed to be 

interviewed. 1 was ultimately able to condud telephone interviews with two people 

from this list. 

In the summer school there were thirteen faditators (some of whom were 

part of the planning team as weII). There were three people on the planning tearn, 

al1 of whom 1 i n t e ~ e w e d .  I interviewed five of these facilitators. These telephone 

i n t e ~ e w s  were also loosely structured and Iasted from forty-five minutes to about 

an hour. In some cases 1 had multiple i n t e ~ e w s  for follow-up and to acquire 

historical and factual information about the union- 

l%e term "people of colour" is a problernatic one for a number of reasons, one important one being that 
it homogenizes the vast majority of the wodd's incredibly diverse population into a single category. 
However, in this paper 1 use the term to recognize that in a white supremacist sociev, women and men 
of colour are constcucted collectively in negative opposition to whites 2nd face in a gmeral way 
collective racism. For more on "white supremacy" see hooks, b. 1992. Black Looks: race and 
represmtation Toronto: Between the Lines. For a strong piece o n  how one "becomes" a woman of color in 
the West see Alexander, J.M., Mohanty, T.C. 1997. "Introduction: Genealogies, Legacies, Movements" in 
Alexander, J.M. and Mohanty, T.C. (eds.) Feminist Genealogies, Colonial Legacies, Dernonatic Futures 
New York: Routledge. 



The summer school participants were divided into thirteen groups 

independentIy went through the same curriculum (except for evening 

Iectures/presentationç /socid events). 1 have no exact sense of how many 

12 
that each 

were represented in the pool of partiapants 1 spoke with, but 1 know that I had 

conversations with people in at Ieast five different groups. These groups were 

organized by geographic region which, due to the demographics of British 

Columbia, resulted in quite a variance in group make-up. This variance, according 

to the faditators 1 spoke with, ranged from raaal identity to political alliances. For 

exarnple, groups from the northern part of the province tended to be predominately 

white. 

1 soon discovered in analyzing the data that in order to preserve anonyrnity 1 

would need to do much more than simply change people's names, espeaally in 

terms of HEU staff and members of the Equity Caucus. The Equity Caucus at the 

HEU consists of four generd sub-groups that advocate on behalf of its members and 

provide education to union members around issues of discrimination and racism. 

The groups are: Lesbian and Gays, Ethnic Diversity, First Nations, and PeopIe with 

Disabilities. Five of the ten participants 1 interviewed are represented by these 

groups and dl have been or are active in some way with the Equity Caucus. Given 

the relatively srnaIl number of people this represerits 1 tend in the thesis to identify 

respondents as members of the Equity Caucus rather than being specific about which 

sub-group or groups they are or have been active in. 

1 also wanted to note how 1 present quotations from the respondents. 1 do not 

attempt to capture the complexity of dialects - my own or those that 1 interview. 

Rather I present aII words in standard English spelhg. 1 have always had strong 

doubts about the practice of attempting to represent spoken Ianguage with any 

accuracy in written foxm, and as 1 do not spend much time analyzing pauses or 

inflection I beIieve it is unnecessary to attempt i" here. 1 do recognize that how one 

responds to a question, immediately or with hesitation can be informative in itself. 



In addition, I often do not Iist the questions or comments 1 made during 

interviews. For one, 1 found it interrupted the fiow of the text (partidy because my 

questions were often long and rambüng). AISU, while there is no question that in 

any conversation the interaction between those in dialogue constructs and shapes 

meaning, 1 beIieve this happens with printed text as welI as spoken text In other 

words, 1 am (in general) not recording my input into conversations15 with people 

here, but 1 a m  also not recording my momentary reflections on the countless books 1 

read either. 

It is important to keep in muid that these interviews were exdusively done 

by telephone and were conducted aimost a year after the event. Telephone diaIogue, 

which potentially obscures a number of aspects of identity, must have an effect on 

how conversation is heId. 1 speculate that given the context of the telephone my 

relative soaal power (as a middle dass white male) was perceived somewhat 

dïfferently than it would have been had the interviews been face to face. How this 

affected discussions around race and other forrns of s o a d  difference is difficdt to 

tell. From my perspective all of the respondents were quite forthcoming and often 

eager to speak with me. Perhaps the telephone heIped to facilitate this. 

In terms of specific questions 1 had about the summer schooI a few people 

needed to be reminded about the processes of a particdar workshop or exercise in 

order to give a response. In these cases the response was usually in the form "oh 

yeah," followed by a fairly detailed response or simply expressing the idea '7 don't 

remember anything spead  or significant about that". General impressions about 

the process or the summer school did not need prompting. In disciissing issues of 

equity 1 tended to get the most detailed responses from those that have been the 

most active in the Equity Caucus. 

ls~here is an additional bias toward speech versus silence from those that argue that a more complete 
form of dialogue should be recorded in academic research. How do we record the role of silence in 
constructing conversations? 



When 1 use pseudonyms for the names of respondents 1 use Iast names. 

When we (in the academy) a t e  authors in an academic text we use Iast names (even 

after providing a full name atation) yet an informal style of first names is used 

when we get information in a verbal form. 1 am unaware of the origins of this 

tradition, but I don't wish to imply the data or information provided by respondents 

is Iess valuable then the data 1 gained from written texts. 

In terms of additional data, 1 received a detailed outline of the entire sumrner 

school ("Faditator's Notes") as weU as some hand-outs, artides and 160 

evduations. 1 draw on these sources to a variety of degrees. 

Notes on Theoretical Approaches 

1 raise a number of issues in the thesis regarding notions of education, raàsm, 

empowerment, participation, and the roIe of the individual. I draw on many 

theorists from a number of academic perspectives, including Marxist, feminist, 

postrnodernists, and combinations through and across these theoretical frameworks. 

1 am particularly interested in theories and ideas that question and interrogate issues 

of power, legitimacy, and knowledge. 

1 corne to this work, as do dl researcherç, writers, partïapants, people, etc. 

with a complex history of perspective, location and power. 1 do not for a moment 

c l a h  or believe that 1 (or anyone) have a "neutral" perspective that 1 bring to this 

project. 

In this light, 1 reject the idea that lies at the bedrock of "liberaIism"~6 and 

"modernïsm" that all people are simply autonomous beings who, thr-agh rational 

processes, observe and understand objective reality and truth. Rather 1 draw on a 

great many social theorists who argue that what one "knows", and more 

importantly, how one cornes to "know", is shaped by history, space, location, 

161 am partinilady referrhg here to the liberalism of 18th century writers such as John Locke who 
continue to greatly influence the hegemony (see text) of North American culture. 
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language, dass, body, gender, race and a host of other elements from which identity 

(and other soaal forms) are shaped or "constituted" (more on this below). 

I do not accept the modemist idea that language (and other syilibolic forms) 

refied or desaibe reality. Rather I share the perspective that kuth and reality are 

understood and constituted through language. Even if 1 had interviewed aII 200 

partiapants of the sumrner school 1 would need to recognize that Iarger soad, 

politicd, and historicd narratives would have to shape how participants 

understood and spoke about the summer school. Of course, the same is true in how 

I perceive these understandings. 

In writing from this perspective I use the concepts "hegemony", 

"deconstruction" and "discourse," al1 important, but sometimes unfortunate, terms. 

The first term, hegemony, is more common then the other two, which are much 

maligned and 1 think generaIIy misunderstood. 1 wish to take a moment to explain 

why I see these ideas and processes as important to understanding and promoting a 

more radical education - popular labour education. 

Antonio Gramsci's theory of hegemony is fairly common in popular 

education theory. Hegemony, understood in a Gramscian way in the popdar 

education movement (and the way 1 use it in this thesis), is the conscious and more 

importantly, the unconscious consent or acceptance of dominant modes of thinking 

(Gramsa 1971). Hegemony relates to dominant politicd, economic and social 

systems. In other words, it is akin to the world view and assumptions that are 

commonly heId by members of groups and societies For example, in North 

America a major hegernonic idea is that there is a "level playing field" and 

accomplishments are the resdt of individual effort. This idea is relativeIy recent in 

human thinking (a few hundred years) and in fact Bies in the face of mountaiw of 

research that documents the contrary. Nonetheless, the "industrious man" remains 

a common story in North Arnerican ~ u 1 t u . e . ~ ~  



For Grarnsa, and many popular educators, hegemony is conceived of as 

something that iç fluid and struggled for in a number of ways across a number of 

locations. Gramsa argued that hegemony is fostered and struggled over Iargely 

through culture (for instance through media, religious institutions, schools, 

families etc.). In other words, what is assumed and believed to be "true" or 

"natural" are usually soaally comtructed ideas that are re/enforced through culture. 

Resistance to hegemony (for instance by promoting the ideas - and actions around 

the ideas - that there is widespread classism, sexism, raasm, homophobia, etc.) is 

understood to be counter-hegemonic o r  even anti-hegemonic. 

"Deconstruction", as 1 and many others use it, does not mean to simply take 

an idea (or history or argument) and take it apart until nothing is left, leaving a void 

of meaninglessness that needs to be "reconstmcted" or rebuiIt. Instead, a process of 

deconstruction is one of searching for different (and often suppressed) histories of 

meaning, power, and mth. It is a process of questioning the hegemonic. It is not a 

rejedion of meaning, it is a quest for more meanings. Judith Butler observes: 

To decowtruct is not to negate o r  to dismiss, but to cd1 into question 
and, perhaps most importantly, to open up a term, like the subjed, to a 
reusage or redeployment that previously had not been authorized 
(Butler 1992: 15). 

In deconstnicting knowledge(s) one does not reject materidity but searches for it - 

finding it not just in economic forces or  great battles or political leaders, but in the 

localized, specific interactions and exdianges of understanding, discourse, and 

power. Deconstruclion provides more expansive understandings of symbols, 

171 am not arguing that individuals do not work hard for success. 1 am simply pointing out that dass, 
race, gender, physical ability, appearance, and other aspects (social constructions) are ignored in the 
dominant stories about how North American d t u r e  hnaions. In this context, explmations of group 
performance, such as relative hi& unemploymerit by blacks compared to whiteç, are given in terms of 
deficits of culture (such as non-functional famiIies) or more explid daims of racial or gender 
inferiority. 



knowledge and power. It questions, but does not necessarily reject, dominant 

ideologies. 

F indI~l~  an important concept in these analyses is that of "discourse". 

Discourse is a means of understanding and expressing/creating knowledge, and 

therefore power. I'm particularly inRuenced here by the work of Michele Foucault. 

For Foucadt power is organized in a "net Iike" fashion (Foucault 1980) and should 

be examined at the locations where it is most direct (97), in the micro-mechanisms 

of soaety (101). His focus is on how power is organized, and how it happens: 'We 

should try to discover how it is that subjects are gradually, progres~ively~ really and 

materiaIIy constituted through a multipliaty or organisms, forces, energies, 

materials, desires, thoughts, etcaV(97). 

Sherene Razack uses the work of VaIerie Walkerdine to argue that if power is 

seen only as a conçtra.int, something that is imposed and should be overcome, we 

Iose sight of the many ways that "covert" power regdates us (Razack 1998: 34). 

None of us sirnply "are." We are not free subjects attempting to throw some 

"power" off our shoulders in a great moment of emanapation. Once again, we are 

complex creafmres constituted (but not determined) by history, place, space, body, 

Ianguage, and so forth. 

Two observations, one by Cynthia Kaufman, the other by John Fiske, 

summarize welI common misunderstandings revolving around discourse. As 

Cynthia Kaufman observes: 

It is important to note that what Foucault means by discourse is 

not simply language. Discourse refers rather to a meaningful 
totality. Thus a discourse inchdes soda1 practices, material 
reality, and the meaningfd totality these inhabit The cIairn 
that discourse refers only to Ianguage or culture assumes a 
materid /ideal spIit that Foucault's theory attempts to get us 

past (Kaufman 1994: footnote 27). 



Furthemore, 1 agree with Fiske's argument that: 

There is a physical reality outside of discourse, but discourse is 

the only means we have of gaining access to i f .  It is going too far, 

though only by a smidgen, to Say that reality is the product of 

discourse: it is more productive to Say that what is accepted as 

reality in any soaal formation is the produd of discourse. . . . 
The importance of never forgetting that events and objects exist 

outside of discourse, despite the inaccessibility of that existence 

on its own terms, is that they can always be put into discourse 

differently. No event, no piece of reality, contains its own terms 

of existence; equdy, it cannot dictate into which discourse it 

shodd be put (Fiske 1993:14 emphasis mine). 

One point 1 make in this thesis is that it is a very progressive politid act to 

deconstruct how specific discourses have been fostered, promoted, fought over, and 

acquiesced to. In some ways we do this dready. When we study "work we know 

that praxis has many, many historical forms. We know this about "families," we 

know this about "community," we know this, philosophically, about everything. 

We don't know it historicdy and this is one of our fuzzy and frustrating tasks - to 

never arrive but to learn. This practice of exarnining -deconstnicting - what is 

understood as natural and real is s a 1  too rare in popdar education groups. 

Corne11 West "Urges us to remember the contingent nature of our political 

daims but to make them nonetheless"(Kauhnan 1994: 62). In other words, my hope 

is that a popdar labour education movement wilI challenge capitalism, racism, 

homophobia, etc. by questioning how we know what we know (Razack 1998:55) 

about these things and therefore open up new possibilities of resisting them. 

What is to Corne 

In Chapter One 1 provide a brief look at unions and issues of equity that I 

beüeve are related to promoting a popular labour education model, as well as a 



critique of some forms of union education that 1 believe are a hindrance to a 

popular labour education model. In Chapter Two 1 examine some of the major 

tenets of popular education and present some of the major critiques of how popuIar 

education is theorized and taken up. At the conclusion of Chapter Two 1 offer some 

suggestions on how a popular Iabour education movernent could be fostered in a 

generd way by keeping vigilant about the issues raised in the first two chapters. 

Chapter Three provides background on the BC HEU. In this chapter 1 trace the 

progress of equity issues, the changes in the education approaches of the HEU, and 

the changing health case system in BC. 1 q u e  that these factors, as welI as the 1996 

HEU convention, were strong factors that lead to a more popdar education 

approach in the summer school. In Chapter Four 1 examine a few of the speafic 

sessions in the summer school, mostly around issues of equity. 1 compare the 

philosophy and approach of the school to some of the themes that emerged in the 

first two chapters. In Chapter Five 1 ask "what happened?" and report at Iength 

reflections from the evaluatiow, surveys and interviews. Findly, in Chapter Six 1 

record and echo some of the educationd recommendations for HEU from the 

participants, pIamers, and trainers and myself. 1 close with a very short refIection 

on promoting popular labour education. 



Chapter 1 
Promoting a Union Context for Popular Education 

[The Worker's Bookshelf of the Worker's Education Bureau will] 
contain no volumes on trade training nor books which gave shortcuts 
to material success. The reasons which will finally de temine  the 
selection of titles fo i  the Worker's Bookshelf will be because they 
enrich li fe,  because they illumine the human experience, and because 
f h q  deepen the human understanding [WEB policy, 1925](Barton 1982: 

115). 

In what seems dmost poignantly quaint, the 1925 WEB policy refiects a 

commitment to labour education that is noticeable not just for its respect of the 

holistic person (enrichhg Me, human understanding), but also for its Iack of 

reference to the Iogistics of labour organizing. This, as did so much else, changed as 

the labour movernent expanded in the 30s and the "need" for logistics training 

became more important (Barton 1982: 115). 

Of course, the ebb and fiow of the political aspect of unions has a rich history 

of its own that has been welI documented in a number of places18 and I won? repeat 

it with any depth here. Rather, the bulk of this chapter will draw on different 

authors to provide a progressive critique and reflection of different issues around 

union education and organizing that 1 believe can constructively inform unions 

working towards a popular education model. EssentialIy 1 am saying, given the 

limited resources available and allocated to union education, and the relatively 

small arnount of this education that focuses on the political issues that are the 

bedrock of popular education, the spaces available for popular labour education are 

precious. I believe these spaces can be expanded, in part by respecting the advice of 

those that I cite below. 

-- - 

For example, see Alexander (1995) Barton (1982); Brosio(1987); Foiinsbee (1995); McIkoy (1995); 
Martin (1995, 1997A), O'Farrell, Kornbluh (1995), White (1998). 
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I place a particular focus on issues of equity and unions, in part as 1 beüeve 

that any labor popular education movement that wishes to be t rdy "popular" (of 

the people) needs to recognize the very red issues of equity within unions and the 

concems of the wide range of members beyond notions of class. I'm not saying this 

doesn't happen now, but 1 do ate a few authors who argue that it doesn't happen 

enough. 

In doing these critiques I recognize that unions have both a strong and long 

history in working in counter-hegemonic ways. 1 dso  recognize that unions dso 

have a long history of re/creating many of the oppressions that (some) unions are 

ostensibly combating. For example, union support for women and men of colour 

has been disappointing and inconsistent at best. The use of education in unions 

reflects both of these histories. 

1 begin with a brief sketch of some of the movements and trends in union 

education before 1 move onto a more contemporary refiection of union issues 

related to education. 

Historical Perspectives on Union Education 

Labour related education in North America dates back to the early 1800's. 

Various associations of workers and artisans performed educational work for their 

members in a nurnber of different forms (Martin 1997a: 60), including the creation 

of "worker's clubs" whose main purpose was educatiod (Schied 1991: 253). Fred 

Schied reports that "Some artisan groüps even taxed themselves to form 

1ibrariesf1(252). 

In 1906 the Rand School of Social Saences was formed in New York City 

aiming to become the centre of the Amencan Socialist Movement (Altenbaugh 

1989: 134). At least five other labour coIIeges were formed in the first half of the 

twentieth century in the US (135). For example, the Work People's College was 



founded in Minnesota in 1907 (Lovett 1989: 43) and as Richard Altenbaugh reports 

their pedagogicd practice refleded, at Ieast in part, their politics, 

Throughout its history, Work People's College rejected authontarian 
pedagogy, that is, rote learning diaracterized by the instructor Iecturing 

and then testing to measure student retention. Teacher-student 

relationships in the dassroom reflected a political microcosm. The more 

completely the students accepted the passive and subservient role 

imposed on them in a traditional cIassroom, the more they would adapt 

to a stratified bourgeois soaety instead of functioning as active agents for 

social change (Altenbaugh 1989:144).19 

In Great Britain and Canada, the Workers Education Assoaation (WEA), 

began offering classes to union activists in the 1920fs, seMng thousands of 

organizers in both rural and urban settings. The WEA has a rich history of not onIy 

expanduig education beyond the notion of working, but of offering serious critiques 

of capitaIïsm.20 The WEA had twenty-four assoaations in Ontario done by the end 

of the 1930's (Martin 1997b). D'Arcy Martin reports that "preasely because its work 

was not susceptible to union disapline, Iike intemal courses, the labour leadership 

was dways uneasy about the WEA, and required ody  a few provocations around 

Communist sympathies to move against itl'(Martin 1997b). 

19~his pedagogy foreshadows much of the popular education practices and the more participatory 
practices of some of the m e n t  union trainings, which 1 wiu be examining later in this paper. On an 
historical note, "Work People's College evenhtally dosed in 1941. While the school withstood the 
finanaal hardships of the Great Depression, it fell victim to bourgeois hegemony and ideological 
sectarianism. . . . Second generation, English speaking Finnç avoided Work People's College not only 
because, like virtually al1 children of immigrants, they wanted to escape Old World idluences and to 
be "real" Americans, but also because they appeared to be deeply asharned of their immigrant parents 
radicalism"(A1tenbaugh 1989: 148). Altenbaugh rnakes quite a clairn here about "virtually all 
diildren of immigrants" that deserves hrther research in general. That the hegemonic power of the 
US was so strong on families in at least this context is an important historical lesson for those concemed 
with dismpting that hegemony through formal education programs. 

20~owever, for a strong critique of the WEA and the Trade Union Congress (TLTC) training practices 
from the 1960s on see Mdllroy 1995. Mdllroy argues that radicalism in union education is quite weak 
and that organizations such as the TUC have been engaged in developing corporatist trade unionism. 
Yet, Taylor and Ward (1986: 112) provide examples of TUC workers partiupating in courses such as 
'?iistory and unemployment" the "econornics of unemployment" and other "social change" courses. 



In the 1950's many unions had developed the capacity to do their own 

training (Martin 1997a: 60). In the 1970's Canadian unions fought for and won 

funding from the govemment to support union education. This was in part a 

response to govemment support of management education(61). This funding, 

which expanded and improved union education in Canada, lasted almost twenty 

years, until it was cut in the mid 1990's (61). 

One example of growth during those twenv-plus years of h d i n g  is the 

Canadian Auto Workers Union (CAW) who created the Farnily Education Centre in 

Ontario. Of particular note is their Paid Education Leave (PEL) program. PEL has 

objectives that are expiiatIy poütical and embody notions of a more egaütarian 

society. Anti-racist and "anti-chauvinist" education are important aspects of PEL 

(Roth 1997: 4,12). 

These North American union initiatives were undoubtedly influenced by the 

union movements in Europe, espeually considering the European white male 

power base of the unions. There are, of course, also long and interesting histories of 

radical Iabour education in Europe, such as with the Liverpool Education Priority 

Area Project, a 1968 initiative to promote education in working cIass communities 

(Lovett, Clarke, KiImurray 1983: 31). Another example is the 1977 Northem Ireland 

Community Action Research and Education (C.A.R.E) Project, an initiative that 

supported working class community groups, women's groups, and some trade 

union branches in colIective struggles (69). 

Generally, union education, DrArcy Martin argues, has three areas: skiIIs, 

issues, and Iabour studies. SWs courses focus on addressing needs unionists 

require to do their work as union activists; issues courses inform members of 

current issues in the workplace; and Iabour courses foster understanding of the 

history and politicd workings of the Iabour movernent (Martin 1997a). Susan 

Folinsbee reports that since the 1980's the focus of union training ". . . has been on 

the mastery of basic skills for specific job tasks dete-ed by management" 



(Folinsbee, 1995: 66). This may be a bit of an over-generalization, but it is, at the 

Ieast, a disturbing daim. As Martin and others observe a lot of union education 

reIates to providing the background and skilIs needed to be a union representative. 

1 discuss this more below. 

Zn the folIowing section 1 wiI1 explore some educational issues of the union 

movement and related issues that 1 believe must be understood in conjunction with 

any conversation about progressive union education. I'm particdarly interested in 

the creation of spaces where popular labour education can take place. 1 believe that 

for this to happen changes wilI need to be made not just in union education 

systems, but in Iarger union structures. 

Who 1s Doing Workplace Education Anyway? 

Despite aLI of the energy the media, corporations, unions, and academics put 

into discussing and debating workplace education and training, very Iittle formal 

workplace education (union or otherwise) is really going on at dl: In the US about 

13 % of employees participate in on-the-job training, most of whom are not entry 

level employees (FoIinsbee 1995: 67); Iess than 5% of dl workers (US) receive basic 

skfls training (Graham 1995: 28); oniy 1 in 12 of hont-line workers (US) receive any 

forma1 training on the job; 90% of the total training expenditures is being spent by 

about 0.5% of d l  employers; and dmost twice as much is spent on cofiee breaks, 

lunch, and other paid rest tinte for employees as is spent on formal training 

(Sarmiento, Schuman 1992: 6); in Canada most employers in the Sectoral Skills 

Couna1 commit less than 1% of payroll to training (including management 

trainuig)(Martin 1994: footnote 474); about 100,000 Canadians parücipate in union 

training every year(Martin 1997a: 1) which accounts for about 5% of membership 

every year (Ma& 1994: 90). 

This is not to Say that 100,000 union members receiving education is not a 

powerfd and important phenornena. The repercussions of such training certainly 



go beyond those members who actually received training. Union members are 

expected to and do bring badc new skiUs, insights, perspectives, and tactics to share 

with fellow-workers, activists, community groups, and even family members. 

The fact rem&, though, that formal training, Ïnduding union education, is 

scarce in the workplace. With much of the training focusing on skilIs, the 

opportunifies for a radical pedagogy are even smaller. D'Arcy Martin observes that 

union education's 

. . . contribution to soaal transformation shodd not be exaggerated. 
Trade unions in Canada carry the çeeds of a very different education 
practice from that which stiII dominates the forma1 education system. 

Yet most trade union educators have little specialized training for their 
functions, most unions lack the resources to develop and tailor 
curriculum materids, and the needs of most partiapants far outstrip 
the capaaty of their unions (Martin 1994: 99). 

The moments and spaces that do open up for progressive forma1 education are 

precious. 

Challenges Towards a More Progressive Union Movement 

Who are the workers? For any union education, let alone progressive union 

education, to have a direct impact on its members, it obviously must have 

members. Yet membership in unions - and the protections and oppominities that 

corne with membership - has not been made available to some of the most 

oppressed peoples - namely immigrant women and women of colour. Except in the 

garment and textile industries most women of colour and immigrant women are in 

non-unionized workplaces (Leah 1989: 171). 

There are certaidy a large number of contributhg factors to this phenomena 

(such as souetal raasm, employer resistance, heterosexist Iabour divisions, lack of 

language training) but unions have dso faced criticisms from women of colour for, 



as Ronnie 

1989: 172) 
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Leah terms it, "its lack of effort in organiPng the unorganized" (Leah 

Leah reports that: 

[Women of colour] have chdlenged the labour movement for their lack 

of attention to the special concems and needs of immigrant women, and 
their discriminatory attitudes towards women of colour. They charge 

that "the organized labour movement has always seen the concems of 

visible minority and immigrant women as secondq,  compared to those 

of male, white workers"(l72). 

In this Iight, Cari Cuneo argues that in general, patriarchal business unionist 

leadership will stnke for concessions but will not "enter into coalitions with 

community groups on issues such as rausm, sexud orientation, or even free 

tradeW(Cuneo 1993: 116). This trend is less present in the practice of social unionism. 

Chandra Mohanty highlights the shggleç of women of colour to colIectiveIy 

organize when unions traditiondy focus on notions of class that reflect the 

interests of the male worker. This tradition fails to recognize 'The fact of being 

women with particdar racial, ethnic, cultural, sexual, and geographical histones has 

everything to do with our definitions and identities as workers" (Mohanty 1997: 6). 

Mohanty recognizes that unions have played a role in free-trade zones in 

"expressing the needs and demands" of poor women, but that the sexism of these 

unions has driven women to seek collective organizing in alternative forms - such 

as women's unions or feminist organizations (24). Implicit in Mohanty's 

observations is the hope thaï unions wiII make deliberate and expansive efforts to 

offer the opportunity of union membership to the communities of women of 

colour. 

Once women and men and women of colour join unions what environment 

awaits hem? Unfortunately the general history of unions in relation to sexism and 

racism is mixed at best? Tne early union movement, while supporting some wage 
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equity between men and women (though certainly not always), dso  supported the 

domestication of women, such as the promotion of a "family wage" for male 

workers. This cannot be excuçed as simply reflecting the ideology of the times since 

the Knights of Labor were organizing women as early as the 1880s (White 1993: 43). 

Of course, who counted as workers and actudiy as 'persans" is part of a long and 

brutal history - one that often did not find unions supporting the nghts of people of 

colour nor white women. 

Recent union history certaidy reflects improvement, but in the early 1990's a 

large number of unions did not have any cornmittees to deal with human rights 

issues(225). As recently as 1986, BIack22 workers organized the Ontario Coalition of 

Black Trade Unionists (OCBTU) in response to raasm in the union movement 

(Leah 1993: 164). Leah further reports that in interviews with June Veecock, who ai 

the time of the interviews (1988-1992) was the director of human nghts and race 

relations for the Ontario Federation of Labour, reported that the situation in terms 

of racism and the unions was "abysmal" despite growing awareness and response to 

the problem (162). Veecodc observed that "there are a lot of rhetorical statements 

about policies, but these policies are not always translated into action on the shop 

fI oorU(162). In another interviewz Veecock reflected: 

2 1 ~  am focusing here on racism and sexism in the union setting as examples of how vital issues of social 
justice have gone un/under addressed in the union context. Of course, in the larger society that unions 
are part of, oppressions oc= across a number of social locations such as sexuality, dis/abiiiv, and 
religion. For sorne historical perspectives see White, J. 1993. Sisters and Solidarity: women and unions 
in Canada Educational Publishing; Briskin, B, McDermott P (eds.) 1993. Women Challenging Unions: 
feminism, demomacy and mi l i fmcy  Universi9 of Toronto; Nyden, P. 1983. "Evolution of Black 
Political Influence in American Trade Unions" Journal of Black Sfudies (13) 4; and Leah, R. 1989. 
"Linking the Struggles: Racism, Feminism and the Union Movement" Socialist Studies 5 

221 a m  drawing fiom Kimberly Crenshaw's notion that "Black" is not a terni based on exdusion and 
oppression while the construction of "whiteness" historically and in the contemporary certainly is. 
Given that, 1 agree that to treat the names of "minorities" as proper nouns can be a counter-hegemonic 
act. 

23 See Modibo, N.N. 1995 "I'm Not A Member, My English 1s Not Enough: the participation of 
'immigrant' women in Toronto Union Locals" Ph.D. thesis, Department of Soaology of Education, 
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. Among his recommendations to "enhance both union 
atmosphere and outreach to immigrant women" is the suggestion that the ''union local adopt and discuss 
policy statements on the role of immigrant women members; and locals develop m o n i t o ~ g  mechanisms 
to account for the proportional representation of immigrant women in leadership positions. For 



1 think the underIyùig fact is that there is racism. . . As long as you are 
visibly different, the perception is you do not have an understanding, 
you do not have the ability, you are not one of the boys, or one of the 

girls, they see your contribution to that union as not being important. 
You are a member, you pay your dues, you have some ri&& and that's 
i t  But in terms of trade union principIes and what it al1 stands for, 
there seems to be some perception that people who are not white do 

not have an understanding of what it means to be a trade unionist 
(Modibo 1995: 188). 

In ternis of formal union education, which again only 5% of Canadian union 

workers receive annually, union educator D'Arcy Martin reports that ". . . the 

unionist tendency is to seek not the most oppressed in a group of workers, but those 

who have Ieverage with which something could be done to remedy 

injustices"(Martin 1994: 93). In redpolitik terms thÏs may seem to make sense - as it 

mav serve to ~rirnarilv direct those who wlll run for office to the ~olitical courses 
J A J A 

they wilI need (Martin 1994: footnote 349). However the circular logic is dso 

revealing: the "most oppressed" workers are not steered into courses because as 

"most oppressed" they dont have power to change being the "most oppressedl'< 

Therefore, by W t u e  of being "the most oppressed" they are de facto disqualified 

the 

to 

offiaaliy work to overcome oppression. The result of this is that few people of color 

and fewer women than men have real opportunities for training and politid 

leadership within the union. 

It is worth noting that the oppression and discrimination in unions often 

refiect the problems of the Iarger society (Leah 1993: 165). However, the Iarger 

society is not an institution that has declared itself an advocate of social justice as 

some unions do. Obviously unions emerged as a response and resistance to 

oppression, but unions have aeated and continue to, re / create oppressions 

example, reserving seats on the local executive cound for immigrant women (Modibo 1995: 289)". These 
recommendations could certainly appIy to 0 t h  under-represented groups, such as union manbers of 
Aboriginal descent. 
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(induding those around dass)2* and therefore cannot be somehow be "excused" for 

complicity in these injustices. There are also a number of unions that may dispute 

that "social justice" is part of their agenda at  alI, though Ontario Federation of 

Labour President, Wayne SamueIson cd1s the OFL "a Ieading voice in the 

movement for social changeW(OFL Febmary 1998 Women's BulIetin)25. 

There are some success çtones in this Iight, but these are not without struggle. 

For example, in Toronto, CUFE Local 79 established a Human Rights Cornmittee but 

Leah reports that its creation had to corne as a push from some members because, as 

the members reported, "the union didn't want itW(Leah 1993: 162). 

To i b  strong credit, CUPE Local 79 went on to challenge racism and sexism in 

the workplace in its campaign to defend the jobs of Bladc and Asian women 

empIoyed as nursing attendants in Metro Toronto Homes (Leah 1989: 181). In this 

struggle the union used strategies that c m  a d  as some guidelines for further union 

work in anti-racist, anti-sexist struggles. Leah reports that CUPE Local 79 "enlisted 

the aid of immigrant wornen, community and seniors' groups, as well as support 

from other labour bodies"(l83). This kind of coalition building and aoss-issue 

focus is a sign that progress can be and is being made. 

Another positive sign was the Canadian Labour Congress's (CLC)26 first-ever 

conference dedicated to gay and lesbian issues in October 1997. Over 300 peopie 

showed up to this historical event, where issues such as same-sex benefits, 

2%'his is a cruaal point in this chapter - unionists should be proud of much of the history of unions; yet 
as my discussions on racism and other issues should make clear, unions also have orgariized and continue 
to organize in ways that are oppressive to a wide range of people. 

2 5 ~ h i l e  the terni "social change" was used here rather than "social justice" the implication is 
certainly one of progressive social change. Samuelson is not calling for conservative or reacfionary 
social change. 

* m e  CLC was founded in 1956 ". . . as a merger between two previously established national groups, 
the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada and the Canadian Congress of Labour"(Seymore 1976: 55). 
The CLC is a "union of unions" that has over 100 national and international members. The CLC charters 
a provincial federation of labour in each province, monitors and organizes around legislation, and holds 
national conventions where numerous issues related to labour and union policy, arnong other activities 
are debated. Some consider these conferences the "Parliament of Canadian Labourf1(55-57). 
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harassment, and the Ïndusion of transgendered perçons in the CLC working group 

on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Workers, were taken up (Gordon 1998). 

However, it iç also t e h g  that almost hdf of the deIegates to the conference 

were not sponsored by their unions to attend, therefore paying theK own way 

(Gordon 1998: 19). Unions, though, are deariy not just union leadership, and the 

interest and cornmitment to su& equity issues by some members is encouraging. 

Issues around hiring and seniority and equity certainly continue to play out 

today in the union movement. Seniority is still a very sacred tenet in unions, and 

can serve important positive functionç as well as oppressive ones. CheryI Harris 

provides an example of such issues in a U.S. case, which is certainly a different 

context than the one Canadian unions operate in, but I feel it raises important issues 

nonetheless. 

In 1986 the United States Supreme Court heard the case of Wygant v- Jackson 

Bd. of Education, where more senior white teachers were laid off before more junior 

BIack teachers (Harris 1993: 1776). This was a union-approved Iayoff plan to aid in 

the work of remedying past discrimination in hiring. However the Michigan 

school board challenged this move as reverse discrimination. The Court overrode 

the union agreement and ordered the reinstatement of the white workers (1776). 

Cheryl Harris observes that this ruling ignores the discriminatory hiring that 

made it impossible for Blacks to have seniority in the first place. Therefore what the 

Court was redly protecikg was not equaiity or oppominity, but whiteness as 

property: the property interests in seniority rights that were available o d y  ta 

whites(1776). 

In this case, of course, the union had rightfulIy attempted to protect rninority 

hirings and respect affirmative action needs. I believe research is needed to explore 

how different unions are taking up the issue "whiteness as property" (or "maleness" 

etc.) espeually in relation to issues of seniority. 



Perhaps the most recent positive sign in terms of challenging raasm in 

Canadian unions is the release of the Canadian Labour Congress's report 

"ChdIenging Racisrn: Going Beyond Recommendations." This report cornes from 

the 1994 CLC Anti-Raasm Task force and include recommendations around 

struchmd changes, changes in hiring practices, education, among others. A series of 

forums are being organized aaoss Canada to move the work forward. However, as 

Ethel LaValIey, the Chair of the Task Force emphasized "It is criticai that the 

important recomrnendations held in this report are irnpIemented. This report 

cannot just be put on a shelf to gather dustl'(OFL, February 1998 Women's Bulletin). 

The Problem with Skllls 

Another key issue that is within union policy is the attention of union 

education on the development of skills. The hegemo~c  power of a competency 

based skills approach to education and training should not be overlooked. This type 

of training assumes that the mode of production 

right one, workers just need to know how to get 

Shurman 1992: 6) .  

and the division of Iabour is the 

the job done right (Sarmiento, 

Furthemore, a skills-based approach places the burden of economic troubles 

off the larger structural systems of exchange and individualizes them to the 

pathologized "incompetent" worker (who needs help, causes trouble, etc.). The 

worker, in this andysis, must be the produd of a hombIe educational system that 

fails to provide the proper skills and attitudes for success in the workplace. 

However, as D.W. Livingstone observes, there is an increasing gap between the 

knowledge and skills of the employed and potentid employed and their ability to 

use this knowledge on the job. He documents that ". . . most of us continudy Iearn 

mu& more work-related knowledge than we ever have a chance to apply in paid 

workpIaces"(Livingstone 1998: 10). In other words, a skills based approach, as Sue 

Folinsbee argues, places too much respomibiIity on ". . . workers' basic skills and 



ensuring prograrns for improving a Iagging economy, enhanàng global 

competitiveness, improving productivity, and correcting the problemç of a 

partidar workpIace"(Fo1insbee 1995: 68)? 

Folinçbee, though, is writing from her daim that the focus of union 

education is on job related skills. My aiticism as well are focused primarily on 

trainings related to job related skills28. Unions do, though, spend a signihcant 

amount of energy addressing the skills needed in union "bread and butter" courses, 

such as being a Shop Steward. These courses are certainly necessary for unions to 

function effebively and many incorporate issues such as harassrnent and sexism in 

the workplace. 

However as important as these courses are, they too are not devoid of 

political and social issues, whether such issues are addressed in any particular Shop 

Steward training or not. In part these courses represent an assumption that the 

workings of capitalkm and the relations between management and workers is the 

right one. Such courses c m  reinforce the idea, as David Hakken observes, that "a 

union's success or failure rests on skins in industrial relations and management 

WorkpIace and union education (Iike most formal education in North 

America) is tied up with Iarger neo-liberal assumptions around what education is 

and how it is understood to work. I wilI discuss this in more detail in the section on 

popular education. In the introduction I briefly critidsed the notion of the 

27~ivingstone debunks knowledge-deficit theories and the cure of more education to address sociew- 
wide underemployment and unstable employment: "In fa&, impressive cumulative gains in educational 
attainment levels have been unable to prevent the periodic reoccurrence of serious unemplo yment 
crises"(Livingstone 1998:3). Rather, in an age of ever inueasing knowledge and artincial aedential 
employment requirements (the "aedential society") it is the economy that must be re-organized 
(Livingstone 1998). 

2 8 ~  do believe that the apprenticeship model c m  act to dismpt some of the hegemonic educational 
relations in workplace settings. Nancy Jackson argues that "Apprenticeship is the o d y  model of 
comprehensive work Iearning which in the past has effedively served to protect the interest of the 
workers. It has done so by tying a method of skill acquisition to a system of jurisdiction over the conduct 
of work on the job"(Jackson 1991: 24). 
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autonomous subject What is worth mentioning now (and again and again) is that 

within a system based on Liberalism, most western educationd philosophies fdsely 

assume that students (citizens, actors, friends) are free and independent subjects, 

devoid of the context of history, place, community and even sometimes body. In 

liberalism people are assumed to be rational subjects that make free choices to 

pursue their interests. In this plulosophy students are given new information and 

skilIs in order to make correct and reasoned "free" choices resulting in greater 

competition and benefit for soaety. 

There is, of course, extensive research and Iiterature attacking such notions, 

from Marxïs t, feminist, pos tmodernis t, and poststructuralis t perspectives. 

Education programs and schools are as much in the business of passing on 

acceptable knowledge and ski.Us29 as they are in the business of constructing socid 

identities. People do not d l  have free and open choices that are made in a 

poIitically, economicalIy, cdturaIIy neutral zone. For now my point is that a skills 

based approach in education is both sustained by and aids in sustaining the 

hegemonic and capitalist notions of autonomous free individuals. 

Within this context, c a b  for "outcome-based education" emerge so that there 

can be a system of education that has a "payment by results" uohn Fields) of 

cornpetencies on pre-determined criteria (AIexander, Martin 1995: 84). It's no 

acadent that the "back to basics" and pro-phonics movement is led by the politicai 

Right Nexander and Martin argue that: 

The competency movement today is to be seen in the context of the so 

called 'new world order' and the international division of labour 

impIicit within it, which conflate democracy with the venaIity of the 
'free' market As such, the competency rnovement is an ideoIogicaI 
instrument for creating hegemonic consent to the globiIised de-skihg 

29"~ducational policy statements by corporate executives and organized labour leaders aMce now 
generally presume that the development of western societies since the 19th century has seen the 
continued extension of public schooling sirnply because the economic and social well being of the 
societies require a more highly schooled and skilled labour force"(Livingstone 1987: 128). 



of not only industrial and agrïcultural workers but also teachers and 
addt educators (94). 

Skill, though, is not something that is simply gaÏned or lost, "on demand", or "off 

dernand". Skill is, as Thomas Dunk reminds us, a soaal consmict. Dunk argues 

that what passes for skiII in any speafic time and place is the produd of "cornplex 

phenomenoIogical, soaal, econornic, and political process" (Dunk 1996: 101). 

Historicdly, in the west, the concept cf "skilIW has been constructed around notions 

of mascuIlliity and whiteness (106-112). Dunk documents that 

Ideas about what constitutes skilled labour idluences ideas about the 
identity of workers; in turn, ideas about skiIl are refracted through the 
raad / ethnic and gender identity of those performing tasks(l20). 

White labour has a history of struggling to exclude and limit non-white and 

in higher paying jobs, non-female Iabour.30 The social acquisition of "whiteness" 

itself for foreigners was in part related to a worker's position in a hierarducal labour 

division(l09). Evidence of skill at work could make one move from "foreigner" to 

"white"(iO9). In ternis of gender, Dunk observes that women's paid (and unpaid) 

productive activities in the workplace are often understood as reflecting "natural" 

abilities and therefore are not understood as skills (105). 

It is not surprishg then, as workers who are not male and white enter the 

work force in greater numbers that "skill defiats" emerge as a cry from employers, 

governments, and unions. Cultural bias can be hidden in notions of "character 

traits" and "skill" hides issues of identity and racism(l20). How subjects are 

constructed as "skilIed" is an important history that needç more attention. 

3 0 ~  don't wish to imply that this racist and gendered act is outside of the forces of capitalism and the 
dynamics of underemployment inherent in its functioning. What is interesting here iç how notions of 
whiteness and maleneçs get expressed and serve to reinforce and re/aeate these dynamio. 
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A focus on training for skilIs therefore ignores cruad issues around how 

work is organized in terms of d workers and their relation to the means of 

production; it pathologizes the worker as a source for Iow productivity, workplace 

acadents, and poor quality s e ~ c e  and materials; and it hides the construction of 

heterosexud white mdes as the default "skilled worker". 

Expanding the World of the "Worker" 

What do we mean when we use the term "worker"? While the term has 

historical mots in relation to fostering unity amongst (certain) laborers it can also 

serve to form a homogenous identity. 1 see a paraIlel here with the observations 

George Dei has made regarding schools: 

Schools themselves constnict students in identity poIitics by daiming 
al1 in their jurisdiction as "students." This closure of identities ignores 

genders, race and dass, thus creating an erasure of sexism, racism and 

dassism (Dei, 1996: 31-32). 

While issues of class are not so easiIy erased in a union setting, the emphasis on 

"workers" can have the homogenized identity effect that Dei criticizes. This 

hornogenization creates a tension of an us/ them split - to challenge union 

solidarity, such as by chdenging sexism in the union, is to chaIlenge solidarity? 

Furthemore, the term "worker" may contribute towards a binary split 

between the employed and the unemployed.32 Chandra Mohanty cites the 

importance of not creating "artÏ£icial separation(s)" between notions of "workers" 

and "homemaker" in the process of organizing groups such as homeworkers, and by 

inference, workers in general (Mohanty 1997:26). Many unions have acted in 

31 In Chapter Two 1 explore issues arovnd promoting unity while taking on issues of dserence, and thiç 
issue also appears in the HEU summer school. 

3 2 ~  am indebted to Lama Mitchell and Sue Vanstone for discussions around "workers" and "skill''. 
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soIidarity with the unemployed and need to support and expand that work by using 

terms that reflect that those that are unemployed are "workers" as weLI, many of 

whom share comrnon interests with the union movement In fact, the idea of 

"skiIled workers" serves to place domestic labour as non-work, creates a 

skilIed/ unskilled binary split, and fosters highly arbitrary notions of a meritocracy 

both in the "workplace" and in the larger soaety. 

Judy Kahan and Ken Losey Fraser raise a simiIar issues when they suggest 

that in providing educationd resources in the workplace, such a Iiteracy programs, 

union educators should pursue a holistic perspective about partiapants. Kalman 

and Fraser conducted a study on a workplace Iiteracy program designed to "create a 

Iearning situation that would encourage high student involvement and an active 

role in the leaming process"(Kalman, Fraser 1992: 1). However, even though the 

program was intended to be based on student expenence and knowledge, it assurned 

that work experience was of the main concern to the partiapants. 

While work is suely a major activity of many adults, it cannot be 

assumed that a11 that they do is work, or that work is the only 
meaningful thing that occurs in their lives. In fa&, many adults might 

prefer to think about anything but work (108-109 my emphasis). 

This insight is far readùng, as most union education is, understandably, organized 

around issues of work. That people occupy a number of social locations in their 

lives, beyond that of partiapants in a workplace, is an important point to recognize 

in a popda.  labour education setting33 

Reflections on Risk 

My final point is not so much of a critiasm as a refleciion, on the persona1 

risks of partiapating in some types of programs. The issue of risk is a complex one, 

3 3 ~  more holistic notion of workers was present, for example, at the HEU 1997 m m e r  school. See 
Martin, 1995 for further examples of union educating taking holistic approaches to education. 
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and I discuss it M e r  in Chapter Two. Here I wish to highlight David Hakken's 

observations on the personal disruption that can accompany partiapating in courses 

that are designed to challenge ways of thinking. In his research (in Britain) some 

participants in aitical labour education programs went through dramatic personal 

change, which has broad implications for their üves, and the understanding of the 

risks and effects of such critical programs: 

My research demonstrates the need for workers' education to 
acknowledge the cuIturaI context within which the working dass is 

compelled to act. For example, the worker/student may as much be 

expelled from the working-dass by his or her former mates as enticed 
through "perks" in the middle dass. (1993: 137)34 

This observation puts uisight into the notion that individuals "seII-out" their 

various Iower cIass positions. How and why people are stigmatized/embraced by 

various groups regarding their credentials and other forms of cdtural capital is a 

question far beyond the scope of this paper. However, Hakken reminds us that 

popular and labour educators must always ask "Who is risking here and how 

much?" 1 discuss this further in the next chapter, especially around issues of "safe 

space". 

ùi summary, while union education has a long history of working in 

counter-hegemonic ways, it aIso has a long history of rekreating many of the 

oppressions that unions ostensibly are combating. Participation in formal union 

education is not in fact that common in the unions, and most programs available 

34~or example, Hakken ates one trade union organker who had been through a major course and his 
attempt to return to his old job as a train driver (engineer): "For six monthç 1 went back to my old job; 1 
was determined to stick it, to fit back in. 1 hally decided to pack it in - 'what's the use?' The problem 
waç m y  mates. At work, they didn't heat me the same; put me apart, like. In the pub, with people 
from my housing estate, it was 'Mr. This' or 'Mr. That'; they used to bkedin' stand up when 1 came over 
to their table. They treated me like 1 was different, because 1 was 'educated"'(Hakken 1993: 122). 

This is not to Say, of course, that such treatment changes the fundamental relationships that one has to 
the means of production. It does, though, demonstrate issues around "cultural capital". 
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skilIs-based. These skilIs-based programs lend themselves to a taat support of 

economic and political system and reinforce very problematic Iiberal 

assumptions around education. The pIacernent and participation of women and 

men of colour in unions, union executives, and union education programs, while 

growing, sti.Ii has a long way to go. Progressive programs, such as Paid Education 

Leave, are the exception more than the rule, though there are unqiiestionably 

movements towards new and innovative educational projects in the union 

movernent. 

It is perhaps this last point that makeç the work of the BC HEU particularly 

interesting. One element of this interest is the embracing of an explicit poIiticaI 

agenda and a pedagogy that recognizes and reflects this political agenda, namely 

popular education. Yet popular education, in both theory and practice, has 

dangerous trends in its history as weII as great success and potentid for counter- 

hegemonic work. 



Chapter 2 

Practices and Problems in Popular Education 

Populat Education, Background and Theory 

The word "popular" in popular education cornes from the work of aitical 

education that  foc^, s on w o r b g  among poor and otherwise oppressed peoples. 

Raymond Morrow argues that ". . .the very term popular has so many distinctive 

connotations that in English the Spanish Term shodd be written in Italics" 

(Monow 199052). One distinction is that the term "popular" in Latin America 

connotes peasant and folk cultures and in the industrialized west the term "popular 

culture" often connotes mass media and industrialization (52). While it is true that 

the term carries new meanings in new Ianguages, so do the practices. Al1 things 

change and 1 do not wish to promote the idea of a "pure" or "true" way of "popular 

education". 

Popular education work has been done for a long time in a number of 

locations. In this chapter 1 am interested in Iooking at ways that the concept has 

been taken up in the North Amencan context and the possibiIities/problematics 

that some of the theories and practices that emerge from it may contribute to the 

union movement. 1 recognize that 1 cannot be* to capture the diversity of practice 

as weU as the theory imbedded in the practices of popular education in North 

Arnerica. 

After providing a brief o v e ~ e w  of major trends and tenets in popular 

education theory, 1 highlight key critiques in the foI.Iowing areas: narrow notions of 

power; the troubies with "story-telling", issues around "experience", and concerns 

with "empowerment". 1 draw on a number of theorists who raise concerns about 

the limits and dangers of popular education, such as how it can homogenize 

difference and silence issues of racism within groups. Using various theonsts as a 

base I make general recommendations that 1 think would be constructive to 
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consider when implementing a popdar education program in union and other 

Theories of Popular Education 

Popular education in its contemporary form is ofteen traced back to the work 

of Paulo Freire and his programs in Brad  in the 1960Is.35 Freire worked with 

peasants, using literacy programsi to challenge the dominant world view of the elite. 

Freire's work in BraziI focused on the need for Iand reform. He argued that 

transformative education was based on a dialogue between action and reflection. In 

this process, which Freire c d e d  "consaentization," the students reflected on their 

problems (such as the nced for land) and then analyzed what wodd need to happen 

to change the situation. In reading the Word, Freire argued, one learns to read the 

WorId (and vice-versa). 

Freire strongly argued the point that 1 mentioned in the introduction, that 

education is always a political act and can never be "neutral." His critiasm of 

"Banking Education" is weU known in academic and adult education circles.36 

35~or this brief summary of some of the major tenets of Popular Education 1 am focusing on Freire due to 
his tremendous influence in the field. This is a bit unfair to him as he has been taken up in numerous 
ways to the point of him citing Marx's famous reçponse to French "Marxists" who invoked Marx's narne 
in ways he rejected: 'WeIl, then, aIl 1 know is that i'm no Marxist" (Freire 2994: 88). However, this 
summary should serve to provide a generd overview to be abIe to place in context the critiques that 
follow. 

36~reire argued that banking education is a reflection of how societies act to oppress people in many 
ways. He identified the following characteristics of banking education: 

The teacher teaches and the students are taught 
The teacher knows everything and the students know nothing 
The teacher thinks and the students are thought about 
The teacher talks and the students listen - rneekly 
The teacher disaplines and the students are discipiined 
The teacher chooses and enforces his [sic] choice, and the students comply 
The teacher acts and the students have the illusion of acting through the action of the teacher 
The teacher chooseç the program content, and the students (who were not consulted) adapt to it 
The teadier confuses the authority of knowledge with his [sic] own professional authority, which 
he [sic] sets in opposition to the freedom of the students 
The teacher is t& Subject of the learning process, while the pupils are mere objects. [Freire, 1970: 
591 



Freire's belief that the "revolutionary educator" must become a partner in the 

education process with his or her students is part of the backbone of the process of 

popular education. FreKe emphasized this theme in his Iater writings as weU: 

To criticize the arrogance, the authoritarianism of intelIectuaIs of Left or 

Right, who are both basicdy reactionary in an identical way. . . to 

criticize the behavior of university people who claim to be able to 
'conscientize' rural and urban workers without having to be 

'conscientized' by them as weI1. . . this I have always done. Of this 1 
speak, and of almost nothing eIse, in Pedagogy of the Oppressed. And of 

this I speak now, with the same insistence, in Pedagogy of Hope (Freire 

1994: 79). 

Freire's theoretical tenets force popular educators to undertake a 

methodology that is deliberate about giving voice to al1 partiapants. This 

methodological practice, which is characterized by group discussions, roIe-playing, 

drawing, music, games, etc, is intended to bring forth and recognize rnuItipIe ways 

of creating and sharing knowledge of al1 participants. 

However, in the tradition of popuIar educaüon, the partiapatory process is 

only a meam toward decoding social oppression and forming a counter-hegemonic 

strategy. This distinction is too often lost on a number of educators who are 

influenced by Freire. Given his assoaation with Iiteracy programs, a number of 

Iiteracy organizations have adopted Freire's partiapatory approaches to adult 

education instruction, but faiied to pursue a critical analysis of power within this 

process.37 While usuaily not invoking his name, this same phenornena has become 

more comrnon in the Iast decade or so in workplace sites? 

However, Paula Allman observes that contrary to a widely held belief Freire expiicitly rejected the 
notion that teachers are "faalitators". Freire argued that "Teachers maintain a certain level of 
authoriiy through the depth and breadth of knowledge of the subject matter that they teach" (quoted 
in Allman, et al 1998: 10) 

37!3ee Mayo, Peter (1994) for a discussion on the abuse of Freire's ideas by iiteracy programs. 

38~or example, giving workers a "voice" is becomlig a cornmon management practice in haining and in 
very limited ways in the workplace itself. Toronto labour educator, Jorge Garcia Orgales, reported to 
me that the educational materials and participatory approaches that are being produced by 



PopuIar educators, as I described in the introduction, dso draw on the work of 

Antonio Gramsa3? Along with his theory of hegemony Gramsa's idea of the 

"organic intellectual" is an important one.40 The concept of the "organic 

intellectual" in popular education is more expansive than the cIass-based notions of 

Gramsa. Gramsci argued that organic intelIectuals are those (workers) who, rooted 

in the daüy life of working people (understanding and coming from the culture) can 

develop criticaI consaousness of a collective and poIitical lever (Boggs 1993: 159). 

Critical "intellectuals" then, are not separate and outside of the "masses" in a 

vanguard way, but ernerge from the masses themselves. In popdar education the 

idea of organic intellectuaIs extends beyond dass oppression to an understanding 

that people that face oppressions develop criticd understandings of those 

oppressions in unique and cruad ways*'. 

management consultants are in fact "excellent" - they get peopIe involved, they recognize different 
learning styles, and they can be fun (Interview, April28th, 1997). No Company, Orgales and 1 concurred, 
is going to use such practices to seriously ïncrease employee critiusm of the Company, or of the 
assumptions of the material relations between workers, management, or of the contradictions of the 
pursuit of econoniic growth. Orgales pointed out that "partiapation" in many ways had been CO-opted 
by management Popular labour educators need to explore what kinds of partiapation practices iead to 
what kind of actions, understandings, etc- This kind of work can be done in cooperation between union 
and popular education workers. 

34 too draw on Gramsci's work in my understanding of popular education. I agree, though, with Stuart 
Hall who notes: 

1 do not daim that, in any simple way, Gramsci 'has the answers' or 'holds the key' to 
our present troubles. 1 do believe that we must 'think' our problerns in a Gramscian way 
- which is different . . . We can't plu& this 'Sardinian' from his speafic and unique 
political formation, beam him d o m  at the end of the 20th century, and ask him to 
solve our problems for us: especially because the whole thrust of his thinking was to 
refuse this easy transfer of generalizations from one conjuncture, nation or epoch to 
another. Hall, S .  1991. "Postscript Gramsci and Us" in Roger Simon's Gramsci's 
Political Thought: An Introduction 2nd Edition, London: Lawrence and Wishart 

4 0 ~ o r  examples of the use of Freire (and sometimes Gramsa) see, Arnold, R, Bev Burke, Car1 James, 
D'Arcy Martin, Barb Thomas 1991. Educating for a Change Toronto: Doris Marshal Knstitute for 
Education and Action, Toronto: Between the Lines; Barndt, D. 1989.Naming the Moment: Political 
Analysis for Action. Toronto: Jesuit Centre; Gatt-Fly 1983. Ah-Hah! A New Approach to Popular 
Education. Toronto: Between the Lines; Hope, Anne, Sally Timrnel, and Chris Hodzi 19%. Training for 
Transformation - A Handbook for Comrnunity Workers (Books 1, 2, and 3 )  Zimbabwe: Mambo Press; 
Nadeau, Denise 1996.Counting our Victories : Popular Education and Organizing. Vancouver: Repeal 
the Deal. 
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However, the expansive understanding in popular education of Gramsa's 

dass-focused theory is not to say that popdar education iheory and/or practice has 

completely escaped the worst of modernism, such as reductionism, simplistic binary 

power analysis, and imperialiçt, colonial actions. M e r  1 briefly explore some of the 

general trends in popular education practices 1 will present critiques of popular 

education theory and pracüce aIong such lines. 1 will follow this, though, with an 

attempt to take the strong points of popular education (such as notions of soaal 

justice emerging from those that face oppression) and search for ways that critical 

education and labour organizing can better fit together. 

Trends in Popular Education 

In 1964 the coup in Brazil resulted in Freire's exile, but popdar education 

continued to blossom. Freire continued his work in Chiie untiI the coup in the 

early 1970's. Freirian-influenced popular education began to be used in a number of 

struggles in Nicaragua after the revolution, in Mexico, in South Africa (such as 

with the "People's Education" movement) 42 and in the 1970's it began to emerge in 

the United States and Canada. 

In the Canadian context popdar educators were very iduenced by the work 

in Central America, with some Canadians workuig and doing educational work in 

do not wish to irnply that popular education only "works" with people in very similar subject 
positions (soàal, political, economic etc. identities). Critical dialogue can and does take place across 
many social locations. However, what is understood and how it is understood m o t  be separated from 
one's subject position. 

interesting example of the popular education work in South AMca is the work of the Centre for 
Adult and Conthuing Education (CACE). As an example, they held a series of "Talking Gender" 
workshops in 1990. These workshops explored gender oppression and the use of popular education as 
tool to challenge sexism and raasm. From these workshops a popular education handbook "On Our 
Feet: Taking Steps to Challenge Women's Oppression" was produced. An excerpt: "Women's oppression 
takes different foms in different soaeties at different times, and we need to look at the ways issues of 
class, race and gender interact with each other in any particdar soàety or situation. For example, in 
South Ahïca a "maid and a "madam" may both be oppressed as women in many ways which seem 
similar. But the "madam" benefits from the "maid's" position as a bIack worker, and also her 
oppression as a woman which is part of why she is caught in low-paid domestic work Having a 
domestic worker frees the "madam" £rom many of the aspect of her oppression as a wornan - she can get 
a better education or do a well-paid job, and so be more independent in her Life" (Mackenzie 1993: 24). 
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Central America (Arnold et al. 1985, Arnold et al. 1991). For exarnple, in 1984, three 

Canadian popular educators were invited to a ten day popular education workshop 

in Mexico and in 1985 two popdar educators from Mexico came to Canada to hold 

workshops and trainings (Arnold et al. 1985). It is worth noting here that what 

Iiterature there is from that t ime reflects a predominateIy white group of Canadian 

e d u c a t ~ r s . ~ ~  Freire's influence d s o  began to show-up in some union programs, 

such as with the use of "generative themes" in union trainings (see below for 

"generative themes"). 

In the current context, there are a nurnber of foms and situations in whidi 

popdar education is used. There are trainers/faàlitators who wiU use popdar 

educationd approaches in community organizuig, pubIic awareness, etc. around a 

wide range of topics and themes. Professional popdar educators are dso hired as 

consultants to aid organïzations in conducting workshops around power issues as 

weI1 as simply staff retreats. 

While statistics on union and workplace education are fairIy easy to compile, 

it is quite difficult to gauge the extent or form of popular education work in North 

America. For one, popular education is a fairly fkid practice that gets taken up in a 

number of different ways across numerous locations. It is difficuit to know what is 

going 011.44 Mu& of the work may not be assoaated with institutions or may be 

done by groups around particular themes, such as environmental issues or raasm. 

dîçherene Razack observes "Although some questions have b e n  asked about the exporting of Freirian 
pedagogy £rom the First World badc to the Third World, in the guise of 'helping' the Third World 
adiieve its social goals, there have been few critical analyses of, for example, white middle-class 
educators (primarily men) leading subordinate groups to which they do not belong into mitical 
pedagogyW(Razack 1998: 44). 

'%Vendy Fisher writes about her experiences in popular education and partiapatory action research 
groups where the bdk of the participants were "white able-bodied people, daiming to collectively 
represent 'the peoples' voice in Canada's multi-racial society. . ."(Fisher 1998: 13). The importance of 
this problem should not be under-estimated. However, it's worth noting that Fisher points out 'This 
image may not accurately refiect the composition of many groups engaged in education for social change 
in the Canadian context. . . "(13). In other words, it's tough to know what's going on. 
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Its worth noting, though, that some prominent Ontario organizations that 

have identïfied themselves as prabitioners of popular education have been facing 

tough times. In 1997 the Jesuit Centre for SoaaI Faith and Justice in Ontario closed. 

Among other things, this centre ran "Naming the Moment1' popdar education 

workshops and published the newsletter, "The Moment" to promote soda1 justice 

causes. Also in 1997 the Doris Marshall Institute (DMI), a ten year old popular 

education group, centered in Toronto, effectively dosed. WhiIe the individuals 

who made up DM1 still do some popular education work, the colIective work and 

the organization of DM1 has ended. The North Amencan Alliance for Popular and 

AduIt Education (NAAPAE), which has its administrative office in Toronto, 

continues to be run entireIy on volunteer labour and is in constant jeopardy of 

closing. 

There are and were, of course, very speafic day-to-day issues, such as funding 

whidi have greatly effected the work of a number of progressive organizations, 

induding the popular education groups listed above. D M  once had a federaI g a n t  

for $100,000 approved that the muiister would not sign. The perception of 

Cavanagh was that the minister felt that DMI was too "political"45 . The Jesuit 

Centre upset some constituents by addressing the issues faang gay youth in Catholic 

SchooJs in its newsletter. 

However, as 1 noted in the introduction, there may be a shift occurring away 

from institutions that are organized around popular education methodology and a 

move toward incorporating popuIar education in the work that is dready being 

done by community groups, social justice organizations, and unions. this is true, 

it is all the more important to provide the best modeIs of popular education that we 

can, and this requires critiques of the practices of popular education. 

%bris Cavanagh Telephone i n t e ~ e w  April 1,1998 



Critiques of PopuIar Education 

As with any movement assoaated with social justice there are certainly 

critiques from mainstream and right-wing theonsts who question the basis of 

popdar education critiques on the economic system, racism, sexism, homophobia 

and other oppressions. For the purpose of this paper, though, 1 am focusing on 

progressive responses to popdar education theory and practice. 

Popular education is often based on a collection of people faditated in 

sharing experiences and finding cornmon ground to address their collective 

oppressions. Yet, as a number of authon observe, the ramifications of this practice 

c m  be very problematic. 1 d l  center this section on a number of authors who make 

overlapping critiques on a wide range of themes largely directed at the tendenaes of 

mu& popular education theory and practice to remain rooted too heavily in 

Iiberalism. These criticisms reflect tensions in the popular education movement, 

primarily as represented in the Iiterature. I dont wish to irnply that 1, or anyone, 

can know how day-to-day practices of popular education (or anything for that 

matter) occur across different locations. CertainIy there are popular educators who 

are not susceptible to the bulk of the critiasms that follow. However, the 

observations that fdlow are crucial, 1 believe, to any successh1 popular labour 

education effort- 

Narrow Notions of Power 

It is common in popular education theory to speak of the teacher learning 

from the studenh (see "Banking Education" above) but the Iimits of the teachers' 

knowledge often go unexamined. EIizabeth Ellsworth argues that the critical 

pedagogy Iiterature fails, 

to examine the implications of the gendered, raced, and dassed teacher 
and student for the theory of critical pedagogy [and therefore] reproduce, 

by defadt, the category of generic "aitical teacher" - a çpecific form of the 



generic human that underlies dassicd liberal thought (Ellsworth 1989: 

110). 

Of course, there never is a neutrd "generic" human category. There is, though, the 

"mythicd nom" of white, heterosexual, middle-dass, male (110). This is reflected 

in the relative la& of analysis in popular education theory on how issues of power- 

difference among the participants affect oppression. There are, as Kathleen 

RockhiII observes, some things "we M y  do not know" (Rockhill 1991: 8) and c m  

never know. We are not positioned to know how culture, violence, racism, sexism, 

abelism, and dassism work across various soad  locations (8)46. Popdar educators 

must be as expIicit as possible regarding their symbolic and materid power over 

various participants in any group. 

That there is always a difference in power relations in any group is often 

brushed aside in popular education theory47. The focus in popular education 

groups is on externa1 power dynamics that assume a homogeneous and power-free 

collection of people (Razack 1993a: 61; RockhiII 1991: 2, Fischer 1997: 13). Women of 

colour in a group may face rausm from the whites and al1 the women may face 

sexism from the men. Homogenizing terms such as "women" or "peasants" faiIs to 

account for the many compIex ways that individuals and groups are soadly placed. 

Unfortunately, how power within the group (and the power that is represented 

there) effects the oppression of its members "rarely receives the same priority as 

getting on with the 'Iarger' issues that 'oppress us"'(Fischer 1997: 13).48 

46~t's worth noting that how we "know" what we know m o t  be separated or completeiy transformed 
from the soaal construction of our identities. 'Xnowledge," as Foucault observed, is power disguised as 
truth. What does it mem to "know"? 

47h some ways the 1997 HEU S u m e r  Çchool avoided this mistake - see subsequent chapters. 

4 8 ~  find that the more recent üterature, such as Nadeau (1996), who was a planner and hainer at the 
HEU 1997 S u m e r  SchooI, is more likely to take on issues of group power difference in construcrive 
manners. Fisher argues that in some cases in the literature the focus on power differences in the group is 
in terms of how it will affect the workshop and not on how power differences affect the "underlying 
structure" of popular education (Fisher 1997: 12 footnote # 20). For example, Fisher ates Arnold et al in 
Educating for a Change (page 15) where the reader is warned that "A failure to have this awareriess 
[of power] will ensure failure of the workshop" (12, #20). Fisher's point is an excelient one, though 
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This is not to say that power dynamics within a group dways deserves equd 

or greater priority than extemal issues - those are questions that need to be answered 

by context and shodd never be corisidered static. What is important here is that 

there are certaully contexts where the power dynamics of a group do warrant greater 

attention than even the "larger" issues.@ 

The Troubles with "Story-telIing'hnd 'Txperience" 

One way that power is homogenized in groups is through an uncritical focus 

on "experïence" and story-telling as a way to express and process this experïence. 

Story-telling is a common and powerhd instrument in popular education work. 

Story-tehg honors the history and experiences of diverse groups. It can act as a 

means of resistance to dominant narratives - such as raasm and classism. However, 

as Sherene Razack points out, in some streams of popular education work, story- 

te lhg  can have ramifications that run counter to good critiques of power. 

Razack argues that in the work to bring forth the experiences and voices of 

the oppressed, popular educators too often fall into the trap of assurning an 

"us/them" mentality. On the good side, there is popular knowledge and on the bad 

side, there is an offiaal knowledge. She references Richard Zuniga in observing that 

this process becomes ". . . a fhm rejection of empirïasm, positivism and science and 

a warm embrace of emotions, stories, narratives, nature, spontaneity." (Razack 

1993a: 61) This perspective is a rejection of the main story - not a challenge to it. 

Stones then become difficult to critique because they are assumed to be suppressed 

knowledge. To critique is to challenge solidarity. It is forgotten that stories not 

onIy represent reality, but heIp to make reality. (Razack 1993a: 61; Razadc 1998: 45). 

there are other sections of Educating for a Change where issues of power and ciifference are taken up in 
a broader sense. 

4 9 ~ h o  dedares that it is otherwise? 1 suspect those in the dominant positions of the group are those 
that may push to Iook "outside" - such as the hist~rical issue of some white feminists who, in their 
strong work to tade  patriarchy - re/created racist practices. A "race to innocence" may be a race to 
Iook elsewhere. 



When and how we tell stories and when and how we hear stories affects 

others. It affects how they think about the world, themsehes, and others. The risks 

of sharing "experience" are very different depending on one's social Iocation 

(Razack 1993b: 51)? Citing Trhn Minh-ha's work, Razack observes that certain 

members of groups, such as women of colour in a mixed-race group, may be 

condemned to speak as representatives of the Other to the dominant group (Razack 

1998:52). This is done in the spirit of "participation," a term that does not usually 

recognize the tactics of silence. If one can only be heard as the Other, siIence is not 

ody partiapation, it is resistance and struggIe51. 

It becomes too easy to forget that even in our groups working for s o a d  

change we have power differences. "Most important of dl, no one is off the hook 

since we can al1 daim to stand as oppressor and oppressed in relation to someone 

else" (Razack 1993a: 63). 

On a positive note, such sentiments are becoming more evident in recent 

literature, such as from AlIrnan et al.: 

-- -- - 

50 Ellsworth reports on the Limits of dialogue in her dass based on critical pedagogy theory , 

Things were not being said for a number of reasons. These induded fear of king 
misunderstood a.nd/or disdosing too much and becoming too vulnerable; mernories of bad 
experiences in other contexts of speaking out resenbnent that other oppressions (sexism, 
heterosexism, fat oppression, classism, anti-Semitism) were being marginalized in the 
name of addressing racism - and guilt for feeling such resentment; confusion about levels 
of trust and commiûnent surrounding those who were allies to another group's struggles; 
resentment by some students of color for feeling that they were expected to disclose 
'moree and once again take the burden of doing the pedagogic work of educating White 
students/profesçors about the consequences of White middle class privilege; and 
resentment by White students for feeling that they had to prove they were not the 
enerny (Ellsworth l989:316). 

51~egardiing another issue of participation, it is widely reported and undentood that learners report 
higher retention and greater satisfaction with education that involves their input and respects th& 
experiences. ImeI and Kerka (as reported in Folinçbee 1995) cite the trend in Canadian and US 
publications of promoting participatory approaches as well as provincial and state policies insisting on 
planning te- (Folinsbee 1995,67). Top-down "banking education" has, of course, a long history of 
critiques, but the inuease of pzrticipatory literacy and basic skills approaches that has gained more 
prominence in the 1990s has, 1 suspect, more to do with the goal of high performance than providing 
true worker voice and democracy in the workplace. Daniel Marshall argues that the assumption of 
management is ". . . empowered work teams + technology + flexibility = higher quality and 
productivity"(Marsha1l 1992: 42). Worker "empowerment" remains a means toward the end of profit. 
Quality remains quality of product, quality of growth, quality of stock value, not quality of work 
experience. 



The Freirian approach to Iearning is not simply experientid leaming, 
nor a therapy session characterized by the outpouring of experience. 

Besides, one's knowIedge can signify coIIusion in oppression. Sexism, 
racism and homophobia, for instance, can be "common-sense" 

understandings based on "knowIedge" and "experience" which, as Freire 

warns, sho-dd not be celebrated uncriticdy (Allman et al. 1998: 11). 

Writings such as these may reflect a positive change in popular education practices 

towards a greater understanding of the issues raised by writers such as Razak and 

Ellsworth. However, though a bit dated, Ellsworth documents that this recognition 

is stiII too rare in the Iiterature (ELIsworth 1989: 298).s2 

Expanding the Notion of "Experience" 

Another step is to question what is meant by "experience" in the first place. It 

is becoming more of a common tenet in feminist and postmodem theory to 

question how it is that individuals "have" expenence and instead pay closer 

attention to how subjects are constituted by experience (Scott 1992:26).53 As Cynthia 

Kaufman reminds us "Marxism has successfulIy shown that the notion of the 

individual as an autonomous self-willed agent is an ideological construction 

"(Kaufman 1994: 67). The exploration of experience is powerfd and necessary, but 

experience itself (and its role in creating individuaIs as subjects) must be unpacked 

5 2 ~ o r  example Stinson OIGorman states that popïlar education offers a "safe place" that participants 
can enter into "critical didogue" on "cornmon experienceç" (Stinson O'Gorman 1996: 170). Despite the 
many strengths of Arnold et al. (1991) the authors indude in their "assumptions about a workshop" 
that '2veryone will contribute to a safelnon-judgmental environment" (Arnold et al. 1991: 51). Who 
dedares a space "de"? Who is silenced in these "safel' places? I believe that such spaces work best 
when they are not dedared or ever expected to be "safe". As 1 report later, the faditators of the 1997 
HEU Summer School explicitIy rejected the notion of "safe space". 

53~his is not to Say that people do not have unique consaousness. John Fiske puts it well "Social agents, 
particularly subordinated ones, must never be confused with SO-cded hee agents (if such beings enst 
outside of the imaginations of conservatives or footbail coaches) because their agency is always 
comtrained by conditions that are not of th& own making, and it is exercised by using resources 
produced by otherç(Fiske 1993:21). 



for transfomative leamhg (Razadc 1993b: 45)? Joan Scott uses the work of 

Raymond WilIiams to argue that when we talk about individuds "having" 

experiences, we naturalize socially constructed categories: 

Talking about experience operates within an ideologicd 

construction that not ody  makes individuals the starting point of 
knowledge, but that also naturalizes categories such as man, 
woman, black, white, heterosexual, or homosexud by treating 

them as given characteristics of individuds (Scott 1992:27). . . . 
experience is at once always dready an interpretation and is in 

need of interpretationW(37). 

Rennie Johnston and Robin Usher argue that in aiticai pedagogy (and its use 

in popular education) a focus is placed on "refiection" as a means to make rational 

the expenence of participants and thereby create knowIedge uohnston, Uçher 1997: 

139). This reflects a modernist bias of transcending experience into an objective 

andysis. 

However, 1 (or Johnston and Usher) am not arguing that a focus on the 

"expenence" is without merit, such as recognizing and honoring marginalized 

voices, but that it is a dangerous process: 

Thus, it could be recognized that whiIe a focus on experientid learning 
is potentialIy Iiberating in its concern for the "neglected Iearner" and its 

opposition to "banking" approaches to education, it can dso be 
domesticating in that Iearners c m  be unreflective prisoners of their 

experiences or have their experience colonised and reduced, on the one 
hand by educationd institutions and on the other, by totaling "radical" 

discourses (Johnston, Usher 1997:143). 

*O his credit Paulo Freire (1994) made more explicit his cal1 to respect but problematize experience in 
his work "Pedagogy of Hope". See espedally Chapter 3. 
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For example, while it is important to discuss the suppressed histones of women, it is 

also very crucial to ask how the dominant culture understands what a "woman" is 

in the &st place. What "experiences" make up the idea(s) of women? In a simiIar 

light, what "experiences" create the identity of "worker"? In what ways has 

domestic labour (performed aImost exdusively by women) been organized and 

understood to not be considered "work? How has (is) gender identity been 

connected to the idea(s) of performing domestic labour? 

The selection of what is and what is not cowidered experience is a political 

ac t  To take experience on its face, to worship it even, to naturaluie culturally and 

historïcally speafic ideas (constructs) is a reactionary act. Popular educators, and 

other agents working for progressive s o a d  change, must work hard to Iocate 

histories of culture, discome, the creation of subjects, and thought itself to 

continuously de-naturalize what has been created and therefore has the potential to 

change. 

The Rationai Sub ject 

Issues around individuals and individualism do not end there, though. 

ElIsworth echoes some of this sentiment when she argues that "the literature on 

critical pedagogy implies that students and teachers c m  and shodd engage each 

Other in the classroom as fully rational subjectst'(EiIsworth 1989: 301). 

Again issues around Iiberalism anse. In Iiberalism, rational individuals are 

assumed to have equd consideration of rïghts and disputes over such rights are 

considered (in generd) through "rational" syçtems. In these considerations of what 

is "equd," the concept of equdity replaces the concept of justice (Razadc 1993b: 49). 

If one acknowledges that in a workshop or cIassroom (or other Iocation) that 

space is likely unsafe for some people, it must be questioned to what extent feelings 

realIy are able to be expressed. Reason and argument, even an oppositiond 

discourse, is more suited to the fundamental assumptions of IiberaIism ("Let's not 
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get irrational about this"). In the pursuit of rationalism the emotional effects of a 

raast comment or situation, for example, c m  become silenced in the pursuit of 

reason. In fact, the "irrational" has often been d e h e d  by the beliefs, cultures, 

mores, etc. of women, people of colour, and other exotic Others (Ellsworth 1989: 

301). As such it can be antiüpated that emotion, especiaIIy that hom oppressed 

groups, is less readüy heard than argument. Perhaps the process of popular 

education in diverse groups (broadly speaking) is inherently limited in the abiIity to 

move beyond "the rational". 

However, pursuing notions of rational, individual learners who gain 

"higher" levels of consaousness and empowerment is dangerously connected to 

notions of imperiidism and western hegemony. (HistoricaUy the argument went 

closely as follows: it is the colonizers who have higher consaousness over the 

irrational subjects who need to be saved from their heathen ways to ensure their 

personal and soaetal development.) 

In this Iight, Robert Schapiro argues that it can be difficult to separate the 

notion of education (and its modern connection to personal growth) from that of 

development. Increased knowledge is assocïated with increased rationality and the 

vdorization of local knowledge is onIy a process towards developing the individual, 

rational, western thinker who, like his or her society progresses in a Iinear way 

(versus, for example, in a cydical way as some cultures understand) (Schapiro 1995: 

40-44). 

This assumption of the IiberaI subject that wiU make the right choices given 

the proper information is an aspect of much popular education work. In her work 

on participatory research (and connections to popuIar education) Wendy Fisher 

observes that participatory research ". . . is redIy a process of manipulating people to 

do something that you have pre-detennined is for their own goodW(Fisher 1997: 

101)55. While 1 question if "manipdation" accurateIy reflects what may not be such 
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a conscious or consistent practice, that popular educators often have fairly expliat 

end-goals cannot be ignored. Sherene Razack reflects on this practice in regards to a 

Summer School for human rights activists at which she taught: 

WhiIe there was a commitment to student-directed and participatory 

Iearning, there was dso an inaeasÏngIy substantid manual and an 
agenda of resource perçons that M t e d  fiexibility and contradicted the 
notion of experiential learning. In redity, the Suminer CoIIege 

embodied a specific soaal vision and analysis. . ." (Razack 1993b: 47). 

In some ways I find such contradictions quite positive. Through su& an overt 

agenda the pre-determined ends (which in fact may not be even clear to the 

organizers) become more expliat and perhaps more open to interrogation by 

participants. 

My hope is that it become very common for popular educators to question 

their assumptions about what education is and what it is for. The role that 

education can play in soual change is hard to deterrnine. 1s it redly a Ieading cause 

for social change? Has it been? Could it be? That education is a great leader in 

soaal change should be a contention that is constantly examined in popular 

education, not a simple assumption. 

Just What is Empowerment? 

Another question that needs to be asked more carefully is what is meant by 

"empowerment". The goals of empowerment in the Iiterature are wide ranging but 

55~owever, in her excellent work (Fisher 1997), Fisher fails to interrogate her assumptions of the 
ideal-end point of anti-raasm. 1 agree with her goals of "social justice" (undefined by her) and anti- 
r a ~ s m  (undefined) but struggled with maintaining the important critique of liberalist and modemist 
notions of social change while at the same time holding forth on the ideal of anti-raasm. How do we 
"know" that something is racist? How is an anti-racist stance not staking a claim that it is something 
that is for others' own good? Jane Flax rerninds US that we need to "Make daims about gender injustice 
. . . without transcendentai guarantees or illusions of innocence"(Flax 1992: 459). Though, on what ternis 
are we dedaring something, no matter how local and speàfic, "unjust"? 1 believe h t h e r  philosophical 
work needs to be done on ethia that recognizes the great limitations of modemist thought but does not 
lose, however precarious, foundations of justice claims. 



often conneded to broad ahiçtorical and de-politiased goals such as "human 

bettement" (EIIsworth 1989: 307). "Empowerment" issues need to be recognized as 

greatly diverse and changing over muItiple locations. In terms of critical literacy 

work, Kathleen Rockhill observes: 

Educators who advocate Iiteracy for 'empowerment', do not ask 

'what does it mean to speak of power for a woman whose 
subordination is accomplished through sexud objectification?' 
. . . [such as in the ] practices of institutionalized heterosexism 

which regdate sexuality as private, unspeakable, and for 
women, in opposition to intellectual performance (RockhilI 

1991: 1). 

Empowerment, claims Schapiro, is about providing education to move 

human subjects to a pre-determined ideal end - that of the inteIIectual project of 

modemism. This "empowerment" is reaIIy the creation of the iùed rational 

subjects that were discussed above (Schapiro 1995: 30-31). In a bit of a "s~awperson" 

argument, Schapiro claims that progressive critical pedagogy theory rests on naive 

utopian ideas of a soaety without oppression. 1, however, question whether many 

popular educators really put forth arguments that power can somehow be made to 

disappea96 . 

There may be assumptions in popular education pracüce that people don't 

understand the social sources of their particular situations, and that once they do so 

they will act coIIectively. This perspective obviousIy ignores the "organic" 

knowledges of peoples and blinds itself to the multiple reasow that influence why 

56~chapiro significantly b a h  down at the end of his article when he daims that 'Tt may very well be 
true that empowerment, in the sense that Freire and Fals-Borda mean it, o n  lead to a fairer soda1 
order, but it will never lead to freedorn from the constraints or relations of powerl'(Schapiro 1995: 41). 
Who really believes it will? Freire says: "The fight is not. . . for a demoaatic society so perfect it 
suppresses sexism, racism, and dass exploitation once and for all. . . the £inal struggle is not to satisfy 
men and women, but to recognize them as finite, incomplete, and historically bound people" (Freire 
1996: 160). 



people dont take action (Augerbach and WaUsertein in Martin 1994: 91), or take 

action in ways that are umecognized or unexamined by this model. 

There are potential tensions in a popdar education mode1 that respects 

experience (even aiticdly) but also assumes a flradicalization" of partiapants is the 

gauge of success. For example, it is entirely possible that a group of people oppressed 

economically may, through an analysis of th& expenence, deude that foreigners are 

causing their troubles. The presumption is that with the proper critical dialogue 

such a xenophobic analysis will be de-bunked. It may very well not, for a host of 

reasons. 

Where Does This Lead Us? 

In the Introduction 1 explained that one goal of mine was to present some 

general issues and promote aitical discussion around fostering a popdar Iabour 

education movement. 1 condude this chapter with a reflection on some of the key 

issues raised above as well as some generd suggestions for the use of popdar 

education in unions. In doing so 1 recognize that every union is a different context 

(and each contain numerous contexts) and that a reape on how to do popular 

education in unions would not ody  be extremely presumptuous but violate some 

of the core theories raised above. My hope here is to raise issues that codd be 

beneficial to cowider for the labour popular educator. 

General Recommendations 

Firstly, a popular labour education movement would be strengthened if it is 

expIicitIy and widely recognized that even though "workers" share a common 

oppression in general terms, there are no innocent positions. George Dei points out 

"There is little doubt that a politics of simiIarities can rnask forms of soaal 

injusticefl(Dei 1996: 37). Yet, I share his concern that one must remain vigilant 



regarding the extent that a focus on differences "can aid or impede a politics of 

transformation"(Dei). 

In this vein, the us/ them mentidity should be greatIy problematized and the 

hard work begins of building alliances. Alliances can and should be formed around 

cornmonalties, (such as the relationship that union members have to management) 

but these commonaIties must not serve to erase the very real, and very powerful, 

differences that can ultimately Iead to the weakening of movements if they go un- 

addressed. 

It is possible, in fact, that by vigilantly addressing Merences in a collective 

(not "safe") manner that alliances become strengthened. "It is important not to 

confise diversi9 with divisiveness"(Dei 1996:37 emphasis original). Certainly this 

is much easier to write then to do, but it must be done nonetheless57. 1 discuss this 

more in the next chapter. 

Secondly, I recommend popular labour educators emphasize histones not 

just of "the labour movement" but of the idea(s) of work, home, leisure, 

community, skill, white, Bladc, and so forth. The practical ernphasis could be to "de- 

naturalize" and "de-homogenize". Once again, to assume that the social 

organization of any period is "natural" is a reactionary act. 

In this model, power is understood as ever-present and constantly shifting. 

Therefore popular labour educators wiil more thoroughly recognize the power that 

the "oppressed" have and continuously use to resist regdation on many, many 

levels. These histones can and should be examined in Iabour education. 

However, how does one begin to challenge (what is perceived as) oppression 

without essentiaiising culture, and assuming a universdizing - al1 knowing - 

57 John Fiske observes "A blue-collar white man may, for exarnple, l o m  a social allegiance with Black 
men who share his skills and conditions of subordination at work, but may, in his leisure, ally himself 
with other white men in relations of r a a d  dominance (Fiske 1993: ii)." Popular labour educators 
wodd  be weU served to struggk to locate and recognize these sometimes contradictory locations that 
participants in a popular education process rnay have. In identifying the tensions of different 
alliances, such as the hypothetical worker above, oppressive alliances (such as with the white men) 
may be better challenged and new alliances potentiaily may be formed. 
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perspective? Doma Haraway's notion of situated knowledges can serve as a guide 

(Harraway 1991). To recognize situated knowledge is to realize that every location 

has speci£ic histories /mernories that cannot be made pure, but can be encouraged to 

broaden. The voices of those that have been and are being oppressed (such as the 

Aboriginal people, as weLI as select voices within Aboriginal cornmunities) must be 

given preference to the dominant voices.58 As Fiske argues "The imagination to 

understand how we look to ofhers has always been better developed in subordinate 

soad formations than in dominant ones, because it has proved necessary to their 

tactics of survival"(Fiske 1993: 46 emphasis in original). AU voices must be 

critically heard, though, be they drawuig on historical indigenous knowledge or 

contemporary social systems. In this light "organic intellectuals" are more 

recognized for their situated knowledges. 

If popdar labour educators hold a "partial perspective" that privüeges those 

that are oppressed in any particular situation, then more of the educators will be 

coming from rank and file? It is possible as well that in recognizing a partial 

perspective, more alliances will be sought across institutions and organizations. 

A core aspect of these recommendations is that alI partiapants in a popular 

labour education approach encourage each other (as members of multiple 

collectives) to recognize their multiple positions as oppressors/ oppressed60 and to 

expand their awareness and actions. This, in theory, fosters perspectives of anti- 

oppression. 

Of course it iç always a process, and resistance to hegemonic forces is never 

complete. 1 prefer the notion of "disrupting" or "intempting" dominant foms  of 

58~here are echoes of Lukacs here and his push to listen to the voices of the proletariat as the true 
revolutionaries, as well as Gramsci's notion of organic intellectuals. 

59~uch as with the Basic Education for SkiUs Training (BEST) project of the Ontario Federation of 
Labour where a l l  of the iristructors are workers from the workplace. 

6q do not mean to imply here that being both an oppressor and oppressed some how balances each other 
out in a bhary  way. A complex and on-going analysis is required to continuously stmggle with how 
these dynamics are ever shifting. 
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power and thought. 1 wodci not have written this thesis if I did not believe some of 

that couid take place in a union setting that drew on popular education theory and 

practice. This beIief drew me to examine the work of the BC Hospital Employees 

Union. 



Chapter 3 
Change in the HEU: Grassroots Organizing, Equity & Education 

The educational philosophy of the Hospital Employees ' Llnion is committed to: 

- Equalify 
- Collective action for change 
- Democracy 
- Social Change 
- Building confidence, self-es teem and self-em powermen t 

Education begins from our shared and fundamental desire for social justice. 

Education is  not neutral. Union education seeks to liberate members, helping them 
to becorne critical, creative, fiee, active and responsible members of the union and 
society. Education for change, for action, respects the life and work experience al1 
members bring to the process. Starting from that experience, union education seeks 
to provide additional information, develop understanding and analysis. 

From "Hospital Employees' Union, Education- Philosophy and GoaIs" 1993 

An overtly politicaï educational phdosophy such as that of the HEU61, 

espeaally one where some attempts are made to put it into practice, obviously does 

not emerge in an institutional vacuum. Such philosophies reflect in numerous 

ways trends and politics of speafic unions and specific factions within those unions. 

In 1997 the HEU put on what the union called their first "popdar education 

surnmer school" for 200 union activists. This ten day course, which addressed such 

topics as democracy in the union, poor bashing, and equity issues, gathered union 

activists62 in a unique experience for the HEU in their move to promote more 

grassroots organizing and aitical thinking by its members. 1 provide a detailed 

61~he  language of the philosophy is dearly imbedded within the field of popular education. As 
dismssed in Chapter Two the overt recognition that education is never neutral and is connected to issues 
of power and social justice is laudable. However, the HEU education philosophy, as does much popular 
education theory, assumes a need for participants to be "liberated" and by implications that there are 
'liberators". However in none of the interviews 1 conducted did the term or even the concept of 
liberation emerge. Critical thinkuig and grassroots organizing was mnch more the focus. Given that, it 
seems to me that in this case "liberation" is meant more in a metaphorid sense. 

62 While I will discuss this later in the paper, "activists" tended to be members who hold union 
positions such as shop steward. 

60 
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outline of the summer school in Appendix A. The union's support for the summer 

school, which cost approximately $500,000, was quite high. Almost d l  the members 

of the Provinad Executive were present and a great number of resources went 

towards putting this training together. 

In this chapter I present some of the recent history of the union (induding 

the deveIopment of equity concems) that seem to have contributed towards the 

increasing use of popular education in the HEU. 1 argue that as popuIar education 

invoIves participatory criticaI reflection, the context for its acceptance in the union 

increased as the union began to have success with grassroots mobiIizing that 

requires su& ait icd reflection and partiapation. The need for local grassroots 

action has increased due to changes in hedth care in British Columbia. 1 dso  

beIieve that in part, the specific form of the 1997 summer school was connected to 

events at the 1996 HEU bi-annual convention. This convention included a debate 

around equity issues that was heated and at times involved what 1 argue was raast 

speech. There were also official actions at the convention following the vote on 

equity issues that caused great fdl-out The union recognized a need to process the 

debate and turmoil at the convention in a meaningfd way. The use of popular 

education in the summer school was seen as a first step in doing this. 

The bulk of the information 1 used for the HEU histories is from the 

interviews 1 conducted, especially but not exclusively, with Karen Dean and Janet 

Fairbanks. In 1996 Karen Dean was the Director of Education and Janet Fairbanks 

was employed as the Education Representative. Both acted as pIanners for the 1997 

surnmer school. Janet has a Iong history with union, starting as a rank and file 

member in the early 1970s and moving into her position as Education 

Representative in the early 1990s' She has since (after the 1997 summer school) 

been promoted to Director of Education. Karen Dean came from the farm workers' 

union63 into her position in the Iate 1980's. She is currently Coordinator of 
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Servichg. Where 1 quote another source (regarding history of education in the 

union) besides these two women 1 note it in the text. 

HEU Profile 

To review, the HEU represents the Iowest paÏd workers in the hedth care 

system, with about 44,000 members and over 300 Iocds. The Iocals of the HEU do 

not bargain for themselves, au bargaining is done provinadly and al1 the workers 

operate under a single agreement, and wages are equal throughout the Iocals. 

Through the HEU, BC is the o d y  place in North America where long term care 

workers receive the same wages as hospital workers. 

Fonnally the HEU is a service division of CUPE - Canadian Union of Public 

EmpIoyees, though they have autonomy in bargaining. The President of the HEU 

Provincial Executive sits on the board of CUPE. The Provincial Executive of the 

HEU is made up of twenty one members twenty of which are elected every two years 

at the HEU'S bi-annuaI conventions. The twenty-first mernber iç the secretary 

business officer, who is hired for the position. 

The HEU is a union that is active on political and soad  issues. For instance, 

the HEU supports the NDP in provincial elections and also supports the 

organization End Legislated Poverty (more on this in the next chapter). 

Regionaiization 

Starting a few years back, and as 1 wnte, the British CoIurnbia hedth care 

system began restructuring and, as su&, the jobs of union members, the role of 

management, and the relationship of hedth care providers to cornmunities was and 

is in flux. BC is moving into a format of "regionalkation" where Regional HeaIth 

Boards (and community hedth counals) are being created that WU set some health 

care policy in geographic regions. This shift in management power, from hospitd 

63~t  was here, çhe reporteci to me, that she first was exposed to the work of Paulo Freire through an E L  
program in the union. 
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boards to a more regional management structure is an important context of change 

that has been facing al1 of the members of the HEU union. 

A good number of the people 1 interviewed mentioned restructuring as 

increasing stress and concern amongst employees. Karen Dean volunteered: 

. . . the change [regionalization] was creating tremendous insecurity 

amongst our activists. PeopIe have been around for fifteen years, they 

know what this artide in the collective agreement means, who the boss 

is and how to ded  with things, they are being activists by rote in a lot of 

cases and very cornfortable with it. Suddenly their employer is 

changïng, who's got authority is changing, where dechions are being 
made is changing, then they got their union çaying 'ahh throw the 

book out, be creative'. Everywhere they look their kind of markers are 
disappearing for them. 

Regionalization and the instability that comes with it has required that union Iocals 

play in inaeasingly active role in responding to local/regionaI health care issues. 

Ms. Dean's observation above relates to the fact that being an "activist" in the union 

has changed. Given these changes the union recognized that to be able to respond to 

the changes of regionalization, activists needed to use and develop their critical 

thinking skills. The use of popdar education was seen as a step in supporting such 

skiIIs as well as grasçroots organizing. However, this deasion did not come out of a 

vacuum. The educationd phiIosophy of the union has changed along with changes 

in the organizationd needs of the union. 

O v e ~ e w  of HEU Educational Development 

Like many unions (see chapter l), the HEU'S educational program in the 70's 

and 80's invoIved traditiondy organized courses, with the focus on training shop 

stewards. Unlike many unions, though, the HEU was not a member of the CLC (or 

CUPE) for almost fifteen years, from 1974 u n d  1988. As such HEU members did not 

attend CLC courses for trainings, nor use the materials designed for CLC members. 
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In the HEU the shop steward courses during these times were provided in a 

lecture format by essentialIy one main educator who would cover such areas as 

contract interpretation, public speaking, parliamentary procedure, and union 

history. It was reported to me that the only participation was a little practice with 

public speaking. The courses during this time were taught almost exdusively by 

white men, who received no faditation training. Some trainings were provided 

from staff at Capilano College's labour program. 

However, 1ike so much else in the union, the structure and format of shop 

steward courses would change in HEU in the years to corne. 

The firçt tirne HEU educators got any training related faalitation was when 

they went through CUPE's Ieadership course in 1988. However, it was not a formal 

faàütation training. The participants went through the training and then delivered 

it as hdf of the first HEU sumrner school in 1988. In this summer school 

participants went through the CUPE leadership course, then emolled in a number 

of courses. 

One participant who attended the leadership course (summer school) in 1988 

said that there were "very surface discussions" on things like "autocratic vs. 

democratic leadership styles". M e r  the course, the partiapant reported, that 

One of the most autocratic people that I know in this union went back 

to her local - she was the chairperson - and she arranged her chairs in a 

circle and continued to be completely autocratic but because she had 
sort of talked about politics of furniture she was a demoaatic person 

This observation concisely raises issues around how educators "know" who is 

being affected in what ways in any parücular training environment (see Chapter 

Two). While I explore this issue a bit more later the point here is that, according 

this participant, the training did not seem to attempt any real power andysis. 

The HEU continued providing the leadership training in various contexts 

the next three years. D u ~ g  those years, Karen Dean began to redo some of the 

to 

for 



content, such as naming issues of "dass" instead of using terms and concepts such as 

"stratification" and adding papers around dass issues to the curriculum. 

In general, though, it was stiII usudy twelve simultaneous classrooms with 

twenty-£ive people each and a strong focus on regime. This regime refiected the 

perspective of "at this time during the training we must be doing X". The 

faalitators stiIl had no training and were not apparently cornfortable with moving 

from the training script. 

In 1989 the union became in\-olved in a strike that had been started by the BC 

Nurses Union. HEU does not have a strong history of job actions and strikes as they 

have histoncdy gone to arbitration. Unfortunately, the 1989 strike reportably was a 

faiIure as communication and organizing fell apart from dmost the beginning. For 

example, the HEU received only 72 hours notice from the BC Nurses Union that 

they would go on strike (vs. the month or so that they had antiapated). One HEU 

staff person caIIed it a "disaster". 

A lot changed, though, in 1992. At this time, as Karen Dean, reported "The 

'92 job action was a huge turning point in trying to look for a better way in doing 

education. The union did a huge Ieap forward in how we did that job action." In 

1992 there was an extended round of bargaining, but public bargaining was stopped 

to focus on fighting the provinad election. The union was very active in 

advocating for the NDP. One unionist reported that their political opposition, 

eventuaiIy became "furious about seeing blue [union] jackets". 

What seems crucial here is that this election work was largeIy membership 

driven, and it was the first time the union had been mobilized in this way. The 

election went in the union's favor and they returned to bargaining. 

Instead of opting for a strike the union focused on aeative job actions that 

met three aiteria: 1) it wodd  have the maximum impact on management; 2 )  it 

woufd not harm patients, residents, or clients; 3) it would have minimum impact 

on rnernbers. The forth, unofficial, aiteria was that it should be fun. The strategy 
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waç that the provinad executive would pi& a target every day, such as the Finance 

Department at the end of the month, and call it into the locals. The next day the 

whole province would pull workers from that department for a part of the day. In 

addition, each local couId use two hours of picket pay in the ways they saw fit. The 

codd pull the whole facility or just one section for forty-five minutes. 

In this process the locals got creative, with departments phoning local 

executives asking to be p d e d  at the time for important or jobs that needed to 

be done. The result was that management often had to step in, mu& to the deüght 

of workers who were able to witness managers atternpting to do their jobs. This was 

a great success on a number of fronts.64 Karen Dean (K.D.) and Janet Fairbanks (J.F.) 

reflected on the importance of this job action, 

K.D The big impact for our membership was that, f is t  of dl,  it validated 

how much they really know about their faality, their workplaces, 
because it was that information that made it [the job action] most 

effective. The fact that they codd use what they know, and they 
discovered that management knows very iittle about the way the place 
runs day to day. The second huge impact cuIturaUy was just watching 

their bosses work. 

J.F. Because they were inside instead of in a picket Iine they could go watch 

their administrators scrub pots. 

K.D. and try to do their jobs. 

The job actions were s u c c e s s f ~ I ~ ~  and one result was the membership was 

quite empowered in their victory. " What the '92 job action taught people was that 

bl~owever, one contact 1 inte~ewed argueci that the 1992 job actions in his local were unsuccessful 
since the management got offiaal notice on W ~ O  was going to get pulled when. This person advocated 
striking as the preferred form of organizing. 

650ne telling note regarding the 1992 job action was that the HEU a c t u d y  had higher level public 
support after the two week job action than before the job action (according to HEU polls). This was a 
very rare phenornena at the time with public seMce strikes/job actions, especidy in health. Karen 
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the best way to win on issues is with Iocd action. . . it gave back the sense of where 

the coI1ective agreement r e d y  came fromW(K.D). 

For me, the disniption of power by members from the bottom-up seems 

much Iike the creation of what John Fiske calls "Iocales". Fiske writes about the 

space of "locales" which are "interior, social, physical and temporal" spaces that are 

bottom-up products of Iocalizing power (Fiske 1993: 12). Locales are sites of 

resistance ta "imperiaüzing" power. Subjects, through s o a d  identities, histories, 

and relations, form alliances that challenge their pIacements/acceptances of what 

Fiske caLIs "stations"(l2). Stations are the opposite of locales in that they are physical 

and social spaces that work to cowtruct and maintain subjects in the interests of the 

"power-bloc"(12)66. 

The workplace is in many ways a "station" that highIy regulates workers' 

bodies, expressions, etc. While a strike removes workers from these stations, a job- 

action aeates a site of resistance, a locale, within the workplace. This a b  can serve 

to re-enforce the fa& that workers have power wiùun a context that constantly 

daims that they do not. Furthemore, through such Iocales, the workers were able 

to witness the impact their actions had on the structure of management and the 

actud bodies of managers. The space of work, the station, then becomes in part 

re/daimed by those doing absolutely essential, but usually under-adcnowledged, 

under-appreaated, and under-rewarded work. 

With the success of the job action, the union wanted to focus on how locd 

action was bringing them the best success. In this context the union began to make 

significant changes to its educational practices. The first real change in this light 

Dean argued that the public support was largely due to the union's sfrict adherence to not impacting 
patients and residents. 

66 Fiske uses the example of a group of homeless men at a particdar homeless shelter who he said 
constructeci a locale in the shelter. These men were subject to intense observation and regdation in ternis 
of their daily (and nightly) practices. What they read, did, and watched was (is) highly structured. 
Yet, these men managed to aeate a resistant community within this station. For example, they slept 
during the day x, at night they could garnble (forbidden) and watch movies and read smuggled 
(censored) magazines (Fiske 1993: chapter 1, esp. 23-25). 
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came in the early 1990's where the HEU instituted an Occupational Health and 

Safety course (OHS) that according to Ms. Dean involved a bit more "participation". 

They began to draw on a publication from a US organization called "The 

Troublemakers Handbook for ideas on how to do workplace action that met their 

job action criteria. The union started to teach these action ideas in the OHS classes. 

In 1992 the union revamped the shop steward courses, to draw more on the 

experience and 

Dean reflected: 

We took a rnuch more, 

rnembers regarding the collective agreement. Karen 

weI1 not yet a popular education modeI, but a 

mode1 where you drew, a IittIe bit of popuIar education in the sense of 

drawing from members the experience and knowledge and building 
their confidence that they really knew how to pi& up a collective 

agreement and interpret it, so we stopped the process of standing in 

front of people and saying 'this is what your collective agreement says. 

However, there was süI1 no faditation training. Yet, in offering "optional courses" 

the union began to draw more and more on outside faditators that had a popular 

education background. The HEU reps got exposure and experience in popular 

education techniques. 

That popular education is not just a set of techniques is a crucial point that I 

discussed in Chapter Two. In beginning a process towards using popular education 

in their trainings, HEU went through a period of focusing on techniques. Janet 

Fairbanks observed: 

[Popular Education] techniques is sort of the way the transition worked. 

We started [in the early 90s] doing it as techniques without really 

understanding the whole philosophy. We were pidcing up on hin 
things, games, and stuff like that, that was partiapatory, without reaIIy 

having a grasp of what the philosophy was. 
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The change in understanding, according to Janet Fairbanks and Karen Dean was 

exposure to the popular education handbook, pubLished by the Doris Marshall 

Institute for Education and Change, Educatingfor a Change (Arnold et al. 1991)6? 

Both educators emphasized the use of "the spiral model" as a major influence in 

altering how they saw and organized a popular education approach in the union. 

The spiral model is a design model for workshops that involves five stages: 1) start 

with the experience of participants; 2)  look for patterns 3) add new information and 

theory 4) practice skills, sbategize and pIan for action; 5) apply in action (Arnold et 

al. 1991: 38)68 

This mode1 helped the organizers to realize what was missing in their work - 

a sense of objectives over strict processes, " [We were] not dear about our objectives, 

they were having hm, they enjoyed it, they were probably Iearning something but 

that wasn't really appropriate sometimes"(Janet Fairbanks). The spiral modeI, 

Fairbanks noted, heIped expIain to faditators why one throws out the agenda: 

It's not just reading a script and asking a question, written on a paper, 
and gohg from whatever happew from there, but . . . you have to 

think, and pay attention and Iisten to what is going on in the room. 

But if you know what your objectives are you can figure out how to ask 
a different question. 

The HEU incorporated the spiral mode1 into their first training of faditators in 

1993. 

67~his  book was brought to the attention of Karen Dean by the h s t  Equity Officer, Betty Baxtor, who 
had been (and is) a professional consultant and trainer prior to her position at the union. 

68This model, as presented in Amold et ai. does pcornote in some ways the us/ thern dichotomy that 1 
wrote about in the previous chapter. For example, "The spiral model values not only the knowledge 
and experience of the outside expert, but also - and men more - the knowledge and experience of 
participants"(Arno1d et al. 1991: 39 emphasis mine). There is no inherent reason that this should be 
hue. 1 agree to giving speaal emphasis to those more subject to dominant power, but there is no reason to 
assume that those are the ones participating in one's spiral model exercises. 
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1993 was dso the year that Karen Deanwrote a new educationd philosophy 

(see opening quotation of thiç chapter) for the union. The provinaal executive 

endorsed the phiIosophy and significantly increased the education budget from 

about $500,000 (more in the year with surnmer school) to 1.3rnilIion69. At this time 

the educational department was a staff of one, though the increase soon permitted 

the addition of Janet Fairbanks ont0 the staff. 

This new philosophy both reflected and heIped lay the goundwork for the 

new directions in education the HEU was taking. Some of the "goals" in the 

educationd phiIosophy indude: 

prepare ourselves to confront the changing political and 

organizational challenges facing the union 

develop and strengthen an organizing model of serviang which 
taps the creative energy of al1 members to take collective, locally- 

based, provincially CO-ordinated, action to solve their problems 

acknowledge the diversity of our membership and to build on the 

strength that diversity brings. Challenge al1 forms of discrimination 

and inequality which weaken Our ability to work together in a 

united way. HeIp to create a union which at aU levels and in d l  

aspects of its activity tnily involves and reflects a diverse 

membership. (see Appendix B for complete HEU Education 

Philosophy). 

This philosophy is refiected in 

argued that in terms of simply 

from us." She observed: 

the words of one surnmer school facilitator who 

doing shop stewards courses, "That world is gone 

Being caught in a formal labour relations frarnework is not the way the 

labour movement will survive. [We need to] go to the membership 

6 9 ~ E U  provides wages, transportation, lodgùig, food, and child care support for participants in 
education progtams, some of which cornes from this budget. 



for ideas, for campaigning approaches, mobilizing approaches. BattIe of 

the hearts and minds of membership at a very big 1eveI. I don't think 
you can engage that battle if you don't do an educational approach that 
helps people develop aitical minded approaches and that means a Lot 

of emphasis on their autonomy and their criticai thinking skiIIs in the 
education process. 

This educational philosophy reflected the desire of the union to move toward a 

more organizuig organizing approach. The organizing approach that was 

developing called for an educationd approach that fosters critical thinking. 

The evoIving educational practices of the union movement were evident in 

the 1995 summer schooI. In the 1995 summer schooI there were three tracks of 

courses with about thirty courses total. These tracks induded a number of skiIls 

courses as weII as courses on homophobia, women and the unions, and a course for 

men Iooking at equity issues. The latter course was a response to the fact that HEU 

is approxirnately 85% women and, as one education staff member put it "A lot of 

men don't get it or don't know how to support if they do get it." 

In conducting the 1995 Summer SchooI, a number of outside faditators were 

hired to assist the union trainers and the course designs and faalitations were 

mixed in their approaches in the short courses that were made available. Some 

courses used a popular education approach and others did not, depending on 

content and style. What was understood as "popdar education" surely was and 

continues to Vary from context and person to person. Some form of it was 

happening though in bits and pieces, and this, according to one trainer, was 

important because of the need to change how unions operate, such as the over- 

dependence on arbitration. 

Contract Arbitration was a course that the Provincial Executive wanted to see 

at the 1995 Summer School. This course covered such issues as, "What has the 

arbitrator decided that the contract means?" This is distinct frorn what the union 
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may think the contract means. This distinction is crucial in terms of how the union 

understands and pursues a great number of issues. One trainer reported that: 

There is still an element in the union that if an arbitrator has ruled 
against us on something, then they don't want to pursue that issues at 
dl, doesn't matter what the soaal justice aspect is, gee we'll lose it at 

arbitration so what's the point. Or they only want to have an arbitrator 

solve the problem, its safe, they c m  go dress up in a suit and feeI 
codortable and important. We have reps that are in that bdpark as 
well, who want to fÏx u<gs for people and not work with people in an 

organizing approadi. 

Obviously this perspective has strong ramifications in terms of what is taken 

on in the union and how it is taken on. If arbitration is not a successfuI route for a 

social justice issue there are certainly a number of other avenues, such as job 

actions, to take on such issues. A shift in educational policy was, at least in the eyes 

of a number of 1997 summer schooI trainers 1 spoke with, an attempt to shift away 

from an arbitration-focused perspective into a more grassroots organizing approach. 

Ms. Dean reflected, 

Changing over to an organinng approach or taking advantage of Our 
strength in organizing i s  really bucking 100 years of labour code 

history. . . . The whoIe history of labour Iaw in Canada is narrowing 
industrial action and I don't just mean str ik ing ,  . . . [1 mean] narrowing 

people's capacities to act and to enforce the collective agreement 
without third party intervention. The whole system is based on third 
party intervention. . . It's Like himing the Titanic. It's a long, slow 

process. That was another big goal in education, and popular education 
is a naturd support for that, a process that is trying to take advantage of 

a more organizing approach. 

The grassroots organizing approach, though, was dive not just in terms of job 

actions, but in the formation of groups to promote issues of equity in the union. 



Addressing Issues of Equity 

In terms of equity issues, HEU, has become increasingly progressive over the 

Iast decade. In 1988 HEU implemented a human rights policy where at every event 

respecüng the rights70 of others had to be referred to. One staff person 

acknowledged that merely mentioning the document didn't do much, but it was a 

start. This person reflected "Every rep knew there was raasm in al1 of the 

workplaces [but there was] no formd way to dea1 with it." Though, to begin, in 1991 

the union negotiated language on harassment and 3rd p a m  mediation on conflicts. 

In the early 90's HEU bargained in their coI1ective agreement for hedth care 

benefits for same sex partners. While the employer accepted this proposd the 

health provider did not. HEU successfdly took the health provider to the Supreme 

Court of British CoIumbia to secure these benefits. This was the union's first major 

act in support of gay and lesbian issues. 

At the 1992 HEU convention (conventions are held every even year) a 

resolution was passed to specificdy address homophobia in shop steward's courses. 

This proposid did not mandate other forms of oppression to be addressed, though 

other forms of oppression were beginning to be addressed in the advanced shop 

steward courses, in an un-systematic way. 

Support for gay and Iesbian rights continued, and eventuaIIy contributed 

toward the formation of what became known as the Equity Caucus (EC). Speafically, 

in the 1993 the union offered to support ten members of the union to attend a 

conference on gay and Iesbian rights. However the union had a difficdty in 

recruiting peopIe to go. A number of peopIe privately reported to one union staff 

person that it was not safe to be "out1' in their IocaIs and therefore they could not 

70 In chapter Two in my discussion of "The rational subject" 1 cite Sherene Razackls point that in the 
consideration of what is "equal" in rights discourse the idea of what is "just" can be lost (Razack 1993b: 
49). 
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go71. Following the conference (with some union members attending), the union 

sponsored focus groups on issues of equity at the 1993 sumrner school. 

These groups expanded into other issues to eventudly become in 1994 the Equity 

Caucus. Again, the Equity Caucus had (and has) four sub-groups: Lesbian and Gays, 

Ethnic Diversity, First Nations, and People with Disabilities. Each group was and is 

provided with an annual budget of $40,000. 

Soon after their formation, the Provincial Executive supported a conference 

for the Equity Caucus to establish goals. The Provincial Executive, in the summer of 

1995, agreed to hire an Equity Officer on a temporary bais. The mandate for the 

Equity Caucus was temporary, until the convention of 1996. Essentially the 

mandate of the caucus was to advise the union on education and policy. 

Up until the 1996 convention the EC focused a lot on energy on educating 

members about the importance of equity issues and the need for more resources to 

be put into equity issues. During this thne a two videos were produced, induding 

one on various forms of oppressions in the workplace and another for a specific 

work site where a union member was retuming to work after a sex change. The 

union, along with the EC, made the video to provide education and support around 

transgender issues7? 

The EC dso focused energy into presenting the argument that the Equity 

Caucus and their sub-groups should become standing committees and have 

automatic deIegates to the convention Boor. Such a change in status would require 

proposds to the HEU Constitution and Bylaws cornmittee for the 1996 HEU 

convention. In fact, it's possible that the fininal spark to really try a more systematic 

and intentional approach to using popular education at the 1997 Summer School 

Ti For example, one union member told me that prior h 193 an openly gay person couid not in most cases 
be elected to conventions. This person believes that this is less true now, though there are still regions 
that have no members in the Lesbian and Gay caucus. 

7 2 ~  professional director was hired and actors with experience in popuiar theatre assisted EC and 
other union members in writing the skits for these videos. The discrimination in the workplace video is 
usai in some shop steward courses. 
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was not just a growing consensus regarding changing educational approaches, but 

rather the, at times, very contentious 1996 Annual HEU Convention. 

1996 ]HEU Convention 
"[The Provincial Executiuefs action] rocked the union to its foundation." 
Convention participant 

The 1996 HEU Convention was a significant event in t e m ~ s  of the 1997 

Summer School for at least three reasons: the approval of the Equity Caucus 

subgroups standing committees, the Provincial Executive's reçponse to thiç vote, 

and finally the push from the rank and file to have a summer school in 1997. As 

will be made cIear, each of these actions had important direct and indirect influence 

on the 1997 Summer School. 

At the 1996 HEU Convention there were different proposals to the 

Constitution and Bylaws committee regarding the status of the Equity Caucus, 

induding a fair arnount of identical motions from different Iocals to make the four 

sub-groups of the Equity Caucus standing committees with automatic delegates to 

the convention (thereby making them a forma1 aspect of the union73). The 

multiple proposals in support of the EC was the resdt of the education work of the 

Equity Caucus. The provincial executive (PE) also had a motion regarding the EC 

that stopped short of providing automatic delegates to the Boor of the convention. 

In the vast majority of cases, the motion of the PE is the one chosen by the 

Constitution and Bylaws committee7* to be brought to the Boor for a vote. In this 

case the Equity Caucus' motion was brought to the floor. One person at the 

convention reported to me that when it became clear what was happening, she 

73~his  motion would mean that the chair of each of the EC sub-groups wodd  have a vote at the 
convention. Practically at the conventional Ievel it would mean adding four votes to about 500. 

74~his is an ad hoc committee that is appointed by the provinaal execu tive. There are no staff or 
provincial executive on the committee, though the committee does have staff support. Members of the 
committee are Iocal activists. 
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turned to a friend and said, "Ohh my god, aU hell is going to break Ioose, hoId on for 

this ride, this is going to be interesting." She explained, "We all knew this is not 

what was expected. " 

The motion was debated hotly for about two hours. UltunateIy, though, the 

motion passed by over a two-thirds r n a j ~ r i t y . ~ ~  The length of the debate done 

signals some strong resistance to questioning issues of power and privilege in the 

union. More irnportantly perhaps was the discourse used in the debate which at 

times was reduced to such raast speech as "spead interests." 

1 name the concept and term "speaal interest" as raast speech because its use 

in this context is embedded with negative and prejudiQal assumptions about people 

who are not able-bodied straight whites. To invoke a concem that groups consiçting 

of people not represented in the "mythicd nom" of identity are "speaal interests", 

and (by extension) raise concemç that these groups may unfairly be given resources 

or opportunities, assumes a nurnber of things: 1) that the system, organization, or 

union (in this case) operates soIely on merit. (Therefore, the union is an island 

against the raasm, etc. of the society and/or the larger society is devoid of raâsm, 

etc.); 2) disproportional representation of white men in positions of power is due to 

ment, and by extension; 3) disproportionate under-representation of people vrho are 

not white, straight, and able-bodied in positions of power is due to the inferior 

diaracter, culture or being of people of colour, Iesbians and gays, people of aboriginal 

descent and people with disabilities. 

In other words, to ralIy against "spead interests" places cdtural, political, and 

economic phenornena ont0 the pathologized bodies of those not in power. The 

story told here is that itls not that lesbian women, for instance, face unique forms of 

harassment or that union hiring practices have historically favored whites but that 

sorne groups and individuals are oversensitive and Iazy. 

75The budget for each sub-group of the EC is now $40,000 a year, with the Equity Officer controlling a 
budge of $25,000. 
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That North America is deeply irnbedded in raasm, classism, homophobia 

and other oppressions should, of course, go without saying. In fact, the notion of 

autonomous individuals, rewarded solely by their effort, Bies in the face of the 

premise of unions in the first place. Unions originated and sustain themselves in 

part through the recognition that capitaI provides disproportionate power to those 

that control it (and inherit it). The word "~pa5al" is essentially a daim that in a 

system that is equal there are certain groups that wish to be above the rest of us. 

Teun A. van Dijk argues that terms such as "quotas" (or in this case "specïal 

uiterests") act aç "buzz tactics" which serve to present the users of the term as 

concemed with egalÏtarianism (Le. a happy union family of "brothers and sisters") 

whiIe simultaneousIy attadcing the less powerful (Dijk 1993: 84). Dijk observes that 

the use of blatantIy raast discourse is quite rare76. Rather, raast ta& takes more 

subtle foms. In this case, 1 would argue, the Iarger hegemonic story of Iiberdism is 

told through the term of "spead interests". Of course in the larger society the same 

Iiberalism story is told to name unions as "special interests". 

Dijk argues that these social and cultural beliefs are functional, they must 

serve the interests of the group or institution using them (Dijk 1993: 42). While 1 

question the rationalism underlying this daim (there are many hegernonic beliefs 

that do not serve those that accept them) it is welI worth asking "who benefits?" 

from an discussion opposing "spead interests". The answer, of course, are those in 

dominant social and political locations. 

Among the many descriptors 1 heard (espe~ally from members of the Equity 

Caucus) regarding the debate, those that seem to sum up the experience well are 

simply that it was "very difficult and emotional". One person of colour in the 

Equity Caucus, "Mr. Cummins" observed, 

7 6 ~ i j k  observes "On the contrary, more or less shared official egalitarian and humanitarian n o m s  and 
values in ethnic relations require a more subtle, indirect, and strategic way of speaking or wrîting about 
ethnic minority groups" (Dijk 1993:283). 



There were a Iot of people who were saying 'it was so horrible about 

this and that and everything else' - I'm sure it was but 1 think it was a 

heahhy thing for us to do. In the long run we adiieved what we set 

out to do, by settirtg up the standing cornmittees and we redly did have 
a change in the direction of the union. 

Another member of the Equity Caucus, of Aboriginal descent, agreed that it was 

"painfd" and "mistrating" but that some of the stones needed to be heard. In this 

"painfd" process dear1y the pain belongs to those represented by the Equity 

Caucusn who had to endure this possibly necessary, but raâst, experience. 

Ultimately, as 1 ou the  more in the next chapter, the union recognized the 

need to address in some critical form the doud that hung over this debate. The 1997 

Summer School was perceived as the first major oppominity to do this. 

However, it was not ody  the debate on the Equity Caucus and the issues it 

raised that presented concerns for the union, it was also the role played and actions 

taken by the Provinad Executive. 

One person at the convention, "Ms. Bosma" noted that the PE fought to get 

their motion to the floor (and therefore needed to defeat the motion that was on the 

fioor) but "by doing that they appeared to be disagreeing with the idea of Equity 

Caucuses having delegates, an interesting political situation they found themselves 

in that they weren't ready for." 

The overwhelming vote in support of the Equity Caucus wasn't lost on the 

PE. Soon after the Equity Caucus vote the PE took the extraordinary step of claiming 

widespread interference by the staff over the vote and "asked" the large bulk of the 

77 1 agree with the Equity Caucus members above that the ou tcornes of this debate seerns very positive. 
However 1 also recognize that 1 agree from a position of privilege. Even if 1 were in that room the 
"debate" around future and safety and power and access in the union would not be about me or my body. 
Even as an ally 1 cannot imagine the visceral experience of such a debate but can recognize easily how it 
was "horrible". In a move to disrupt racism (in the broad sense) in the union, raasm (sexism, abeiism, 
etc.) was re-created in the form of a painhl experience for people of colour, aboriginals, gays and 
lesbians and people with disabilities. How one disrupts racism without re-aeating it or its effects is a 
theme that 1 explore later in my examination of the summer school. 
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staff to go home78. Ms. Bosma reported that the FE knew that most of the staff were 

in favor of the motion to make the Equity Caucus a standing cornmittee. She said 

that the PE believed that their motion didn't corne to the floor due to staff 

interference and that the motion that did pass did so in part due to staff interference. 

Formal charges of interference were brought against four staff members, al1 of 

whom were ultimately cleared. 

The rank and file responded angrily to the removal of staff by the PE. This 

anger by the mernbers occurred for a number of reasons. For one, the staff were 

asked to leave quietly and very IittIe information was forthcoming to members 

initially in terms of what had happened to the staff and who had made the decision. 

In addition, there were issues around the PE demonstrating such power at al1 at the 

convention. The PE is elected (or re-elected) during each convention. As such it is a 

time of transition of power and whde the "old" FE reigns to the end of the 

convention, such a power-play by a potentidIy lame-du& PE was unprecedented at 

the union. 

Furthermore, as Ms. Bosma observed: 

The fact is that the members identify the staff as the union, we are the 
faces they see when they have a problem, we are the people that give 

hem the bargainhg course, we are the people that are with them on- 
site, we are the people that go to labour-management with hem, we 

are the people that go to local meetings, we are the face of the union. 

The PE forgot the fundamental step that, quotelunquote, they are the 

leaders, the membership sees it as us. 

The m s t  in the staff and anger at the PE was dear on the floor. Ultimately al1 of the 

PE members that had not already been re-elected were replaced in the elections 

(fourteen out of twenty). The new FE was credited by a few people, induding two 

78~nion staff are expected to be "non-political" at union conventions as they are not elected or 
appointeci representatives of any local. Their job is to provide various forms of support to delegak 
and the PE. 
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members of the equity caucus, with being more concemed about and dedicated to 

equity issues? In fa&, one member of the Eq* Caucus told me he thought the 

impetus to remove many PE members was in fact equaIIy about supporting equity 

issues and anger at the FE for removing the staff. 

However, the new PE is a completely white in its make-up. Mr. Cummins 

refiected: 

Before we did have a couple of people of color on the executive, but 

there were some issues around them, they weren't reaIIy supporting 
the equity issues at the convention either. . . 1 disagree that we have a 
problem with that, we have a lot of allies on the Executive. . . At the 

convention we were redly focusing on getting our resolutions and 
constitutional amendments past, we weren't really concentrating on 

politicd power in the electoral process, if you 
Iike we failed, but 1 don't think that we have, 

allies. 

Iook at the cover it Iooks 

we have some strong 

1 agree that the Equity Caucus made large strides at the convention, with the sub- 

groups becoming standing committees of the union. The "issues around themu that 

Mr. Cummins referred to above was that some of the people of colour on the PE 

were not very supportive of equity issues. However, that people of color are not 

represented in a PE that is perceived (by some) to be formally more open to equity 

concerns may reflect issues around who is able to be heard and seen as a progressive 

board member - are people of color that h01d sudi positions seen as supporting 

"their own speùal interests groups" if they advocate around equity? In other wordç, 

was or is the price of advocating for equity issues too high for people of coIor in 

790ne Ecpity Caucus rnember did argue that one reason the old PE was replaced was due to a la& of 
genuine concem of PE around issues of equiv. She believes the new PE are "a üttle more open rninded". 
However, given that the debate around the equity caucus was so vibrant 1 wonder if there would not 
have been more support for PE members who were opposed to the motion if the PE had not sent the st& 
home. 
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terms of marginalization, exdusion, etc.? Zn what ways is it more pdatable for 

members to hear equity issues from a white PE? 

1 camot pretend to know what awwerç there may be to these concerns, or 

even if the speafics of the situation relate to what 1 am raising here, but 1 do believe 

issues of representation are worth exploring by union members, especially the 

Equity Caucus (i.e. what does representation mean in the union?). Equity and the 

HEU will be discussed more in the context of the 1997 sumrrier school. 

On a fininal note, there was a proposd in 1996 to have a summer school every 

year, as up until that point the scheduling of summer sdiools had been inconsistent 

- with some being canceled for strikes, etc. This motion was defeated but there was 

strong support to have a summer school in 1997, which was supported. 

The new PE, according to Ms. Bosma, "Sat down, discussed what we're going 

to do, knowing that there was going to be a summer school, they asked [the 

education staff] to put a proposal forward that would ded with trying to hed some 

of the wounds that came out of the 1996 convention.g*" Ms. Bosma explains: 

There is a huge rift now, there is a huge rift between those that want 
equity caucus and those that don't, there is a huge rÏft between staff and 

the FE, there is a huge rift between the membership and the PE, 
everybody. The very foundations were tom apart in '96 because the 
foundation we build on is that we're one happy family, we weren't. It 

was a good rift in rebospect. 

This point illustrates the tensions between focusing on the bonds between union 

members (through their reIationçhips with employers, the workplace, the union, 

80~hris AUnutt, Çecretary-Business Manager of the HEU Provincial Executive wrote in the HEXJ paper 
Guardian "Most of you wiu know that a deasion to direct staff assigned to work at convention back to 
their normal jobs has caused some friction. Here too the tensions of change had an influence. It was a 
deasion that hurt people who are actively committed to the union. . . . Yes we have to heal" [AIlnutt 
1996: 21. These remarkç were not directly related to the summer school but do reflect the perspective 
that there was a big rift. 
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etc.) and the need to acknowledge the very red power differences that exist within 

the union beneath the canopy of "worker" and "HEU member". 

Importantly, as 1 explore in the next chapter, the designers81 of the summer 

school recognized that the r i f ts and issues that face(d) the union were not simply 

differences of perspective and opinion but of access, power and representation. The 

summer school was seen as a tooI to begin to address these issues that emerged so 

dearly in the 1996 HEU Convention. 

81The primary designers of the summer school were Karen Dean, Janet Fairbanks, and Denise Nadeau, 
a comrnunity popular educator. Çee the next chapter for more on the design process. 



Chapter 4 
1997 Summer School: Issues in Planning, Design & Execution 

From July 2, 1997 to July 10,1997 the BC Hospital Employees Union hosted its 

summer school for 200 union activistsg2. Given the changes in health care with 

regionalkation, the participants were put into groups (thirteen of hem) organized 

by geography. With thirteen faalitators= and thirteen sub-groups, partiapants from 

d l  over British Columbia, and eight days of workshops, guest speakers, and political 

actions, it is of course impossible for me to begin to address or capture (or 

understand) aU the complexities of the summer school. In fact, given the confllies 

of space, 1 am unable to write about much of the data I have gathered. Appendi  A 

provides a detailed overview of the summer school, induding objectives of each 

workshop and a summary of the processes of each workshop. 

In this chapter 1 examine how some of the key issues raised in chapter two 

were taken up in the HEU 1997 Surnmer School. 1 argue that the summer school 

operated with a progressive and critical perspective on a number of issues raised in 

Chapter Two. With my focus on equity issues, 1 also raise concem about what 1 

perceive as some probIematic exercises and assumptions@. Furthemore I 

deconstmct the rejection of the popular education approach (content and process) 

from some partiapants as a strategy to suppress equity issues, as well as an 

expression of concem regarding the style of learning the summer school demanded. 

1 raise the above issues through a discussion of the following, sometimes 

overlapping issues of the summer school: planning, goals-objectives-themes, who 

82 The union's definition of "activist" dong with other themes and issues mentioned here are examined 
in more detail below. 

83 Ekven of the facilitators were HEU staff, one was Denise Nadeau , the popular educator who was 
part of the design team, and the last was a trainer from the BC Nurses union. 

84 1 wish to acknowledge, as someone who has designed and delivered popular education workshops, 
the great benefit of hindsight in my analysis. 

83 
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gets to go, organizing the event/ philosophies, experience and popuiar education, 

participant perspectives on popular education, and snapshots of the school (on the 

body, dass focused issues, global connections and perspectives, poor bashing, 

repeating the effects of raasrn, the equity eventç, democraq in the union, the rally). 

Planning 
"There was a feeling of the planning leam that the larger piclure and confext of the 
struggle was being lost" sumrner school facilitator 

A union in the context of a swarm of changes was the perception that most of 

the facilitators 1 spoke with had of the HEU in the mid 1990's. This was certainly the 

perspective of the three planners of the sumrner school, Karen Dean, Janet 

Fairbanks, and Denise Nadeau. Fairbanks reflected: 

We knew that we needed to spend some time Iooking at 'where are 

we' in the changing world of health care and with dl of the attacks on 
unions - we needed time to sit back and do some andysis. . .As a 

consequence [of the changes] what we knew we needed to do, the only 

way you codd be creative with change and take advantage of it, is 

number one if you have confidence to deaI with it and number two if 
you have some analysiç to ded with i t  And that was really the goal of 

the school - was to Say this is exactly the wrong time to be talking with 
people about partinilar skills - this is the tirne to really appreciate our 

own capaaty to look a new situation, analyze it, look at its contexts and 

then figure out what to do with it. 

She also observed that the Equity Caucus debate at the 1996 convention (its content 

and its aftermath) were also crucial to their planning: 

. . for many people it [the debate] was the only thing they remember 
from convention. . , . how do we talk about these issues, we hadn't had 
an opportunity since the convention to debrief that whole experience. 

We didn't de-brief that experience but what we did was we talked about 

the issues and integrated the %sue of working - Iooking at differences. 

It gave the oppomuiity if people wanted to talk about the convention, 



and by gosh they did, we never asked the question about convention 

but we knew it was going to come out. We gave the space for that to 

happen. 

In that spirit Karen Dean approached the provinad executive with the proposd to 

base the summer school on three broad goals of the training, "Reflection, 

Regeneration and Renewal" (see below for more on these goals). The three 

planners, upon receiving approvd for a very general proposal around these goals 

were given complete design controI. 

CIearIy, much like the summer sdiool that Razack writes about (1993b - see 

Chapter Two) there are very explicit perspectives and analysis underpinning the 

HEU summer schooI. iMhïle the process of the school iç one that draws on the 

"experience" of partiapants (more on this below) the planners had 

objectives, on which they were very expliut. 

There were certainly major logisticid obstacles in researching 

pre-determined 

possible goals 

(or generative themes for that matter) of potential participants. There are 

approximately 44,000 mernber in HEU and while most would not really be eligible 

for summer school (see below) a great number are. PolIing, in te~ewing ,  or 

surveying the potential membership wodd have been quite difficult, though 

surveying may have been possible. 

However, logistics aside, the education staff clearly perceived a need in terms 

of providing a forum for some members to criticaIIy examine the union and the 

context the union waç (is) operating in and planned the sdiool with this in rnind. 

The summer school was a chance to further promote the organizing mode1 that the 

faditators discussed above as well as process the 1996 convention. 

1 asked d l  of the faditators 1 spoke with about the hopes they had for the 

summer school. What would come out of it?85 In most cases each Iocal (out of 

approximately 300) had a Iimit of a couple of people who codd potentiaIIy be 

851 d i s w s  later what some participants believe they got out of the training. 
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accepted to summer school - for a total of 200 partiapants. 200 partiapants out of 

44,000 is ody about .0045% of the union. In asking the question ' m a t  could come 

out of it?" 1 acknowledge that I'm asking it of myself - why shodd I bother to study 

such a thing as the summer school? I'm reminded by Sherene Razad& daim that 

"No educator codd credibly daim that a two week residential program changes 

political practices in any remarkable way" (Razadc 1993b: 54). Yes, remarkable 

changes are probably not a realistic expectation for such a school. However, the 

humble beginnings of change may be. None of the facilitators or planners expected 

shattering resdts, but were hoping that positive changes would continue and grow. 

The responses of one faditator seemed to reffect this sentiment: 

The goal is to remember this is a grassroots union and everything has 

to come from the grassroots, we must start to put the tools out there, 

we cannot do it one at a time. . . . not even a third of [our members] 

will ever, ever, ever get to a union education training. The idea is not 

to teach people [one] body at a time. . . the idea is to start changing the 
ground culture, having a look at what is happening on the ground, so 
when issues come up about poverty at the locaIs and there is a 
discussion at a local meeting we've got somebody in the room that's 

going 'no, no lets hang on a bit here and think about this'. There is no 

intention, nor should there be that the 1997 Surnmer School is going to 

change the entire poIiticaI social outlook of a11 44,000 members of the 
hospital employeeç union and by the tirne we get to convention in 1998 
we are going to be a loving, carÏng family and we'11 al1 think the same 

way. The goal we had was to start. The goal we had is 'it ain't gonna 

happen if we don't start.' 

In general this perspective reflects a recognition of the unique knowledge, skius and 

perspectives that union members bring to their workplaces and union Iocals. Such 

a process can serve to reinforce and foster "organic intellectuaIsl' which were 

discussed in Chapter Two. 
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The broad perspectives on the summer school documented above ultimately 

evolved into more spegfic goals, objectives and a theme. 

Reflections on the Goals, Objectives, and Theme of the Summer School 

In the beginning of the summer school partiapants were introduced to the 

goals and objectives of the schooI (see Figure 1) dong with the theme, "Creating 

New Options to Act Together" and these were compared to the expectations of each 

sub-group. My wish here is not to examine each goal, objedve or the theme in any 

great detail. Except for the "Reflection, Regeneration and Renewal" goals, none of 

the respondents spoke about the s p e f i c  goals, objectives or themes. 1 provide 

Figure 1 to give context around the planning and execution of the summer school. 

Regeneration: 

Renewal: 

Figure 1 

1997 HEU Summer School 

Goals and Objectives 

Goals 
To recognize and affÏrm our coIIective power to motivate and 

shape soaal change. 
To b d d  energy, inspiration and a sense of direction. 

To Iearn skills and create new knowledge to act for our vision. 

Objectives 
To discuss the challenges and contradictions we face in our d d y  
work as activists and union members. 

To refiect on how our Iocd's' struggles are comected to the 
broader picture. 
To discuss and analyze the forces that divide us and idenüfy 

ways of working together. 
To discuss ways of deepening democracy in our union. 

To Iearn information and /or skills that can help us work at the 

Iocal IeveI. 
To i d e n t 9  and pIan how to apply our skills to activate our 

Iocals. 
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The theme, goals and objectives ilIustrate the tension of attemptuig to foster a 

collective vision and unity while also seeking to recognize and disrupt intemal 

oppressions. For example, the theme and Ianguage of the goals, objectives and 

theme is, not surprisingly, one of unity. The participants are united in some ways 

in their relationship to management and the union. The objectives, though, 

recognize that there are "contradictions" and a need to deepen democracy. 

I argued in Chapter Two that alliances are complex and unions ultimately 

can gain strength by critically Iooking at differences. For the HEU to examine the 

"forces that divide us" (objective three) it can be dilficdt to not have the "race to 

innocence" and fail to recognize that a key force that "divides us" is "us". For 

example, in regards to issues of democracy in her session, one trainer reflected: 

I guess what 1 would Say is that there is a greater resistance to look at 
the democratic issues intemally than there is extemally, which is not 

reaIIy unusud for any organization but it actualIy is a very big question 
for the labour movement. 

Of course issues of equity, such as at the 1996 convention, are also often very 

divisive. Those that advocate around such divisive issues can be accused of hurting 

the "movement". In the 1997 summer school such potentially divisive issues were 

brought forth, and I examine below the tension and balance of fostering unity in 

part though critical analysis. 

The goal of "regeneration" was brought up by a number of the participants 

spoke with as well as in a number of the evaluations. One participant, I cd1 "Mr. 

Gries," daimed, "the main concem of everybody is burnout. You've got three 

people in a thousand person local doing everything fiom every cornmittee to 

whatever." Echoing this, another acüvist, 1 caU "Ms. R o S "  spid: 

Many of us stiIl voIunteer a great deaI of our tune and energy, which is 
an inter est in^ th in^, because the union, the union activists never 



dream of dowing you to do that for your employer. 1 do think there's 
an issue with that conflict. 1 volunteer a huge number of hours of my 
life for union issues, even though the basic action of doing so is reaIIy 

against how the union treats its members. The other t h g  worth 
looking at or reflection on that is employees of the union. . . . The 

people that are hked as staff have huge expectations made of hem, 

huge. I don't mean to be nasty but there is a IittIe bit of hypocrisy in 
that. 

Ms. Roth raises serious issues around what amounts to exploitation of labour by the 

union (and unions in generd). WhiIe this issue is well beyond the scope of this 

paper, it is connected in the sense that union staff and volunteers are under great 

work burdens. Certainly the union wouId rather have more activists, each sharing 

the burden in more equitable ways. In fact, Mr. Gries (and another respondent 1 

discuss below, "Mr. HaII") argued that this issue shodd have been a fundamentai 

one at the summer school - how to get more people active. 

A great many partiapants (including Mr. HaII and Mr. Gries) desaibed the 

opportunity at sumrner school to nehvork with other activists and share concerns as 

a great source of rejuvenation. Dividing peopIe into groups by region faditated the 

formal and informal connections between people. 

The effect of the latter shodd certaidy not be overlookeds6. Partiapants uted 

repeatedly the importance of meeting people in their region and the relief they felt 

h m  hearing that other people have the same problems they do. A number of 

participants spoke of the bonding experiences of their group as they went through 

the group and dealt with difficdt issues. Part of this bonding is the importance of 

the informal Iearning and fun that participants had. One activist, "Ms. Sawchuck" 

said: 

86~ivingstone reports that "Several recent U.S. and Canadian national surveys have Çound that over 
70 percent of the job training received by employees is informal"(Livingstone 1998: 38). While 1 am 
writing about formal education that is not considered "on the job" 1 recognize that informal Ieaming, 
through peer exchange primarily is absolutely necessary for the success of projects such as the HEU 
summer schools. 



You do a tremendous amount of networkîng that has nothing to do 

with ùie subjed you are taking about, you schmooze like mad right, 1 
mean you do if you're smart. And that's very good. . . .there is more of 

that wilIingness to not onIy be concemed about what is happening [in 

our workplace] but what's happening on other people's [workplaces] as 

we1I - and I think a lot of that arises out of the fact that you meet people 

from those locals. In this Iànd of a setting, there is a formd component 

to it, but the informal component to summer school is bigger than the 
formal component, you know hang together with the guys after class, 

teII lies, swap stories, you know that kind of a collegiate thing. 

Ms. Sawchuck's claim in some ways both supports and challenges some of the 

assumptions of this thesis. I agree çtrongly with Sawchuck that the informal 

Ieaming that occurs at such events is crucial. In that light, Sawchuck, who while 

being very supportive of the popular education mode1 at summer school is in 

essence chdlenging the focus 1 make on the formal aspects of the school. 

However, 1 beIieve that the format of a participatory process that is focused 

on critical thinking promotes discussion and forma1 / inf ormal Iearning. One 

participant, highly supportive of the popular education format ("1 think probably 1 

learned a Iot more than 1 would have had 1 been just sitting at a desk listening to a 

lecture") was so interested in the issues presented around diçability that dunng the 

free üme she went to the Iibrary at the location and watched six to ten videos on 

issues of disability. She said prior to the sumrner school she probably would not 

have supported a strike around issues of disability but now would. 

The formal aspeci of the program is based on discussion and dialogue so that 

relationships (however cordial or not) are more readily formed than in a banking 

education format. 1 aIso hoId that the formal content of the schooZ retains much 

merit on its own. 

Who Goes to Summer School? 
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Summer SdiooI is open to "activists" in the union who commit to being 

active for at least two more years. While there are a number of wayç to be active 

formdy and irformally in the union, dl of the partiapants I spoke with hold a 

position in their local, such as Shop Steward. 

For summer sdiool 1997 there were fewer applicants than antiapated and 

therefore none of the applicants were tumed down While approximately 30% of 

the participants at the 1997 summer school were people of coIour or First Nations 

peoples (in part due to regional demographics) it seems to me that the application 

process may provide a barrier to getting applications at au, espeaally from those 

who have not been successfd in getting elected to office. 

OEaaLly, openings to apply to summer school are posted and members appIy 

to go. Two partiapants I spoke with, both who have been active with equity issues, 

daimed that some postings are not necessarily "open" and who gets to see 

applications or the process that appIications go through is highly political. One 

member said that upon their return from summer school the people that went gave 

a report to the members: 

We had people Say "gee I'd like to go to summer school next time 

around" [We] iet them know, a11 these avenues are here for you its not 

just for the elected peopIe . . . a Iot of them didn't know that. 

In Chapter 1 1 discussed the arcdar logic that can dictate who goes to 

trainings and dasses87. While the HEU certainly needs to invest in and reward 

those that have been active at the local Ievel in a forma1 way, recognition shouId 

also be made that for many, especially those already marginalized, access to formal 

union activism can be a substantial challenge. A member of the Equity Caucus, now 

fonnally active reflected: 

87 ". . . the unionist tendency is to seek not the most oppressed in a group of workers, but those who have 
leverage with which something codd be done to remedy injustices"(Martin 1994: 93). 



How are you going to get on an executive if nobody, you know, 
nominates you? And if you don't have the seIf-esteem you, you know, 

you're not going to volunteer yourself. If someone says to you '1 realIy 

think you shodd try to nrn for something' and you Say '1 don't ùiink 1 

can do it' , or whatever, and the person says 'yeah, 1 think you'd be 

r edy  good at it, you know why don't you try, we'U support you' then 
you have some self confidence there and someone's giving you 

support. If you don't have that then you kind of just waver in the 
background, I did that for many years. 

Being formally active requires support from members. In a discussion with me 

regarding the application process to summer school (and other union events) a 

member (different from above) of the equity caucus observed, 

People do not understand that when you are a minority you are 

oppressed, it truly means that - you are not the most popular kid on 

that block. That means you are not likely to become the diairman of 

your local, even though there are exceptions to that, commonly you 

won't. 

This member emphasized that the most active formally are often the most popular 

and those that raise and support what some may see as controversia1 issues (such as 

equity) may not be the most popular memberç. Furthemore, as another summer 

sdiool participant pointed out, workers that have certain disabilities may not be able 

to hold positions due to hedth but are eager to be active in another way. 

The application form does seem to emphasize a formal relationship to the 

union. The form asks if the applicant has ever applied to or attended previous HEU 

summer s&ools, then asks information on "present and previous local union 

activities" and provides a number of boxes to check regarding committees, etc. 

However, Z one is not on a cornmittee or a delegate there are spaces under "other 

community/poIiticalIy-related activities" to write about contributions to the local, 



community or political issues. Arguably 

al1 the people I spoke with had a formai 

seem significant that the form ody asks 

section. 
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this codd carry the same weight but again, 

reIationship to the union and it wodd 

about non-formal activism in a different 

Organizing the Event/PhiIosophies in Planning and Practice 

With the issues around popuIar education practice and theory raised in 

Chapter Two on my mind, 1 asked planners and faditators about their assurnptions 

and discussions around issues such as "safe space" and "experience". 

To the credit of the trainers, the issue of " d e  space" was expliatly discussed 

as myth - one trainer reported that they "talked about the illusion of safety" during 

the tria1 run of the summer school for the faditatorsag. However, as another 

facilïtator acknowledged, issues of safety are very hard to take on: 

We taked about it [safety] a fair bit but the truth is you can't create a 

safe space, we aduiowledged that. Sometimes people have a faIse sense 

of safety and they disclose things assurning that there is safety in the 
room. 

Who risks and how much is always an important issue, espeaally when there 

is a strong power differential between a teachedfaalitator and partiapants. 

Inspiring people to organize dways raises issues around who is doing the inspiring 

and who is doing the organizing. In this case, most of the trainers and planners are 

members of the union and share some common bonds of risk through that 

connection. However, all of the pianners and eleven of the thirteen faditators 

were white, which raises questions about how the planners and facilitators 

understood the issues of risk and privilege. 

88~he  planning team ran the faditators through the cumculum to act as a test run and to provide 
additional training support to the facilitators. 



One faàlitator said there were discussion in the training of facilitators 

sessions around issues of dass difference between the facilitators (staff) and the 

partiapants (rank and He). It did not seem to me from my conversations with 

facilitators and planners that there was any significant discussion around the 

privilege and positions of the faditators. 

Given the context of the Equity Caucus debate and the emphasis on 

participation in the summer schooI, the trainers did plan (and do) an "agreements" 

section "To agree on conditions for a productive ieaming environment" (HEU 1997: 

30)89. Denise Nadeau, one of the planners and faolitators, has written elsewhere: 

Agreements encourage partiapants to express their needs eady in the 
course. They enable the entire group to take responsibility for the 
group's hinctioning. Keep in mind that some agreements can silence 

group members. In our experience, especidly in groupç which are 
cross-class or cross-race, agreements around communication forms - 
using 'constructive criticism' or 'I' statements, for example - can 
silence expressions of anger at raast or dassist rernarks. We Iearned 

that a genera.1 discussion on how to deal with these rernarks is more 

usehl than agreeing on a formula response (Nadeau 1996:37). 

How this is taken up is directIy comected to the understanding and use of 

"experience". 

On Experience and Popular Education 

CIearly the HEU educational philosophy and the philosophy of the summer 

school is based Iargely around the use of "experience" as a (or the) foundation to 

learning. It is this use of experience dong with an analysis of power that I interpret 

to be the bas% of the term "popular education" within the context of the HEU. 

89~'m quoting here from the "1997 HEU Summer School Facilitatoc Notes" a thirty-two page document 
for the faaLitators that organizes each session chronologically and sumarizes each activi ty under 
the headings "Subtheme," ''Specific Objective," "Content," "Technique/ Procedure," "Time," 
"Materials," and "Notes1'. Appendix A is a summary of much of this document 
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While some may debate whether a process that is so controlled "from above", such 

as the HEU summer sdiool, is tnily a popdar-education practice, 1, again, am not 

interested in promoting some pure form of popdar education. 1 am interested in 

how various traditions and forms of popular education were used in this union 

context. 

The format of the summer school was primariIy rejection of the lecture 

format, though the facilitators certainIy established parameters of discussion and 

guided the process toward completing certain tasks. (Later on 1 will look at a Çew of 

these specifïc sessions.) 

The "rational subject" that Ellsworth and others write about (see Chapter 

Two) was dismpted a bit as aspects of the summer school had partiapants report 

"feelings". 1 still question the limits of this within popdar education (or any formal 

educationd process) but probing feelings is sti11 a disruption of the very rationdist 

perspective that often prevails in such environments. Emotions, of course, are 

imbedded in the understanding and expression of experience. 

1 asked faalitators (and some participants) about how if the group was 

expected to respect experience how one respected or took up the experience of a 

partiapant that was, for example, dassist or racist. 

One facilitatm of colour responded: 

1 think it wodd corne down to is, trying to get expenence from the 
group, see if everyone feeIs the same way, "1s that what everyone's 

experience is?" That w a y  you usudly can get the other grades of 
different experience, and sometimes 1 wodd inte rject in terms of my 
own experience, on the issue of raasm. . . . Sometimes it may be easier 

to bring other issues that's probably not raasm but discrimination, that 

everyone may have experienced. We tak about discrimination and 

how they feel and relate that back to racism. . . . 1 think the important 
thing is not to, in a way, shame people of what they are thinking 
because it's a system that makes people think that way. And there is a 

lot of things in that system that reinforces it. 



Echoing this, Mr. Cummins, a member of the Equity Caucus said: 

1 think there was a Iot of partiapation in my group. If someone came 
out with something really sort of way off, there were usudly other 

people in the dass that would say "well hang on here, that's not quite 
right and here's a few more facts about itt'. 

These types of examples were repeated by a number of people. Expenence was 

not çomething that was accepted uncritically at the HEU - people were chdenged to 

expIicitIy examine a number of dominant beliefs and assumptions, including those 

they ated as being their experience. Al1 of the faalitators 1 spoke with reported 

critical and sometirnes heated discussions. One facilitator reported that partiapants 

in her group needed to be reminded to not seek representation of whole cultures in 

a single person (in this case a visible mi no ri^).^^ In this sense there was not a 

worship of experience and a simplistic us/them mantra present in this school. 

Yet, it seems that, as discussed in Chapter Two, in these critical moments 

around experience it often became a matter of competing experiences, where some 

form of rationality becomes the final judge. What seemed absent to me was the 

process of deconstructing the notion of expenence itseIf, i-e. how people corne to 

"know". In other words, what cultural, historical, symbolic, discursive forms 

constitute what is understood as knowledge? 

As 1 introduced earlier in the thesis, I'm not referruig here to the important 

processes of uncovering suppressed histories (such as that of labour histories or 

histories of women) or even the importance of presenting alternative perspectives 

on situations and phenornena (such as a aitical perspective regarding corporations 

or taxation). I'm refemng here to the additiond challenge of tracing the histoncal 

This type of reminder may be just the sort of "agreement" 1 would have proposed in the beginning of 
the conference. 
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and contemporary contexts that regdate the creation of subjects that in many cases 

are understood as "naturd". From this perspective one wodd educate on and 

advocate for the rights of people with disabilities as well as deconçtruct how 

"diçability" is known and has been known through various histories. 

Partiapant Perspective On Pop-Ed Rocess and Content 

Any discussion on popular education needs to address content and process. 

Later in the thesis 1 look at some specific sessions of the summer school that explore 

content and process, but this section explores more generaIIy some of the 

perspectives of partiapants on the popdar education approach. 

Near the condusion of the summer school the participants were asked to 

conduct an evaluation in the form a letter ta a friend, "Honestly describing what the 

course meant to them. What wodd you honestly tell a MendlW(HEU 199232). Of 

the approximately 200 participants 160 completed an evaluation. Ten or so people 

responded negatively, expressing desires for skills based training and some 

expressing a reaction againçt focusing on political and soaal issues, su& as equity. 

The vast majority of the evaluations were quite positive, cïting a number of 

rewarding aspects of the training, including the social/political nature of the topics. 

For example, 

1 am espeadly happy that so much time was spent on examining social 
issues and 1 was reaIIy pleased that a key member of our local was here 

for that reason (he's the type who thinks trade unionism begins and 
ends with the collective agreement, the bone head) [#47]. 

The format of the course waç great as we did most of the work step by 
step [#go]. 

1 was particularly impressed with the subtle way the course help bring 

out the realities of power controI, and equity [#147]. 



The format was one of popuIar education, where we examined several 
issues facing us dl. . . . The process was creative and helped us to break 
out of our boundaries to explore different ways of doing t h g s  [#5]. 

Such sentiments were Iargely shared in the ten questionnaires retumed to me 

regarding the school (see Appendix E for a copy of the survey). In response to 

question #3 on the survey , "Why or why not would you encourage a friend to 

attend a similar Summer school?" one respondent wrote: 

It is important that we look at things in a way that takes in the 'big 
picture'. Individual issues are important, but they shouldn't be the 

only issue. Good environment for interaction. 

Another stated: 

1 wodd definïtely recommend sumrner school to anyone and 
everyone who isn't afraid to broaden their mind. 

Interestingly, very few of the evduations mentioned the term "popular education" 

and many of the participants 1 interviewed were not sure of the term when 1 

inquired about its use. 1 suspect this had to do mostly with the lack of the use of the 

term "popdar education" in the summer school. When 1 asked about the process 

and the content - which I am much more interested in than terms and tides - most 

had fairly strong opinions and most of hem positive, such as the reflections of these 

activis ts: 

1 think it put everything in perspective, like how everything fit in 

with other t b g ç .  You dont kind of get that when you have these 
traditional courses. 

The caliber of faditator they had there was amazing. . . . The ability of 
these peopIe [faalitators] to Iead you through this minefield and not 
tell you what to think but to bring people to the awareness that their 



attitudes might be self-defeating. . . it was out of thiç world. . . it waç 

mind boggling and I don't boggle easily. 

With the exception of one evaluation that seemed to suggest more and 

deeper political andysis, the negative feedback was usually framed as a desire for 

more nuts and bol& courses. However, nuts and bolts dasses are and continue to be 

avaiiable at the HEU through the shop steward courses as well as through outside 

courses that the union will provide some reirnbursement for shodd a member 

wish to attend- 

The rejection of the popular education approadi (induding process and 

content) reveds, I believe, a few important issues. One, there is a concern by some 

activists about the changes in the union structure and the need to develop 

grassroots skills for local activists. However, I believe the expression of this concem, 

in tems of the need for more "nuts and bolts" reveds a rejection for the need to 

dtically examine issues of equity and power in the union itself. Therefore, the plea 

for more nuts and boIts cari be seen as a strategy to rejed the vaüdity of equity 

claims. 

An interview I conducted with "Mr. Hall" is iIIustrative of these points. Mr. 

Hall is a 

has heId 

h 

with the 

white man who has been active in the union for alrnost twenty years and 

a great number of positions in his local executive. 

response to question # 3 on the s w e y  (see above) Mr. Hall responded 

fo llowing: 

I would pot recommend that anyone waste their time on a summer 

school set up as it was in 1997! There was a Iack of redity in the whole 

set-up. 

Mr. Hal1 answered the next question on the survey, 'What was the most important 

thing you learned in the training", by urging 



That Our union must go badc to teaching the 'nu6 & bolts' of what 

shop stewards need to know in their Iocals. The last school was a 

horrendous waste of time & money! 

Mr. Hall indicated on the survey that he wodd be wilIing to be interviewed 

and 1 had a phone conversation of approximately forty minutes with him. The 

following exchange captures some of Mr. HaII's key issues with the summer school 

in terms of process and content: 

Me: 

HaII: 

Me: 

[Iater] 

Me: 

In 97, this 1 s t  one, you had written that this [the summer school] was 

not a very good thing at dl. 

No, it bore no relationship to anything in the workplace, nothing. It 

didn't even bear much relationship to the politicç at the time. 

What did you think of, they spoke about it being done in a popular 

education approach, how would you desaibe what that was there, did 

they taIk about that? 

It wasn't an education because it was seIf-educating, supposedly. If you 

have no idea on the subject how can you educate yourself on the 
subject you know nothing about? 

If nuts and bolts courses are taken care of do you think there is any role 

for this sort of political training that's gone on off and on at the HEU 
for the Iast few years? 

It has to be more of an option because it doesn't apped to everybody, 

not a generic course everybody c m  take and understand. To me it was 

very, how to put it, intelligentsia, sort of an upper dass part of mental 

thinking, it didn't apply down in the trenches like. The average person 

in the trenches it just blew by them like it was going out of style. . . . 
Most people go to courses in the union to Iearn how to do somethuig, 

you don't know how to do it dready, you want to learn how. And if 

you don't give them something that teaches them how to do 
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something about their problem they end up going home and forgetting 

d about it. Its sort of a second level, once you know the basics you 
may want to get into higher 1eveI stuff, but you can't go into college 

without going to high school first. 

As 1 discuss below I believe Mr. HaII's responses reflect more than a concem 

about the need for nuts and bolts courses. First though, his criticisms of the 

processes itself are intriguing as he asks "how can you educate yourseIf on the 

subject you know nothing about?". As someone who is obviously invested in the 

theory and practice of popdar education 1 found myself troubled by his comments 

(which is evident in my asking him if he could ever see a role for such courses). It 

sounded to me that Mr. Hal1 felt Iike he and his group had been put in a situation 

that made them feel frustrated and ignorant (and chdlenged in their power - more 

on this below). His point raises the question: In what ways is a popular education 

approach a distinct way of knowing and learning that silences certain people? 

To be dear, 1 very much reject the notion that leaming happens ody in 

schools or only amongst certain groups of people% Popular labour educators need 

to be clear that al1 forms of ediicational structure are an imposition of some kind (be 

it top-down nuts and bolts or a more partiapatory popular education model) there 

are assumptiom in popular education that the participants want it, need it or will 

benefit from it. I wrote about this earlier. Mr. H d ' s  points remind me that in any 

proceçs people are silenced and fall through the cracks. 

Yet, Mr. Hall's desires for "nuts and bolts" and his assertion that the summer 

school was a "horrendous waste of t h e  and money" reveals a desire to silence 

other bodies and other issues - induding those of equity. Mr. Hall is IiteraLIy saying 

that issues of equity, issues of democraq, issues of poverty are not worth attending 

to. He named the content of the summer sch~ol as "fuzzy wuzzy". Mr. Hall 

9 i ~ e e  Livingstone, D.W, et al Forthcoming Working Class Leaming: final report of the working dnss 
learning strateses projecf. Toronto: Department of Soaology and Equity S tudies in Education, OISE /UT 
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expressed reaI concem that the problems and issues that &se in performing day to 

day work in the union were being displaced by projects su& as the 1997 summer 

school. When pushed by me he agreed that political issues could be an "option", for 

those interested. While the process of partiapation and the form of that 

participation may have run contrary to his likes and / or Iearning style, Mr. Hall is 

arguing here about content. 

Like those that complained about "spead interests" Mr. Hall is not using 

blatantly oppressive language. Rather he is invoking similar racist speech tactics to 

de facto argue that issues of racism or homophobia, for exarnpIe, are potential topics 

of interest for some people, but not relevant day to day issues for most union 

members (and/or issues of justice and organizing for the union in general). He too 

is t e l h g  the hegemonic story of liberdism. His perspective reflects that of the 

"business union" that I oiscuss in the introduction: a recognition of the role a union 

can play in terms of wages and benefits, but aIso a defense of the status quo. 

Mr. Hall iç making the case that politicd and soaal issues are not nuts and 

bolts concerns for shop stewards. Yet, harassrnent and rights violations are very 

much part of the day to day concems facing many members that shop stewards are 

supposed ta represent. The implication in arguments like Mr. Hall's is that a Iadc of 

participation in a local by people of colour, for example, can be explained by a la& of 

interest or oversenstivity - not as resistance to discrimination and racism. 

1 diçcuss Mr. Hall not to criticize any single person, but to discuss some of the 

forms of resistance to conducting popdar education that invokes issues of equity. 

The kind of baddash that is represented by Mr. HaIl (and a few others) perhaps 

signds that some form of power is being chdlenged in projects such as the summer 

school. 

Snapshots of the School 
This year's school takes an entirely difJérent approach due to the new challenges we 
face. In regional groupings, participants will analyze their work as activists, learn 
about and discuss "big picture" issues, examine our divisions and cornmonalties 



and develop action sirategies and zuays of deepening dernocrac- in our Union, 
communities and the health care industry. 
From the 1997 Summer School Application 

The ambitious agenda sketched above took the form of a wide range of 

workshops. While I c m  examine only a few of these workshops 1 List them in 

Appendix A to provide an overdl sense of the school program. To this point in the 

thesis 1 have written about general issues regarding the school such as context, 

planning, philosophies, and some general impressions from partiapants regarding 

popular education. In this section 1 descxibe and discuss a few of the speafic sessions 

of the 

above 

school to examine how some of the important themes and issues discussed 

got addressed. 

I'd Iike to repeat that in presenting aitiasrns in this section I do so from a 

perspective that is very supportive of the move toward popular labour education in 

a general sense and the work of the HEU in a specific sense. 

AImost a year had passed since the school when 1 interviewed people and 1 

quickly learned that reçpondents' memories around particular sessions tended to 

fade in most cases. Often 1 needed to remind partiapants of the activity of specific 

sessions, which in many cases sparked memories. Ml partiapants had detailed 

memories of the whole experience uiduding around the issues that 1 was focusing 

on. 

What attracted me most to study the 1997 HEU summer sdiool was a 

willingness to focus on power issues intemally, an al1 too rare and brave act in a 

union context. As 1 argued in chapter 1,1 believe unions that daim to have a social 

justice agenda are ethically bound to conduct anti-racist work. Furthemore, as 1 

discussed in the Introduction and outlined in Chapters One and Two, popular and 

union education traditions both have shortcomings in terms of equity. The HEU 

summer school provides an opportunity to further explore these issues. 



10.4 

Given the extent of racism in the larger culture it is to be expected that the 

HEU union struggles with racism. It is exating that there were and are attempts to 

address i t  The summer schooI is not the fïrst or o d y  initiative of the HEU in this 

vein (see Chapter Three), but it was the first major event following the 1996 

convention to take on issues of equity, which it did in a few ways. 

Equity issues were not the primary focus of the summer schooI. Rather issues 

of equity and "divisions" (as one trainer put it) were woven into the larger 

structure. Throughout the Faalitator's Notes there are suggestions to bring forth 

issues around homophobia, race, or gender for example. However, each of the 

thirteen sessions were different and the respondents 1 spoke with had fairly different 

experiences in particular sessions. In some cases race may have been discussed in 

relationship to issues of dass, in other cases the same exercise did not yield these 

discussions~2. 

A Brief Overview 

In brief, the summer school was organized around "modules" with 

workshops within the modules. The modules were as follows: module 1 

"Examinhg Our Work As Activists"; module 2 "The Big Picture"; module 3 

"Working Across Differences"; module 4 "Making Our Voices Heard"; module 5 

"Workshops: Skills To Make Our Voices Heard"; and module 6 "Applying Our 

SkiIIs". Each day began with a short (about ten to fifteen minutes) recap and 

discussion of the previous day. As we11 as the popdar education exerases there 

were dso four presentations in the training and one informd session to meet and 

discuss issues with members hom the Equity Caucus. These presentations (events) 

were organized to connect thematically with the issues addressed on that day. The 

space to discuss these presentations/events colIectiveIy was in the daily recap. 

92 Of course, these issues are never absent, even when they are not discussed. The lack of a discussion 
about an issue May reflect hostility toward an issue, or har of discussing an issue (such as homophobia). 
Furthemore, while one partiapant may perceive an issue as being absent another might very much 
experience its presence. 
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Module Five, "'Workshops: Sküls To Make Our Voices Heard" was a day 

planned to be made-up of elective ("optional") one-day courses that partiapants 

enrolled in (see Appendix C).  However, this day was cut in half so that members 

could attend a r d y  for a member who had Iost his job. 1 briefiy discuss this below. 

In generd, most of the exerckes invoIved çmall group work and large group 

discussion and used various methodoiogies to bring out and report on issues (such 

as role playing or group drawings). The faditators had key points they were asked 

to introduce if no one in the group did (such as introducïng race as something that 

"intersects" with dass in discussions about dass location). 

1 focus most of my attention to modules 2 ("The Big Picture") and modde 3 

("Working Aaoss Differences"). WhiIe equity issues are introduced as discussion 

points throughout the curriculum these two modules provide the bdk of speafic 

attention to equity issues. I address specific workshop sessions in a chronological 

fashion. 

Interestingly, issues of class, which 1 discuss below, were addressed in "The 

Big Pichire" while other equity issues were addressed in the section "Working 

Across Differences". The names of the modules were not that cruad to the day-to- 

day sessions, though the placement of the class discussions perhaps signals a 

recognition that issues of dass were seen as a unifying issue while issues of 

merences were perceived as potentidly disniptive. 

It is also worth noting that "Working Across Difference" was the smallest 

module, with participants receiving the aftemoon off. However, issues of equity 

were not the only, or even the most important, concem of the orgarlizers. Given 

issues of regionalization and the threats to the health care system, issues of health 

care were understandably addressed. Democracy in the union (which is arguabIy an 

equity issue) also received attention. 

1 now turn my attention to examining some of the modules that explicitly 

addressed issues of power and equity. 



On The Body 

One of the fbst exercises to touch on equity issues was the "Body 

Scan/CoIIecüve Body Scan" on the f i s t  day. Here participants "reflect on the body 

as a starting point and critical factor in organizingr'(HEU 1997: 5). The program of 

the school induded physicd exerase, meditation and other body activities outside of 

the traditional inteLIectuaI approach. The Body Scan exerase was an initial aspect of 

recognipng the need for paying attention to health. 

In the Collective Body Scan participants begh to examine how bodies are 

affeded by outside forces - espeüally at work. Partiapants were read a list of 

symptoms of stress and asked to respond physically to each syrnptom they have by 

progressively slumping: dropping head, dropping arm, etc. The symptoms induded 

"being tired al1 the time," "unable to relax without TV," "sleeping too much," 

"using more alcohol and drugs," as weIl as sixteen others. Participants are then 

asked to notice the position of others and reflect on why some are showing fewer 

signs of stress. Supplementing this discussion is a Iist of sources of stress including, 

"Lack of control over work," "Poor Iighting," "Sexism," "Racism," "Physicd 

Danger" and many others. 

This exercise was early in the school and as such was more of an introductory 

nature. The process involved an important public recognition of privilege and la& 

of privilege. However, one wonders where the exeràse might have gone if there 

were a discussion of "violence" rather then merely "stress". It is hue that the 

violence of unçafe work environments and racism Iead to stress on the body. The 

notion of stress though has a tendency to individudize and psychologize issues of 

social justice. 

As the body is a primary source of soad  control as well as resistance to such 

control an analysis on the construction of bodies is an important political practice 

for Iabour popdar educators. For example, in a context such as the HEU it may be 



Uustrative to trace the organization of workspaces and the bodies that are 

considered "able" in those constructed spaces. 

Class-focused Issues 
I Iearned. . . about poor bashing and democracy. It really woke me up when I 
thought I was in the middle class, but was in the low income class. I blarned the 
people on welfnre for the bad shape of the country, but have change(d) my mind 
when I found out about corporate tax cuts (partiapant evduation #65) 

As 1 wrote above, the third and fourth day of the school ('The Big Picture" 

and 'Working Aaoss Differences") were the most expücit in terms of equity issues, 

with an emphasis on dass issues. This emphasis is not surprising considering it is a 

union training. An analysis of dass is an important and un-g process for many 

union members. Given the unifying nature of dass discussions these sessions I 

suspect were more conifortable for participants. Unlike some of the other sessions 

dass analysis does not chaIIenge what the union may be doing, but reinforces it. 

As I've argued earIier 1 believe strong efforts need to be made to make the 

theoretical connections to other oppressions, such as how class discrimination is 

dependent on gender oppression and vice-versa. As 1 demonstrate below this was 

not dways the case. 

On the third day participants took part in a "Quarters" exerase "To discuss the 

dass system in Canada and get a better understanding of where we are in it. To 

discuss class, power and privilege in Canadian souety and hedth care". BnefIy, in 

this exercise "Quarters" partiapants are divided into five equal groups to represent 

the population and given quarters to represent the amount of wealth of each 

quintile of the population. Given the nature of wealth distribution the distribution 

of coins is highly uneven.93 Participants discussed the feelings of being in their 

93~rorn the lowest (1) to the highest (5) quintile the breakdown presented (from 1987 statistics) was as 
folIows: Group 1: 3% of wealth = O quarters (seven cents); Group 2: 2.4% of wedth = 2 quarters; Group 
3: 9.3% of wealth = 9 quarters; Group 4: 19.8% of wealth = 20 quarters; Group 5: 68.8% of wealth=69 
quarters. 
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assigned group as well feelings about people in the other groups. Participants were 

invited in small groups to discuss dianges in their economic position. 

The group then discussed a number of questions induding the following 

from the facilitator notes: 

Who is usually found in the top quintile? 
The bottom? The bottom two? (Class, race, gender, abiIity are different identities 

that intersect - placing people near the bottom) [hand out provided] 
Who benefits from this structure? 

Why don't most Canadians t a k  about dass? 

The exerase continued with analysis of the health care system and the placement of 

HEU workers within that system. My thoughts on this exercise are in part refleded 

and inspired by a conversation I had with a faditator, "Ms. Nestel", around what 

part of the summer school seemed to get at power issues the most: 

Nes tel: The most powerful in terms of the broader stuf£ was the game 

with the coins which starts to bring out class issues, but 1 feIt 
Iike, and this was the thing about the course being, maybe being 

too ambitious, I thought we codd have spent a day easily on 

issues of cIass, because what happened in my group, people 

were kind of blown away by the exerase. A number of people 

in the group saying "1 think Canada is a classless soaety". It's a 
very powerfd experiential exercise. . . . In retrospect I would 
have spent some time talking about the realities of divisions of 

dass and other issues of equity, you know to look at who does 
have access to positions of power. Lets have a Iittle bit of a 

statistical look at the income. 

Me: 1 noticed though that in that exerase . . . there is some t ak  about 

race and gender and its connection to dass - how is that. . . 

Nes tel: 1 don't think we redly got into that to reinforce it for people. I 
dUnk the strongest bit of that exercise was the pennies, which 
got at the dass things. We raised in the discussion what is the 



connedion of race and gender and people responded to it but 1 

Me: 

don't think it was very deep, 1 don't recall that discussion being 

a very moving discussion 

1 found it interesthg too that class is sort of defined as issues of 

wealth versus, for example, the relationship to the workpIace - 
was that discussed at dl? Like management vs. workers. . . 

NesteI: No, 1 mean alI of those things could have been done. That was 

the problem, the whole thing, eadi bit of it was very rich. 

More than one trainer spoke about the effed of the quarters exeràse on 

partiapants, a number of whom importantly seemed to have a gained a broader 

sense of econornic issues. In particular, for some, the recognition of the role of 

corporations was crucial. 

As 1 said in my dialogue with Nestel, 1 found it curious that a union would 

emphasize wedth distribution vs. other notions of dass, such as the relations to the 

means of production. I don't wish to imply that the later is the definition of class94, 

but it certainly is an important one for those in the workplace, especialIy around 

issues of constnicting more demoaatic workplace. 

The homogenization (us/them) was not, at least for Ms. Nestel's group, 

overly disrupted by thoroughly examining the relationships between dass, race, 

g41n fact, 1 Bnd the concept of "dass" very slippery and often am disappointed in the explanatory 
power of certain definitions. For example, if dass is based primarily on the relationship to the means 
of production would the class position of a miner change overnight if he won the lottery and bought a 
business, and hired employees? What of the cultural context? What of the dass position of his 
family? One intriguîng way tu address such questions cornes from Gibson-Graham who conceives of 
class: 

. . . as the social process of producing and appropriating surplus labor (more commonly 
known as exploitation) and the associated process of surplus labor distribution. . . . As 
the term 'process' is intended to suggest, dass and other aspects of soaety are seen as 
existing in change and as continually undergoing novel and contradictory 
transformation" (Gibson-Graham 1996: 5225). 

Gibson-Graham is not focused on placing people in groups (working cIass, middle class) but rather 
recognizing relations that shift and often contradict through location, tirne, and space. An analysis 
using such a method in a popdar education style could be quite intiguing. 
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gender, sexuakity, ability and other constructions. Such a process codd involve, as 

Sherene Razack argues, the issues of interlockhg oppressiow, Razack argues: 

Andytical tools that cowist of Iooking at how systems of oppression 
interlock differ in emphasis from those that stress intersectionality. 

Interlockhg systems need one another, and in trachg the complex 

ways in which they heIp to secure one another, we Iearn how women 

are produced into positions that exist çymbiotically but hierarchicdy. 
We begin to understand, for exampIe, how domestic workers and 

professional women are produced so that neither exists without the 

other (Razack 1998: 13). 

Global Connections and Perspectives 

The quarters game and dass analysis was followed by a session caIIed "nch 

world/poor world" that had members examinirig maps which illustrated the Bow of 

wealth gIobaIIy. Discussion were heId on the gIobal economy and formç of 

resistance by workers. As preparation for the upcoming speaker, information was 

provided on the drive for international codes of conduct for muItinationals (Le. 

regarding sweatshops). 

Serapina Cha Mi-Kyung, who has a background of organizing women in 

garment and toy factories in h i a ,  and now works with Koran House of 

International Solidarity, monitoring Korean multinationals overseas, was the 

presenter. From this presentation and the earlier discussions, one participant "Mr. 

Fuller" reported that in his group: 

One of the big issues that r e d y  got a lot people upset was chiId labour, 

that really became quite heated and confrontational really in some 

cases. Because we had the FiIipino peopIe in the dass [who] took 
exception to how we couIdn't understand how parents could "sel1 their 
children "or [send] hem to go work in these horrible conditions. One 
of the guys there, that was Filipino, tried to explain to us that in some 

cases the parents don't have a choice. 



This reported discussion underscores a few tensions in regards to making 

international connections in issues. An analysis of the fIow of wedth c m  serve to 

demonstrate how North American economics is destructive to the vast majority of 

the world's people (though I don't know if such discuçsions took place in andyzing 

global wealth). There were discussions about the role of mdtinationals in the "rich 

world/poor world" workshop. However, a discuçsion of overseas sweatshops 

which places the burden of international economics on parents cIearly raises other 

issues, such as blaming the victims. 

M i .  Fuller said he and others stniggled to understand the positions of parents 

whose diildren work in sweatshops. A focus on the parents of poor children in the 

"Third World" though places the unionists in positions of "innocence" as the 

sweatshops and the bad parents are overseas. Such a tactic aIIows the cnielty of child 

labour to be placed on poor choice and not on systems of trade and economics from 

which North Amencans benefit (such as through inexpensive goods). 

What made the space "heated" was the ris& taken by people of colour who 

challenged this innocence and the notion of "choice". At best these debates allow 

for a i t i ca l  thinking to develop, at worst they place demands upon people of colour 

to be the impetus for challenging solidarity. 

Poor Bashing 

The BC Hospital Employees Union, to its credit, recognizes that attacks on the 

poor are connected to the struggles of their members and working people in generaI. 

The HEU has been active in opposing reactionary welfare reform and supporting 

community groups that do anti-poverty work.95 Work such as this is an example of 

the community outreach and partnerships that 1 argued for in Chapter One. 

9 5 ~ t  the 1996 convention the delegates passed resolution 71 which resolved that HEU: 
- Continue to support and work with End Legislative Poverty and other communiQ 

gro'=PS 



On the f o h  day (after a moming off) partiapants went through the 

workshop '%or Bashing/Public Sector Bashing". The workshop objectives were 

"To make the links between our sbuggles as public sector workers and that of people 

on welfarerl(HEU 1997:21). 1 briefly mention this exerase as an example of 

progressive union education that reaches beyond its own walls. M e r  a role play 

around stereotypes of people on welfare (see beIow on some hesitations I have about 

this) the group discussed a number of themes and issues induding: 

How do workers distance themselves f?om the person on weLfare? 

Who do we hear are deserving or undeseMng poor? 
What are some of the manifestations of pubIic sector bashing? 
What are some of the similarities with poor bashing? 

How could we support people on welfare?(HEU 1997: 22). 

The group anaIyzed what was deemed as two forms of poor-bashing - stereotypes 

and systemic, and discussed an HEU policy to support the work of the organization 

End Legislative Poverty (see footnote #95). Strong connections were not made 

connecting racism and poor bashing, but the conversations around not blaming the 

poor need to be recognized as an important example of a union diçnipting the "poor 

vs. worker" split. 

One trainer spoke about the importance of giving people the space to express 

their beliefs and emotions to bnng out issues such as poor bashing, and in tum 

raised some issues that I address in the next section: 

- Campaign to stop poor bashing 
- Lobby the provincial Governrnent to repeal BC Benefits and restore/improve the 

rates of income assistance 
- Dernand that the Federal and Provincial Governmentç pass new legislation that 

guarantees for everyone in Canada: the right to income when a person is in need; the 
right to an amount of income that takes into account budgetary requirements, the 
right to appeal, the right not to have to work for welfare; the right to income 
assistance regardless of which province the peson is from; the right to adequate 
housing. 



We created, we tried to create some kind of space for these discussions 

to happen, you know you've got the role playing on poor bashing, we 
wanted to have that discussion. WeU in one group the poor bashing 
started way before the role play - it was the day before, it was a chance to 

switch the agenda, here we go (laughter). But what we saw was people 

who were coming out with their honest statements about these people 

on welfare wouId come back sometimes the next day after we've had 

someone from End Legislative Poverty which is an advocacy group for 

people on welfare for poor people here in BC, after that speaker, the 
same person would come badc and Say "gee 1 really did think that there 

were alI those jobs out there because I've never had trouble finding a 

job but you know 1 think I was wrong, 1 think I've learned something". 

We saw moments - people wouId change. 

Repeating the Effects of Racism 

As 1 progressed through my interviews 1 began to think more and more about 

how issues such as raasm or classism or homophobia can be dismpted without re- 

creating the violence of those oppressions. 1 f o n d  this issue relevant to the 

summer school as it became clear that an attempt was made to '%ring things out" so 

that they could be addressed and dealt with. Yet in bringing things out, people who 

are the subjects of others' racism, sexism, homophobia etc., must go through the 

experience of raasm. 

One of the first i n t e ~ e w s  I did with a p l m e r  of the surnmer school brought 

these concerns forward for me: 

These kind of discussion, what it did really. . . what was so 

fundamentaIIy different about this than anything we had ever done 

before was we had never r e d y  d o w e d  or made room for or made it 
OK for non-politically-correct beliefs to come out. If you can't get that 

stuff on the table, you can't create any change and actually see people 

move from one position to another. So for years activists have come, 

sat through - even equity courses frankly - and you know spoke, 
participated, never r e d y  buying that the IeveI of discrimination in 

Society is such that these ùiings are necessary. 



With the exception of one workshop (in the module 'Working Across Differences", 

which I WU address below) none of the partiapants 1 spoke with or any of the 

evduations mentioned expüatly the concems 1 had and have. This is not to Say 

that the issue of re-creating vidence in an attempt to dismpt it did not emerge. It 

rnay even be at the core of popuIar education (or anti-racist) education itseIf. 

For example, in the "poor bashing" role play the two characters make 

stereotypical comments about welfare recipients ("My neighbor on welfare has just 

had another baby. She'II never get a job") to provide a baçis to critique theçe 

opinions. For someone who has been on welfare this kind of role-play can be quite 

disturbing. Yet, it can dso serve to bring things out as the planner above remarked 

and as this interview 1 had with M i  Cummins, a person of colour, on the equity 

caucus believes: 

Cummins: MvseIf ~ersonaltv 1 believe to address the issues thev have to be totallv 
J A 2 J d 

out in the open. There have been other education sessions where they 

tried to tone down the contentious issues , around, the ones 1 know 
about, around the equity issues because it was felt that it wouId become 
too contentious and sort of you know allow the disruption to be the 

full session itself. And I think it was probably a more open discussion 
about dl the issues at summer school. But still you know it was a fairly 

targeted audience that are quote 'activists' and I'm not saying that 
because they are active in HEU they are progressive, because that's not 

the mth, we still have quite a bit of resistance to deal with, but you 

know there were those things there. The issues were more in the open 

and le&, not left for people to deaI with, you had to deal with them. 

Me: 

Cummins: 

You think the result of that was generally constructive? 

1 think so, that's reaIIy one of my strong personal beliefs. There are 
people within our caucuses that dont want to do that because, not that 

they're afraid, its just that you know, they don't want to have to face it 
Iike that 



Me: 

Curnmins: 

Me: 

Cummins: 

Because its too persondy disturbing? 

Yeah 

Because it sort of repeats the violence96 right? 

Sure it does, yeah. Its, depending on what the experiences of the 
individual it can be very traumatic, so some peopIe [have] the hope 

that we c m  fuid other ways to deal with it. . . 

Mr. Cummins recognizes the issue of repeatïng violence but, for him, its a price well 

worth paying, and perhaps even necessary. 

Is it possible to ded with issues of power and priviIege in a popular education 

context and not repeat some of the effects of privilege? Popular education 

approaches can simuItaneously disrupt issues such as raasm for some at the same 

time re-creating them for others (depending on one's s o a d  location). The latter 

can take place formdIy (such as in stereotypes scnpted into a role play) or informally 

such as in this example from Mr. Fuller: 

We had a Black girl in Our section, and we wodd do some role playing 

and all of the sudden because she was Black they want her to play the 

hooker or the drug dealer or something like that . . . [Later] people 

wodd ac tudy  go up and apologize. 

Clearly the experience of roIe playing was different for this wornan than for those 

from more dominant positions in the group. What are the ramifications of not 

"playing" dong? 1 suspect such  occurrences were not just an isolated case, though 

my ody evidence that this may have happened in other role plays is the Ievel of 

racism in the generd culture and reports of other racist acts. For example, one 

961 a m  the îïrst one to use the te- "viotence" in this conversation, but Mr. Cummins* immediate and 
emphatic response "sure it does" demonstrates that the concept is not one 1 am introducing. 
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trainer said that a partiapant in her group made a comment about Iesbians earIy in 

the session and another participant spoke up and said "Hey that's me you are 

t d k g  about." On a more positive note, a few people of colour told me they were 

never asked to speak on behalf of "their people" in their group. 

However, given the occurrence and potential occurrences for people to be 

subject to raasm, sexism etc. in the name of bringing things into the open, I've 

struggled with the lack of comment on it by participants. WhiIe Mr. Cummins 

notes alternative perspectives in the equity caucus none of the people I spoke with 

that were either on or represented by the caucus expressed any strong concem about 

how issues around equity were dedt with. My only conclusion is that a) it is seen as 

a necessary evil (Cummins), and/or b) that many prejudiaal and raust acts are not 

out of the ordinary, and subsequently are not desenring of special mention. 

Perhaps it is a necessary evil - if so how can it be mi~mized?  1 want to 

emphasize here that 1 don't pretend to have any great solutions. How one tdks 

about (or deals with) racïsm or sexism, for example, without recreating its effects, is a 

question activists, popuIar educators, unionists and academics need to continue to 

grapple with97. WhiIe 1 do think people need a space to express their thoughts and 

feelings there always has to be vigiIance about what these expressions may do to 

those less powerfuIg8. One facilitator expressed this struggle: 

Some faditators went deeper realIy pushing the group and the 

scenarios. In my group to be honest, 1 tended to not push too hard for 
certain reasons because I was being aware of the people that were 

feeling a Iittle bit edgy. . . 1 was aware of a gay man and a lesbian in my 
dass and different views in the dass. 1 probably didn't push the group 

as hard as some of the other faditators did. Because 1 was probably 
being more protective (laughter). . . . 1 was, of course, aware that there 

9 7 ~  forthcoming addition of the OIÇE journal Trans/forms will be examinhg this very issue. 

98 For a thoughtful and incisive anaiysis of the effects of hate speech see Matsuda, M.J. et al. 1993 
Words That Wound: critical race theory, assaultive speech, and the first amendment Boulder CO: 
Westview Press, Inc. 



were going to be other oppomtnities later. Sometimes when I didn't 
push on an issue I wanted to take a cue from peopIe that w o d d  be 
most effected. 

The one summer school workshop that expliatly brings forth the issues I'm 

laying out here was c d e d  Name One Thing". The objective of this workshop was 

"To examine the dynamics of intemationaI[sic] [intemd] oppression and 

intemational[sic] [intemd] dominance". 

This workshop was mentioned to me by one participant without prompting 

as something she had problems with and one faditator toId me she "hated" it and 

another expressed "ethical" concems with it. In contrast, 1 aIso had a member of the 

equity caucus teII me that the workshop went fine. My intention here is not to 

belabor what I (and some faalitators and planners) believe to be a big mistake by the 

plamers but to provide an unfortunate example of recreating the effects of 

homophobia, racism and so forth. 

In this workshop partiapants were asked to identïfy in writing (on a card) 

. . . something about yourself that people can't obviously see, that is not 
apparent but that is also safe, that you feel cornfortable with, what you 

wouldn't rnind other people finding out about i.e. being adopted, bom 

in Toronto, family was Jehovah Witness, etc. [Participants are broken 

up into groups and given cards. They are asked to ] tdk about how 
much they dislike people who have the identity /characteristic on the 

card. . . the person whose card has been selected does not disdose who 

they are and that their card has been chosen. They must participate in 

the discussion and not indicate in any way that they are the people 

chosen (HEU 1997: 23). 

CIearIy this exerase is Iiterally asking people to be racist and subject people to 

that racism, alI the while demanding their silence! 1 observed to a plamer that 

someone, having been given the example of the family being Jehovah Witnesses 
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may have written that they are Jewish and been subjected to anti-Sernitic remarks. 

WhiIe some members reported that their groups were very "carefuIW about what 

they said, others apparently were not as much so. One planner, who did not Iike the 

exercise, said that people were supposed to pi& something "safe", yet how one's 

religion or family background is "safe" escapes me (and 1 think her). 

The exerase continues with a debnefïng about how it felt to be in the groups 

(probably not too great) and why people may have "jumped on the bandwagon" to 

denigrate others. Eventudy there waç a discussion on who gets Iabeled as "speâal 

interests groups" and the power between the named and the namer in such 

situations. I applaud the Iater discussion but not the process to get to it. 

The intentions for this session seemed to be to get partiapants in dominant 

s o a d  positions to experience forms of discrhination and to challenge the ideas of 

negative difference and the power of naming the Other. This was particularly 

important considering the 1996 HEU convention. However, good intentions for 

some "higher" purpose do not allay the effects of experiencing racism99. The exercise 

in fact depended a bit on creating a "safe" space just when it wouId be the most 

difficult to do so. 

The fad that the exerase made it into the training at aII reveais some 

theoreticaI weak points, namely in not questioning enough the visceral experience 

of reproducing raasm. AU of the facilitators went through the training pnor to the 

summer school and in doing so had a negative experience with this exercise. One 

person wrote that she is Catholic and was subjected to anti-Catholic rhetoric and was 

understandabIy upset. 

Where the Iine is in doing participatory anti-raast work 1 don't know, but 

from my perspective it was clearly crossed here. Fortunately, from my perspective, 

99See Essed, P. 1991 Understanding Everyday Rucism: an interdisciplinay fheo y New Park 
California: Sage Publications, Inc. 



in terms of so clearly "aossing the line," this was a unique case at the summer 

school. 

The Equity Events 

The final component to the module 'Working Across Differences" was the 

meet and greet with equity caucus members and a panel presentation on issues of 

equity. While neither of these events wodd be considered by many people to be in 

the form of "popular education", 1 discuss them brief'ly to brhg forth issues of tactics 

by the Equity Caucus. 

At the "meet and greet" each sub-group of the equity caucus set up an 

information tabIe (with snacks) as welI as information about the caucuses and issues 

of equity. The Iesbian and gay group, for exarnple, had information on the history of 

the pink triangle (as well as other informational handouts regarding homophobia). 

There were no formal presentations by any of the equity caucus groups. Mr. 

Cumrnins observed that the meet and greet served the tactics of the Equity Caucus 

in that "we're not fighting anything, we just sort of talking about stuff." He 

observed, that the 

Summer school was some benefit in that it gave us [the equity caucus] 

another forum to sort of present ourselveç. The way we went about it 
was non-confrontational. . . . it wasn't sort of red in-your-face thing. 
... BasicalIy what we've been able to do is put a face on the issue. . . . 

Mr. Cummins spoke IiteraIIy and figuratively on that last point. He argued that one 

or success of the groups has been not to take up "the red big c d  of fighting raa- 

fighting homophobia" but to educate about the people comected to these 

oppressions. One wonders if they wodd get the support they do or the visibility 

they get if they were to take up "the big cdl". 



Mr. Fulton, another Equïty Caucuç member who was pleased with the 

summer school (more on this below), remembered that he had raised the issue of a 

formal presentation, but it didn't go very far. There were presentations regarding 

equity on the evening panel, but those were not about the Equity Caucus or even the 

union specifically. Rather, the evening panel (where each speaker had about ten 

minutes) focused on broader issues of equity. The panel addressed some issues 

related to the union, such as the National Action Cornmittee on the status of 

Women, which the union supports, as well as issues of raasm regarding Aboriginal 

peoples. 

The next morning the popdar education rnodel was taken up again through 

an important discussion regarding dernocraq in the union. 

Dernocracy in the Union 

This leads us  back to the wider issue of democracy in society as a whole and the goals 
of a labor mouement. What  is the ultimate role of labor? 1s it merely to lobby 
power and get more for its rnembers? Or is if to transform power in society as a 
whole by extending democracy to the workplace and the economic sphere and to 
break up the authoritarian rule of concentrations of power, influence and wealth? 
From the HEU Summer SdiooI hand-out "Solidarity and Democracy: creating 
democratic communities in the workplace" by Elaine Bernard 1997 

I do tlzink that there will be some constitutional amendments as a result of that 
discussion, which is whaf makes the Executive neraous Facilitator 

One of my initial attractions to studying the HEU 1997 Summer School was 

that the Provincial Executive had approved an educational process that could end 

up chdenging their power. Part of my interest was the plan to look at demoaacy in 

the union. Despite the structural democratic systems present in unions the 

hegemonic position in North America is that unions are not very demoaatic. It is 

understandabIe, then, that interna1 critiques regarding democracy in the union can 

be particularIy sticlqW 
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However, the push for workplace demoaacy (and by extension increased 

union demoaacy) is getting stronger. David Livingstone reports that "The popular 

demands for workplace democratization have become so strong that even the most 

estabbshed authontarian managements now at Ieast rhetoncally recognize 

it" (Livingstone 1998": 262). However, Livingstone also documents the good news 

that over twenty percent of workers (induding management - excepting corporate 

executives) would prefer to see the economy organized through cooperative 

enterprises and managed by employees (261). 

The HEU has taken steps in becoming more democratic, such as dowing 

representation from rank and file on sub-cornmittees in 1997. The 1997 summer 

school provided an opportunity for further reffection on democratic structures in 

the union. 

Not only did the PE approve the popular education mode1 but al1 of the 

members of the PE participated in the b u k  of the schooI (with exceptions for some 

meetings). This participation certainly sent a strong signal to the activists and the 

rank and file that the PE was and is taking the issues raised at the summer school 

seriousIy.10l 

The fifth day of the summer school ("Making Our Voices Heard") focused on 

issues of democracy with an emphasis on democracy in the union. Participants 

lO00ne person at the Summer School, who believes HEU is relatively strong on the democratic front, 
argued 

While on the one hand it's [the labour movernentj one of the institutions that defends 
democratic structures in the society. 1 also think it's in many ways, the labour 
movement is very undemocratic and people are very reluctant to redly stick their necks 
out and disagree - for fear of the loss of their future. . . .there is not a lot of space to 
disagree. If you have political differences you can express thern in leadership but then 
there is cabinet soiidarity after that. If you express differences from the floor of 
convention its a struggle for people - its a sbggle  for people to be accepted and not to be 
typed or stereotyped or whatever. 1 don't think there is a culture in the labour 
movement that encourages the expression of different opinions. 

This sentiment also reflects the opinions of those at the NAAPAE conference that 1 wrote about in the 
Introduction. 

Io10ne person observed that ". . . there are lots of union leaderships that wouldn't have even 
considered playing that kind of role in something like that." 
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pIayed a game deveioped by a Nicaraguan group that explores the idea of democraq; 

examined the physicality of power in another exerase, and finaIIy spent h e  in 

srnaII groups discussing the following questions: "What wodd demoaatic practices 

at aU levels in the union look Iike? What ski&, tools, mechanisms do we need to 

accompIish this: at the local IeveI - at the provincial Ievel?"l02(HEU 1997: 27) 

EarIy in my interviews a few people mentioned to me that some members of 

the PE were nervous or defensive during these democratic discussions. However, 

the b d k  of the respondents reported no problems at dl .  In fact, one person 

observed, when I asked if people minced words with members of the PE there, "In 

fact 1 think some people took opportunities to point things out for the Provinaal 

Executive." 

However, a few people did Say that issues around democracy got very 

interesting, as thÏs person expressed: 

There was 1 think resistance to looking at some of the democratic issues 

that impinged on the intemal functioning of the organization. And 

yet there was, if the group had been kind of abIe to let go I'm sure it 

would have had a Iot to say that would have probably upset the 

leadership more, in terms of intemal democracy, a lot of stuff about 

communication in the union, who knows what - and actually in terms 

of reporting out to the membership. . ..the only reporting out is what 

gets written . . you can realiy feeI the frustration around that. The 

other [issue] that sticks out for me. . . in the demoaacy game there's 

that question about "sumet dauses" [ you can o d y  run a certain 
number of times for office] there is a question in the demoaacy game 

on that - and that was one I sensed that leadership didn't want to 

discuss that one for sure. 

It's t e h g  1 think that in the evaluatiow where the common tendency was to speak 

in generdities ("issues" was a fairly common term) "democracy" was mentioned 

lo21"he HEU only has two bureaucratie levels - provincial and local. Despite regionalization the union 
does not have a regional bureaucracy. 
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many m e s .  Something is clearIy going on and the HEU has an opportunity to 

become a model union on this front. 

I'm not aware whether issues of equity emerged as being an aspect of 

demoaacy, such as representation in high ranking staff positions by people of colour 

or a focus on getting more participation in the Iocals by under-represented people. 

The discussion seemed to be more focused on structural issues and issues of 

communication. 

Intereçtingly it seems that discussions around democracy in the union play 

into an "us/ hem" didiotomy with the rads and file as the "us" and the PE as the 

"them". Regionalization and the push for a more grassroots driven union are 

bound to create tensions around who is making deasions and how they are 

reported. 

The Hospital Employees Union took a big step to examine their own deüsion- 

making structures in this format. HopefuUy this wiIl become a trend and expand 

into more systematic analysis of workpIace deasion-making and bargaining around 

workplace democracy. 

The R d y  

The next day of the summer school ("Workshops: skills to make our voices 

heard") was intended to be a series of day-long classes on a wide range of topics, 

including pubüc speaking, facilitation skiIIs, and a number of courses on equity 

issues (see Appendix C). Participants pre-emoued for courses, some of which drew 

more on popular education in their design than others. It is far beyond the scope of 

this thesis to trace the practices of the twenty-one cIasses offered. 

However, this module is worth mentioning, however briefly, due to the 

deusions around holding a rally in Iieu of classes. A week before the summer 

school it was decided to hold a lunch-time rally regardhg some issues related to 

bargaining. During the summer school the Provinaal Executive deàded to also 
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hold a r d y  after the first r d y  for a member that had lost his job. In essence this 

meant that it wodd be very difficdt to complete the one-day courses and the 

majority of courses did not meet again after the two rallies. 

Some members (in the evaluations and in interviews) reported that the rally 

really disrupted their plans to leam about specïfic items and skills. Others noted 

that the raUy was a great udyïng event. 

On that last point it is noteworthy that a Iarge number of the courses for that 

day dealt with potentidy threatening topics (such as homophobia and sexism) and 

were cut short for a non-threatening u-g activity. Interestingly the member 

that lost his job was, according to Mr. Fuller, very vocal in his opposition to the 

equity caucuses at the 1996 HEU Convention. As such this member was, Mr. Fuller 

says, "flabbergasted" to see support from the members of the equity caucus at his 

rdly and has since "softened his approadiff. 

Of course, closing ranks on behalf of a single member isnft too surprising, to 

not do so would have been surprising and probably considered unacceptable. I 

learned too Iate about the fired union member to specificdly ask Equity Caucus 

members (beyond Mr. Fuller) about their feelings and thoughts regarding rdlying 

for someone that opposes the Equity Caucus. Regardless of personal feelings the 

political fallout to not support him certaidy wodd have been too high. For Mr. 

Fdler, even though he reported negative feehgs about the fired member he 

seemed to believe and recognize the importance of supporting a felIow member. 

What Mr. Fuller and other partiapants, as well as faditators, thought about 

this school in general is the focus of the next chapter. 



Chapter 5 

Voices of Participants and Faditators 

Perhaps the rnost important question is "what happened?" In this section 1 

wiLI report, at iength, some of the feedback that was given about the schooI through 

the evaluations, from the surveys 1 sent out and f?om the i n t e ~ e w s  1 conducted. 

The evduations provide a sense of "hs t  impressions" while the other sources, 

from almost a year later, are more reflective of the impacts of the sumrner school. 

In the process of providing feedback in these various forums partiapants and 

faalitators dso made recomrnendations for education in the union. 1 will report a 

number of these recommendations in the final diapter. 

Initial Impressions 

As 1 reported above, participants were asked as part of their evaluation, to 

write a "Ietter to a frïend" honestly describing their experience in the summer 

school. I've seIected excerpts from a nurnber of them to provide an overview of 

responses. 

The buIk of the evduations were positive even when containing aitiasms of 

the union or the school: 

I'm redly proud of the work we did, and of the direction that HEU as 

an organization is headed. We still have a ways to go, but I think that 

we are on our way to something exciting (#5). 

Summer School has been great!. . . though 1 felt we did not have 
enough time to discuss many important issues regionalization, 

hierarchy of H.E.U., Equity Issues and the community care sector (#7). 

1 must tell you that there was very Iittle of waste out here - it was very productive 

session. I not only felt cornfortable enough to tak  about 



problems we face at our local but it was reassuring to know that other 

locals face these same problems (#12). 

It has been a reaI brain drain, but there has been aIso a lot of fun - in 

dass we did lots of role playing and drawing of pictures to present 
different aspects of our Iives. That redly heIped to bring things into 

focus and gave us concrete exampleç of the world (as individuds and 
local) (# 11 8). 

WhiIe there were less than ten evduatiow that were dearly negative, those that 

were tended to be pretiy strong: 

I've never felt as lost as to where 1 was going or why 1 was Iearning 

what I am Ieaming. . . many of us dont feeI we are getting what we 

came for (# 112) 

Our union has found a novel way to waste money. They have taken 

what used to be an educational session and turned it into a summer 
camp (#24). 

There were also those that hoped for a more basic format (see my discussion of Mr. 
HaII): 

1 wodd like to see a bigger ernphasis on defending our contract (#58) 

Our classes are on a "feel good" type philosophy. 1 would have much rather 
had a strict, back to basics type format (t80). 

Not too surprisingly, there was expliat evidence of a backlash against addressing 

equity issues: 

There doesn't seem to be freedom of speech unless you are in a certain 
group. . . . ThanWully on the Iast day the imtmctors allowed the 

minority i.e. marrïed or single straight white people to air their 
differences (#17). 



I wül be returning to the local with the same knowledge as what 1 Ieft 
with. My burnout is still spreading. If you need any information on 

speaal people 1 wiIl share it with you (#21). 

1 do not know speaficdy what #17 is referring to process wise, perhaps aspects of 

the public evaluation. One certainly hopes a barrage of racist comments were not 

permitted on the last day. The percentage of people of colour at the summer schooI 

was about 30%. These comments echo the common response of those in dominant 

power positions of "reverse &suimination" - perhaps its a good sign that a person 

in a dominant power position (based on the comment) is apparently threatened. 

However, in general, issues of equity and activism emerged as powerful 

motivators for members. A number wrote about making new connections with 

their union activism: 

1 now know that government has a lot of control and targets the Iower 

classes of soaety. . . . It has encouraged me to become more involved 
in community activism and 1 hope to encourage you in being a part of 

this. The group that 1 have involved with are so open and diverse and 

not narrow minded it was exciting to network with these people. 
"They have shown me the light." . . . 1 hope 1 can encourage you and 

my other hiends to be more active in the union movement so we can 

have a fair, just and democratic society (#42). 

1 met a varïety of activists and being a newbe activist 1 was educated on 
different concerns and common frustrations. I also learned about the 

global picture, because 1 was not aware of those concerns and how it 

interacts with al1 of soaety (k57) 

1 learned a tremendous arnount of what is going on in the world and 
how it is going to shape our daily Iives. . . it is imperative that people 
are educated on the arising corporate take over of our atizen's rights 

(# 78). 

Was this ever an eye opener. I'd no idea of the scope and implications 

of being a union activist and how this not only impacts my work on 



the locd IeveI but also my responsibility on cornmunity issues i-e. 

poverty, gov't. spending, sweat shops in the Third world countries, 
disabled perçons, etc., etc. NI  in al1 L've come away with a much 

stronger sense that my roIe is that of a Human Rights Activist. . . 
T'han. you H.E.U. (#83). 

Others expressed pleasure at being comected to sornethïng bigger that has soaal 

justice connections - there was even taIk of rebefion: 

You wouldn't believe how happy 1 am to finally feel like 1 belong to a 

group that believes in democracy, soIidarity, participatory soda1 justice, 
ecpality (#103) 

. . . Now 1 feel a part of something much bigger. . . school gave me some 

great ideas about how to dismande hierarchies inherent in unions. It 

dso made me feeI like our local can set an example for the union with 

regards to equality issues, women's issues, etc. 1 really want to get my 
members involved in the equity caucuses (#115) 

This was a stimulating and very open/honest Iearning experience. The 

events at convention around equity and the feeling from the 

membership that there was a Iack of accountability from the PE came 

up very strongly. It put rumour/backIaçh around equity issues in the 

open where answers and feedbadc couId be given in a much more 

constructive form (# 146). 

1 see our health care program in a broader aspect and now realize how 

very "poor" the "average" person of this province is and how hard we 

must struggIe and pull together in order to fight against the huge 

corporate structure this is before us. I'd Iike to see how long before a 
rebellion d l  occur in our own souety (# 101). 

Some members while appreaatùig the process expressed red concem abcut how it 

may be a bit too early to celebrate where the union is at in terms of equity issues: 

1 realize how much work we need to do to help and make peopIe 

realize how undemocratic and sensitive we are m. 1 have some ideas 



of how to share the information to get back on track with democracy 
but need help (#16). 

Most people in the dass feIt that they were not discriminatory against 
First Nations. But how many people did not truly listen when a First 

Nations member would speak? The body Ianguage and the cross t a k  

in dass was obvious at times, induding my own (#20). 

1 can Say t ruthfdy your money is we11 spent There is so much 
information available to bring back to you that wiII help overcome 

some of the "apathyn we have at the locd levels. We are such a 
diverse group represented here and it is not without its problems, but 

because of the accessibility to each other 1 am praying some of the 

differences peopIe have with each other will be discussed and resolved 

for . . . gay and Iesbian issues, First Nations, disabled persons and ethnic 
persons. . . . The facilitators are excellent, knowledgeable and course 

materials are excellent and avdable (#85) 

Others wrote of the process as being païnfd but ultimately positive. Arguably (these 

are anonymous forms) these evduations could reflect the experiences of those in 

Iess powerfd locations and/or those that had to face their own racism(s): 

1 have come to a Union of Solidarity ody  to find such turrnoil and 

tension my insides tum! 1 want to belong, 1 cannot fhd a place! AI1 

our differences that shouid be positive and bnng us together are the 

things we âUQw to separate us. . . -1  am glad we had summer school to 

try and change that. God help us if we don't! (#14). 

For who ever reads this a great deal of pain resulted in a Iarger degree 

of satisfaction when we as a whole saw it a.U come together (#133). 

There were some painful things yet those Iead to positive growth 
(# 148). 
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One participant, interested in the s o a d  justice perspective, expressed a wish for 

there to be a different foimat for more veteran activists: 

1 felt as though we were taken down a road 1 didn't need to revisit. . . . 
this agenda was for those just stepping on, starting down the road. . . 1 
feel this summer school held me back. (#93) 

Upon Reflection 

When 1 sent out surveys to Wty of the partiapants I induded the questions: 

What was the most important thïng you learned in the training? In what ways have 

you been able to apply and/or share this learning? (see Appendix E for M l  survey). 

In follow-up i n t e ~ e w s  (and i n t e ~ e w s  with those that did not complete a 

survey) 1 asked participants to speak about what they were able to apply from the 

summer school. 

Recdl that the gods of the training were officially "reflection, regeneration 

and renewal". The planners seemed to recognize that this was just a beginning 

towards fostering a more grassroots union. 

Some of the respondents wrote and spoke about the impact the school had on 

the union or their local and some focused a bit more on how they were affected 

persondy. One of the strongest examples of the Iatter iç a woman I'U cal1 Ms. 

Holmes. 

Ms. Holmes wrote that the most important thing she leamed at the summer 

school was ". . . an awareness of just how important unions have been and are in 

many socid issues". In terms of how she has applied this knowledge, "I've made a 

cornmitment based on knowledge received and am now chairperson of my local". 1 

asked her "Did the summer schooI affect you ninning for chair?" 

Yeah, 1 did not want to run, 1 had aheady been asked. . . 1 had said no, 

definitely not. But [after] summer sdiool, 1 thought yeah, you can't 
make changes if people aren't willing to put that effort into it. . . . 1 



diddt realize how naive 1 was about a lot of social issues and stuff and 
knowing full well a lot of members of my local are the same, I thought 

I'd like to be part of it - and that d l  be people should be educated. I try 
very hard at the meetings to always educate on some aspect. . . things 
I've learned at summer school, and Wage and Poli7 [course] and the 

different things I've been at and read. 

This is probably a best-case scenario in terms of the goals of the organizers. Ms. 

Hohnes spoke of how informal her attempts are to bring issues up at meetings, 

though she did organize a video presentation at her local on some equity issues. 

The worst case scenario was represented by three of the surveys (induding 

Mr. Hall's '03) that al1 said there was nothing they could apply (in one case an "n/aW 

was used, in another case the respondent wrote "can't think of anything"). In two of 

these cases there was a request for more nuts and bolts classes. 

The tension to address other issues was also felt by some who were very 

supportive of the summer school. One facilitator wrote: 

. . . overall Our p u p  responded very positively to it. . .[Il would also 
Say that it was positive in the way it reaIly stunulated people to think a 

Lot, that's sort of dong the lines of critical thinking, but 1 don't know 
that it was so usefd in the seme of what do you take back with you - 
this is always the struggle - which is how practical is it? . . .the purpose 
was renewd, reflebion,. . . regeneration, 1 think from that point of 

view it adiieved its goal, but maybe not as concrete perhaps as some 

people might have wanted. Let me put it this way, 1 myseIf and I think 
the group, did sometirnes have trouble linking the v q  concrete 

discussions that we had in the first day or so about "what's our practice 

Iike" to the bigger world stuff, and you know, it was an extremely 

ambitious program. 

Io3Mr. Hail is the oniy respondent with a negative survey whc agreed to an interview. 
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When asked about nuts and bolts programs most of the respondents said they were 

important but had received hem elsewhere through other courses. 

In terms of equity issues Mr. Cummins reflected, "It has helped in some ways 

in making it easier for the equity caucus. We need to do more with other programs 

and the union everyday operatiom. We need to live the popular education model." 

I asked Mr. Cummins what he thought came out of the summer school: 

For a lot of people it was their first serious Iook at it, they can't escape 

it, we have a good communication department and pump out a lot of 

stuff. . . . There was quite a few people it waç the first time to redly sort 
of examine the issues of poverty and corporate rule and things like that 

in sort of a more intense way. 1 think people had the notion of 

poverty, their notion of poverty was Iike they, picked up from main 
stream media. . . . it opened the eyes for quite a few people, 1 don't 

know if it changed anybody you know drasticdly but 1 think just 

getting the other side of it was worthwhile for them. 

For Mr. Cummins personally he spoke of how the summer school helped 

hirn in his poIitical and social work, induding the contact he has with people at the 

hospita1 everyday. This Iast point was echoed by another member of the equity 

caucus who toId me that: 

Summer school helped to just enforce it [activism] more as well 
[become more involved] in a lot of the issues - I've become more aware 

. . . of what the issues are out there for different people as well. 

A long time activist on equity issues, Ms. "Fur~t '~  told me that she gained new 

awareness of international and other soaa1 issues. However, she spoke more about 

how this type of education effected her and others that are subject to racism, 

homophobia, sexism and other oppressions: 
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Furst: People Ieamed a Iot about equity issues, 1 hope they did. . 1 fïnd people 

are more careful, 1 can't say more tolerant. Caution is a big thing in 

the 90's. . . I've had bad experience in the local. 

Me: Do you find that even if people are not more tolerant but are more 

careful does that create a better workplace environment for you or does 

it not r e d y  matter? 

Furst: They can't hurt me, they can't bIatantly hurt me (1 should change that). 
Yes it does, oh yeah, it's a safer environment ultimately, whidi is 

important. I'm not saying that some people through education and 

this kind of education do [not] create - come to an understanding. . . but 

if coming to the conc1usion of being careful is a11 they come to then 

that's better than nothing. It's a safer environment and hopefdly they 

will evolve beyond that through the years. 

Me: Do you think there's a way that education can be done in the union to 

move beyond that? 

Furst: 1 hope so because I'm a part of it. If 1 don't believe in that where would 

1 be? 

While Ms. Furst (and Mr. Cummins) have hope and have seen progress, neither 

have seen or expect to see 1 gather, any dramatic changes - at least yet. Ms. Furst's 

words, "If carefd is a11 they come to then that'ç better than nothing", speak volumes 

about the d d y  effects of racism. 

Yet the support of the summer school by al1 of the members of the Equity 

Caucus that 1 spoke with needs to be highlighted. The EC members obsewed that 

they were able to assist in educating members about racism (broadly defined) and 

support a forma1 educational initiative that brought issues of power and priviIege to 

the forefront. A number of members of the EC also told me there is a long way to 

non-Aboriginal said to me "Our Native people in the union take a temble beating, more so than 
anyone eke basically." 
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My final example of effects of the surnmer school relates to finding one's 

political voice. One participant reported greater confidence on the part of the person 

he went with: 

The person that went with me had never been involved in the union 

before in her Me. She is our [title]. She came back- she's a timid . . . 
woman that was [always] terrified. If you said jump she wodd Say 
"how high?" And now she wiI1 stand up to them [management]. She 

WU give them respect or whatever but she'll Say "1 want to know the 

issue", she's not afraid to confront hem, now she has, she knows the 

agreement better than before, she knows the issues better, because of 

her expenence in summer school. . . . She's not afraid to speak up  and 

tackle the employer's representative and Say "Don't con me, we've 

done Our homework, if you haven't, then why are you at this table?" 

This kind of response lends credence to the premise that for some people an 

interactive participatory methodology c m  be quite empowering. (1 reject the notion 

that it is so for dl people or even has the potential to be for dl people.) 

In summary, it is, of course, impossible to judge exactly what happened at the 

HEU 1997 summer school. What does seem to be clear is that for perhaps different 

reasons, the participants want it to happen again. The surnmer school certauily 

seemed to provide a powerful experience for people who have worked very hard to 

promote the union's goals and aspirations. I'm still s t r u c k  by the language (and 

length) of the evaluations: disc-ussions around justice, corporate agenda's, raasm, 

and change. There is no question that there are serious equity issues in HEU. 

However, the union has taken very signrficant and important steps (the summer 

school induded) towards addressing them. Workers that are not straight or white 

or able-bodied deserve political representation and a decent working environment. 

If a progressive union won't fight for it, who will? 

I'm also aware of the urgent need to deal with the day to day issues of the 

local - getting a quorum for example. It does not seem incongruent to me to have 



nuts and bol& courses (how to get more people to the meetings) and to have 

workçhops on political and s o a d  issues. These issues are connected - if 

disenfrandiised union members begin to see a greater cornmitment to their needs 

and issues by the union they will become more active. If the union huly wishes to 

become more graçsroots it has to continue ta create space for discussion and debate 

around a wide range of issues. 

The summer school contributed to this in a number of ways, both at the 

school itself as welI as by fostering regional connections between locals. Regional 

contacts were dted by a great number of peopIe as a very positive outcome from the 

summer session. It seems to me that these regional connections shodd be 

supported, which Ieads me to a short chapter of recommendatiom. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

1 began thiç thesis by asking how popdar education can be practiced in the 

context of a progressive union environment. WhiIe labour and popular education 

practices have strong histories of counter-hegemonic work, both also have practices 

(and theories) that are problematic in terms of equity. 

Participation in formal union education is quite smdI and many programs 

are skills-based. Political and social issues are stilI too rarely examined. 

Furthermore, union support (in terms of hiring and poliaes) for women, people of 

colour, gays and Iesbians, and other oppressed groups, whiIe growing, has a long 

way to go. 

Both unions and popular education practices (and theory) have a tendency to 

ignore intemd power issues (su& as sexism) in their struggles against "extemal" 

oppressions. Popular education theory can also rely too much on problematic 

assumptions around "safe space", an uncritical use of "expenence", and the 

development of "rational" subjects. Furthermore, popdar education c m  act to re- 

aeate the effects of the oppressions it is attempting to d i s ~ p t - ~ ~ ~  

1 recomrnended at the end of Chapter Two that the us/them mentality that is 

present in some union and popdar education work should be dismpted. One step 

in this direction is for popular labour educators to recognize (and encourage others 

to recognize) their multiple positions of power as oppressor and oppressed. 

RecogniPng and working through intemal power issues and contradi" chans can 

foster alliances and promote change. 

Union education and popdar education can and do offer opportunities for 

soaal change to happen. Certainly the aiticisms 1 outlined in the early chapters of 

this thesis do not apply to ail unions, union educators or popular Iabour educators. 

As I wrote earlier, my faith that a strong and positive popular labour education 

See Chapter Four "Repeaüng the E f f e d  of Racisrn". 
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movement can ernerge led me to examine some of the practices of the BC HEU 

summer school. 

HEU Summer School 

In a context of a changing heath care infrastructure and a need to address 

issues of racism and difference in the union, the 1997 HEU summer schooI was an 

important and constructive step. The school was a welcome example of a more 

hofistic educational approach in a union environment. This holistic approach was 

accomplished by addressing issues of the body, f d y  Me, restructuring health care, 

internationd economics, and various equity issues. 

The summer school ~ c u l u m  avoided a number of the mistakes of popular 

education that I highlighted in Chapter 1, such as believing in "safe space", 

worshipping "experience", and assuming the participants are purely rational 

subjects. However, 1 also presented some examples of how the C U ~ ~ ~ U I W  may 

have fostered, at times, a very r i s e  space for some members. Some aspects of the 

curriculum failed to make adequate theoretical connections amongst various 

oppressions (such as class and race). 

Importantly, though, the vast majority of parüapants reported very positive 

feedback and seemed to have renewed energy and focus for their work. In some 

cases participants seemed to have gained new insights into social and political 

issues, induding equity concems. The support of the school from EC members (and 

the Iimited baddash regarding equity issues) signals that the school was one 

constructive forum to address equity. 

Given the Iimits and possibilities of popuIar education in conducting anti- 

racist work (such as re-creating the effects of racism), 1 interpret the support of the 

summer school from the EC as a recognition of the redpolitik situation that an 

important and syrnbolic step was taken by the union and that this step was worth 

whatever pnce that may have been paid by certain members. 
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With little exception most of the participants strongly supported continuing 

the summer school. 1 outline below some of the key suggestion of participants, 

faditators, planners, and myself for improving the summer sdiool and other 

educational initiatives. 

Program and Planning 

Popular education offers a great number of possibüities (such as t 

promotion of critical thinking, dialogue and action) as well as probIems (such as de- 

emphasizing intemal power issues and re-creating the effects of oppression). How 

does one promote the former while minimizing the later? 

Constant vigilance has to be kept regarding how issues are addressed, with 

specid attention to who is at risk in any given situation. What wiIl it mean for a 

person of colour to be in a role play about welfare? 1 suggest that the planning team 

formaily consdt with representatives of the equity caucus in the plan and design of 

the school. 1 quote again John Fiske's observation that "The imagination to 

understand how we look to others has always been better developed in subordinate 

social formations than in dominant ones, because it has proved necessary to their 

tactics of su~vd" (F i ske  1993: 46 emphasis in original). 

Formally involving members of the EC wodd provide a deeper resource in 

terms of evaluating how various issues intersect and interlock. 1 suspect that some 

of the concerm 1 raised in Chapter 4 (such as too Iittle attention to race in 

discussions of class or an exercise that involved racist speech) wodd be Iess likely to 

occur in this model. 

1 recognize that there is always a tension between providing the freedom for 

partiapants to exchange ideas and emotions and the rights of people to be free of 

experiencing racism and other oppressions. More input into the process from those 

that are subject to su& oppressions should assist in struggling with these tensions. 
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1 also wish to suggest again that it wodd be a powerful tool for HEU activists 

to examine historical notions of some of the key concepts addressed at the school- 

the idea(s) of medicine, the idea(s) of worker, the idea(s) of dis/abiüty. Again, how 

do we corne to "know"?l06 What cultural, historicai, symbolic, and discursive 

forms constitute what is understood as knowledge? This focus wodd  provide 

union activists with more tools to challenge very fundamental assumptions around 

social organization, i-e., who "should" and "shodd not" do what, when, and how. 

It never hurts to remind ourselves that how and who we (and they and me 

and us) are is a social phenomena that has drastically changed through time and 

across space. This practice reminds us that the economic system, the political 

system, the family, the church, the able-body, and the workplace are not natural 

phenomena - they are soaal constructions and therefore open to change. 

For example, in the HEU context, it could be a very powerful exercise to trace 

the history of the idea of "disabiIity" and the relationship of the idea(s) of disability 

to the workplace and to workplace Iegislation. How do we "know" disability? How 

is disability created and disrupted? A similar process could be conducted in 

relationship to the notion of "hedth" and "disease". How is health understood and 

known? What is "diseaset'? How are ideas of disease and health related to the 

workers of HEU? 1 recognize that what 1 am suggesting is a talI order. However, so 

was the agenda of the summer school. Perhaps the work of examinhg "how we 

know" could be incorporated into some of the more concentrated "optional" 

coursesl07. 

In terms of who attends the summer schoo1, it seems to me that as an 

organizing strategy and as an issue of positive soaaI change, that the HEU consider 

supporting those who are represented by the Equity Caucus and active in the union 

to attend summer schooI, regardless of formal positions held. I Say this because it 

lo6 1 draw on Razack 1993a and 1993b for this suggestion. 

1 0 7 ~ y  understanding is that the preliminary plan for the 1998 summer school indudes two days of 
"optional courses" 
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has to be aduiowledged that it can be very difficult for some members to be elected 

to office for a variety of reasons, induding bigotry and prejudice. 

It must also be noted that issues of demoaacy cannot be separated from issues 

of equiiy. HEU should have a commitment to hiring people of colour and First 

Nations people into high ranking staff positions. 

In the interest of being more "popdar" perhaps the pIanning team could also 

contain or consult with rank and file members elected to serve as consultants 

and/or planners. Ideally, pre-summer trainings codd be held regionally to survey 

potential participants about practical, soad, and political issues and needs. This 

suggestion, though, would mean expanding the educationd base. 

Expanding the Educational Base 

The only thing is the lack of follow-up, that's the problem. There's really a lack of 
follow-up. I t  seems to take place then it dies. And by them not haaing summer 
school this year. . . it sort of put euerybody on hold again, there was no follow-up. 
Summer school participant 

I actually think a lot depended on the follow-up and whether there tuas a 
commitment to continue to work with those people and there wasn'f in that kind of 
sense. [HEU] does these great things but its not part of a five year plan. I jïnd often 
with union education its "oh we have a great idea let's do it" and its not a very 
systematic educational plan. Summer School Planner 

Many of the respondents 1 i n t e ~ e w e d  spoke about the need for follow-up, 

preferably regional1y. That this should be done in a systematic manner is a crucial 

point that the quotation above emphasizes. FolIow-up trainings (especiaIIy 

regiondy) could serve to re/connect activists that are working with the same hedth 

councils and boards, refresh leaming and skills from previous trainings, provide 

new information, skiIIs, and ideas, and expose a greater number of people to this 

information. Furthermore, an educational delivery system that involves greater 

local input is more in Iine with fosterïng a grassroots organizing model. In this 

light, one faolitator argued: 



1 think to maximize working with those two hundred people might 
have involved regional fo1Iow-up workshops to try to be more skiu 

focused. The skills we were teadUng were more critical thinkuig and 
to be able to function in a group more democraticdy was one of the 

outcornes. . . . In terms of leadership skills then we needed a foIIow-up 

to work with that more and address the speafic skills needs they had 

on whatever they were working on. 

One partiapant recommended regional foUow-ups three months Iater: 

1 wodd like to see them do - to ask- Itwhat was the most important 

thing for you?" and then have a workshop or seminar or whatever on 

that particular issue. 1 think they shodd have probably addressed 

raasm issues within the union rather than Ieavirtg it to outside 

interests such as CLC, BC FED or international solidarity, things like 

that to hold their seminars or workshops, most of the time you can't 

get tirne off because it's not a union function. And lot of tirnes people 

won't do it on their own time if it's union sponsored then they'll go, 

they don't want to use their own money. 

There are other opportunities to go ta other trainings, and stipends exist to offset the 

costs. However, some of the stipends may not cover full costs and dso involve 

application processes, etc. that usualIy act as barriers to participation. This 

participant, as are other partiapants in other locals, are sponsoring some of their 

own regional meetings in the hopeç of maintaining the connections they started at 

summer school. 

Of course, there is the issue of money. HEU tends not to have summer 

schools when they have a bargaining year (Iike this year) and follow-ups w o d d  be 

even more expensive. Yet, unions do make choices about where to allocate money, 

as was evidenced by the union inaeasing the education budget dramatically a few 

years ago. 1 suspect that the impetus for an increased education budget wodd need 

to come from the rank and fiIe. 1 dso suspect that if a strong case could be made for 
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a systematic plan of large trainings and regional follow-ups that there would be a lot 

of sympathy for an increase in the education budget It was the rank and file, after 

dl, that demanded a summer school at aII for 1997. 

One trainer reflected that in her wishes: 

For sure there would be more things üke the HEU summer school that 

was a long tirne away from work. . . ifs extremeiy expensive. The great 

example is the CAW that has those kind of resources and that kind of 
faciIityl08. . . 1 think its dso the kind of thing the union shouId be going 
after the employer on, Iike the CAW fiund. To get more money for 

that. If the CAW c m  get money out of the autoworkers[makers] to 

teach people Marxisrn1og. These are always questions of priorïties and 

there is also limited [dollars if bargainhg is taking place] 

Having the employer pay more of an education Ioad was aiso brought up by this 

faciIitator. In doing so she also raised the issue of sharing the teaching burden: 

1 think a lot of education the union provides is good for the workplace. 

. . but it's for the good for the employer because they are going to be 

involved at different levels. . . I want to see a way of the employer 

providing the money and us providing the education down the road 
and argue with them "yes this is for your good that we'll be providing 

this kind of skills to our members" . . . [Also] we can get members to 
take it at the local Ievel, more of the train the trainer. 

HEU certainly doesn't have the kind of power that the CAW carries, but 

representing 44,000 members does perhaps provide them some dout to bargain with 

management for education funding. One way to stretch the dollar is to begin to use 

lo8~he  summer school was held at the University of British Columbia. HEU rented training and 
lodging space. 

lo9See Roth, R. 1997 "Kitchen Econornics for the Family" Paid Educafion Leave and the Cnnadian 
Auto workers Union Master's thesis: OISE / UT 
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the more veteran adivists as trainersW However, this raises some issues in the 

union as a few people observed: 

[I'd] r e d y  Iike to see us do more training of faditators within the 

locals. . . there is a bit of a fear in the staff union about [beïng replaced] 1 
think there is plenty of work for everybody. . . . [I'd] like to see [us] 

utilize some of our long-term acüvists, the ones that have been 

through our shop steward courses, they aren't entitIed to corne back, 
because we want to continue to expand the pooI, but 1 thuik we need to 

utiüze some of those peopIe who have a lot of experience and can do 
more speàfic tools courses, [they] c m  become more speaalized in 

specialized areas. 

The train-the-trainer idea, as well as the concern about replaang traùiing staff, was 

mentioned by more than one person. It would seem, though, that with an 

extensive plan to provide more training, including regional meetings, that no paid 

education jobs would be in jeopardy. 

Popdar Labour Educators 

The HEU expenence bodes weI1 for the promotion of popular labour 

educators. One test of its successes, a few people told me, is the upcoming 

convention in the fa11 of 1998. How wi11 issues of democracy be addressed, will the 

membership continue to support the Equity Caucus? On both of these fronts the 

people 1 spoke with were confident that progress is and will be made in terms of 

greater democracy in the union and stronger support for the Equity Caucuses. 1 

have hope that the HEU mode1 of popdar labour education will also continue to 

grow and develop to meet their changing needs. 

llOOne evaluation suggested that there be different tracks for veterans and new corners to the summer 
school, "Maybe there should be a few days in the beginning for those who are first time travelers before 
the rest of us come. Then we can take the corner together and work towards the future and global picture 
(#93)." Perhaps the veterans could assist in workshops they have previously been through. 
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Those that are doing popdar education in unions idedy will have more 

opportunities to share ideas and resources. In doing so my hope is that speciaI 

attention will be paid to a perspective of social justice that interrogates interlocking 

forms of oppression. 

Broadly speaking, how can this happen? More meetings such as the NAAPAE 

conference need to happen. PopuIar educators should unionize (and support a 

policy in opposition to the replacement of fulI-tirne union members with contract 

workers - such as education consultants). Rank and file mernbers need to demand 

critical education and not what EIaine Bernard, executive director of the Hanrard 

Trade Union Program, calls union "propaganda" - when members are given the 

information to toe "the Iine" (Bernard 1997:ll). 

Initiatives can and do and should corne from the rank and fde. As Myles 

Horton said, unions should encourage ideas to percolate not dnp downlll. The 

Equity Caucus of the HEU is a strong example of a grassroots percolated idea that was 

and is supportive "from above." 

Popdar educators (and other activists) have to support union struggles. And 

unionized workers need to get out the vote (and other support) for stniggIes for gay 

and lesbian rights, welfare rights, and initiatives to support the environment. 

Much of this work requires some form of coalitions - but histor-y has shown this can 

happen and it's happening now, such as with the HEU and the organization End 

Legisiative Poverty. 

lilh 1951, Myles Horton, the director of Highlander, became the Education Director of the United 
Packinghow Workers of Amerka. He soon dedared in the Union's newsletter that "education is not 
something apart from the union program as a whole. An education program is either a window dressing 
or it goes straight to the heart of the union"(Zacharakis-Jutz 1993: 62). In less than two years, though, 
under a great deal of confiict with the Union's vice-president, Horton resigned. At Uiat time labour 
educator Kennit Eby wrote in The Antioch Review: 

%me of the politicai heads of the United Packinghouse Workers of America are 
protesthg the work Horton's educational program is doing because it means that pat 
answers which the same politicos hand the rank and file no longer suffice. Horton 
emphasizes what he calls the "percolator" rather than the "drip" system of education - 
ideas perking from the rank and file up rather than dripping down (1993: 64). 
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The business of change is what popular Iabour educators shodd be about. 

This requires an educationd practice to promote social change based on hope. The 

popdar educator Paulo Freire, who was imprisoned, exiled, censored, and 

continuously arrested for his work in popu1a.r education remuids us that hope is 

Hope is an ontologicd need. . . . 1 am hopefd, not out of mere 
stubbornness, but out of an existentid, concrete imperative. . . . my 
hope Ïs necessary, but it is not enough. None, it does not win. But 

without it, my stniggle wilI be weak and wobbly. We need critical hope 

the way a fish needs unpolluted water (Freire, 1994: 8). 
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APPENDIX A112 

1997 HEU SUMMER SCHOOL OUTLINE 

Techniaue Svecific Obiective /Process Summarv 

RAxl  
MODULE: EXAMINING OUR WORK AS ACXIVISTS 

Welcome Welcome participanfs and deal with logistics 

Personai introductions Lntmduce participants and mate a space for collective work 
Participants wnte 7 characteristics to desaibe self and tape to 
chest, group mingles and reads lists. Partiapants meet in pairs to give 
union info about sei£ and to explain choices on list. 

Goals 

Objectives 

Agreements 

Lifelines 

Regeneration 

Wecord participant expectations] 
Write main expectation on a paper, collectively posted and examined. 

To intniduce objectives, the agenda, and assumptions of summer school 
Gods of Reflection, Regeneration and Renewal are referenced. 

To inkoduce objectives, the agenda, and assumptions of summer school 
Objectives of course are reviewed (see figure 1), connections made to 
objectives and spedic modules. Expecta tions discussed. 

To introduce objectives, the agenda, and assumptions of summer school 
Assumptions of school are listed, such as "everyone in the group is an  
activist and/or committed to unionism, partiapank bring analysis and 
experience to the course." 

To agree on conditions for a productive leaming environment 
Discussion on creating a productive learning environment, specifically 
listing "valuing our differences and diversity". 

To situaie our organizing/a&vism in our personal histories & 
in the hisiory of s o d  rnovements 
Personal tirnelines are drawn recording histories of justice & social 
change work. These are shared and refiected in group. If significant 
soaal movements not present (such as 1st Nations, Gay/Lesbian rightsj 
they are introduced. Gains of various movements discussed. 
Participants reminded they are part of historical struggle re: workers 
and capital. 

To introduce the regeneration workshops and encourage participation 
Participants given o v e ~ e w  of optional, but encouraged dasses to 
egenerate "mind, body, spirit" around issues of self-care. 

"2 Compiled from the "Facilitator Notes". Listings under "Speàfic Objective" (presented in bold 
letters) are quoted directly udess none are provided. In the latter case 1 provide a summary in 
bradcets. The agenda and facilitator notes also listed "modules". The modules are themes that cover a 
nurnber of workshops and sometirnes overlap days which 1 record in bold capital letters. 1 sumrnarize 
the main processes listed in Facilitators Notes below the speciçic objective of each technique. In 
writing the nimmaries of the processes/ techniques 1 drew from the language of the Facilitators Notes. 
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Techniaue . - 
S ~ e d c  a Obiective IProcess Summary 

Body scan 

Collective body scan 

Intro ro quadnrple diagnosis 
of our collective health 

. . Examrnurg our practice 

Key concepts 

context 

To refiect on the body as a starting point and aiticai factor in 
0-g 
Participants (if they feeI comfortable) are lead through a body 
awareness process where they are slowly asked to bring awareness to 
their body/parts. Partiapants are reminded that body is critical 
factor in work and the job and activism effects the body. 

[to look at how collective bodies are affected by externa1 forces1 
A stress checklist is read and partiapants re-act bodily (symbolically) 
when a source of stress effectç them. Issues of privilege are discussed 
(why might one person demonstrate less stress then others) as well as 
the body as a source of importance in organizing. 

To analyse the relationship between our practices as activists, our 
context, the principles we believe in and our daily life at home. 
A diçcussion on the notion of "diagnosing" and how this corne& to 
upcoming activities. 

To examine what w e  do and how we do it 
In sm& groups skits are designed and presented addressing the day to 
day work of acüvish in HEU. Skits decoded: Common themes? Who 
benefits from work activists do? Any new insights? 

To discuss our working prinaples - what w e  beliwe in as trade 
unionists 
S m d  groups discuss their understanding of the words: solidariS., 
social justice, organizing, democracy, leadership, partiapation 

(Networking with the Provincial Executive) 
Participants had an opportunity to discuss issues with PE 
This was not considered part of the summ. school curriculum. 

m o  recap yesterday's events 1 
Partiapants briefly (scheduled for 10 mins.) review yesterdays 
activities, and share questions, feelings €rom previous day. 

To explore the context of our practice (the forces that impact our 
work as activists) 
Small groups identify and discuss forces (political, social, ecological, 
cultural, etc.) that are impacting, shaping and idiuencing their work 
as union activists. Groups do drawing to represent conclusions. Drawings 
discussed and themes compared. Condusions "decoded" including: what 
are the main causes of these thernes? What members are being 
impacted most in our different contexts? 
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Techniaue Suecifie Obiective /Process Summary 

Triple d e  

Bringllig it dl together 

MODULE 2: 

The big picture 

2 visions of hedth caxe 

Getting rid of shit (negative 
feelings) 

Our vision 

Evaluation 

Event 

To reflect on our home life and our work M e  and how they 
impact on our work as an actkist 
S m d  groups given skits that reflect tensions in homeMe and worklife 
balance. Discussion amund gender roles, paid and unpaid work, ways 
work-home mutually impact each other. 

[examine "contradictions and hots"  in the gaps between 
understanding, principles, and practice] 
Three different groups each design a skit based on the theme of bnnging 
together "your practice as activists" and one of the following: 1)context 
- outside forces that affect work, 2) key concepts or working principles 
that guide work, 3) home and work life. Each group identifies 
cona?idictions, specific problems, and suggestions on addrsçing 
problems. Issues raised in skits discuçsed. 

THE BIG PICIURE 

TO reflect on how our local siruggles are connected to the broader 
picture (specifically hedth care and the larger pidure 
nationaiiy and internationdy) 
htroduce theme of examinhg changes in health care and "the economic 
agenda" behind changes. 

To develop and contrast two different visions of health care- 
that of the corporations and ours 
Participants in srnaIl groups discuss what they see as corporate 
"nightrnare" vision of healthcare. Report back is done in creative 
fashion: TV ad, jingle, drama, etc. Discussion on issues. Faalitator 
provides handout on "Disease Management Opporhrnities" systems. 
Discussion on key elements of corporate vision: who benefits? what is 
impact on workers? What happens to poor people, gays and Iesbians, 
people with disabilities, and other oppressed groups? 

To release negative feelings 
A group exercise that involves shaking arms and body and envisioning 
releasing negative Feelings that corne when one is overwhelmed with 
negative information. 

To explore our vision of a progressive public health care system 
Same groups that did "nightmare vision" above envision and draw a 
pidure representing a progressive, public health carc system. 
Presentations discussed induding: current systern and where it seemç to 
be going, union and these visions. 

[coiiective discussion on what worked and didn't workl 

Lecture: Neil Brooks 'The Big Picture: Debunking the 
Corporate Agenda" 
Lecture on health care and economy 



Techniaue Specific Objective /Process Summarv 

lux3 
Recap 

Successes 

1'15 min- review of yesterday and review of the dayl 

To discuss our success, our 'victories' in fighting the nightmare 
and working for out Msion of health care 
Group discussion on successes in health care stmggleç, discussion on 
regionalization. 

Quart ers To discuss the class system in Canada and get a better 
understanding of where we are in it/ to discuss ciass, power and 
privilege in Canadian society and hedth care 
A game involving the distribution of wealth where groups are divided 
into quintiles representing wealth - syrnbolized by allocation of 
quarters. Partiapants begin by discussing feelings about being the group 
assigned, in partners they may discuss persond economic situation. 
Group discusses distribution of wealth, induding who is at the bottom 
("Class, race, gender and ability are different identities that intersed - 
placing people at the bottom"). Handouts on poverty provided, 
discussion on economics and heaith care. 

Rich world/poor world To discuss the distribution of wealth and power globdy 
2 groups examine and discuss maps that illustrate global 
distribution and flow of wealth. Discussions around role of cheap 
labour on global economy and worker resistance. Information provided 
on global campaigns for international codes of conduct (Nike, Gap, etc.) 
Theme to be addressed by afternoon speaker. 

[aftemoon off, moming kee] 

MODULE 3: 

Recap 

Poor bashinglpublic sector 
bashing 

''Understanding M E C  with Serapina Cha Mi-Kying' 
Lecture from woman with background organizing women in v e n t  and 
toy factories in Asia, now working with Koran House of International 
Çolidarity, monitoring Korean multinational overseas. 

WORKING ACROSS DEFERENCES 

[review and discussion from yesterday, review agenda, introduce dayl 

To make the Links between our struggles as  public sector workers 
and that of people on welfare 
Discussion on changes in welfare system, how changes justified (incl. 
blaming the poor). Skit presented about people daming poor don't 
wish to work. Discussion on how workers distance themselves hom 
poor. Discussion on stereotypes and systemic poor-bashing. Discussion 
on similarities and interconnections between p u b k  sector bashing and 
poor bashing. Discussion on how ElELT can be allies with people on 
welfare - hand-outs provided on poverty. 



Technicrue S~ecific Obiective /Process Summarv 

Name one thing To examine the dynamics of international [ sic - i n t e d l  oppression and 
international 1 sic-ïnternal] dominance 
Participants write down one diing that is not obvious about them that 
they are willing to share ("being adopted, family Jehovah Witness" 
etc-). Participants are put in groups and given one card (cards tracked to 
make sure cards go to groups where author of card is a member). 
Participants "talk about how much they dislike people who have the 
identity/characteristic on the card"). No one is to reveal if the card is 
about them and aL1 are asked to participate. Participants discuss 
experience and feelings. Discussion about identities and difference - 
why are certain things identified? Discussion on who gets labeled a 
"specid interest group" and the power of labeling. Comections made to 
dass from previous discussion. Handouts on heterosexism, and power 
provided. 

Head/Heart/Feet Evaluation Evaluationl 
Activity Participants write about what they are feeling and thinking. 

Events: 

R A u  

MODULE 4: 

Recap 

Democracy bingo 

Power chairs 

"Equity Caucuses Meet & Greet"/'Zooking at our clifferences 
and connections" panel discussion 
Each of the four Equity Caucus sub-groups (Lesbians and Gays, 
Aboriginals, Ethnic Diversity, and People With Disabilities) set up an 
information table with food. Participants rningled and had the 
opportunity to ask questions and get information. 

Panel discussion on equity issues outside of the union, each speaker 
given about ten minutes. 

MAKING OUR VOICES HEARD 

lreview of previous day, comments, feelings, etc. intn, of day] 

To broaden our understanding of democracy 
Participants play "bingo" with cards that have categories of 
relationships (family, comunity, institutions) and structural fields of 
influence (political, econornic, cultural). Situations are read out and 
partiapants mark situation as predominately democratic or anti- 
democratic Groups discuss choices and then discuss questions around 
what situations they identified most easily with and new learnings 
about democracy. 

To broaden our understanding of democracy 
Participants aeate a symbolic powerful position by moving chairs. 
Partiapants are then put in chairs and issues of how power relates to 
status, gender, race, etc. Discussion on power structures and democracy. 



Techniaue S ~ e c i f i c  Obiective /Process Sumrnarv 

Demoaacy in the union To identify the slalls, tools and mechanisms, we need for 
democzatic union pradice 
Presentation of concerns about the need to promote genuine participation 
in the union- Small groups discuss: "what would dernouatic practice at 
ail levels in the urüon look like (indude yourselves)?" and "What 
skills, tools, mechanisms do we need to accomplish this: at the local 
Ievel- at the provincial level?" Groups report back with a skit or a 
drawing for first question and on a flip chart for second question. 
Common themes and observations discussed. AH suggestions recorded 
for a report to staff and the PE. 

Event: 

I u u  

MODULE 5: 

Optional courses 

Optional Event: 

DAY7 

MODULE 6: 

Recap 

Assessing our local 

Applying our skills: 
directions we can go in 

"Making ouz voices heardt' with Libby Davies, MP & Maude Barlow 
Presentation from MP (Davis) and Honorary Chair of the Council of 
Canadians (Barlow). 

WORKSHOFS: SKILLS TO MAKE OUR VOICES HEARD 

[one day optional courses on a variety of issues and themes - see 
Appendix C for sumniary] 
The tirne for these courses was m t  in half as the PE deaded to have a 
rally in support of a member who had Iost his job. 

Museum Ni@ Guided tours of the UBC Anthropology Museum 

APPLYLNG OUR S m L S  

Discuss courses and rally] 

To identify and plan how t 
locals 

O apply our skiil s to activade our 

Participants use a form and discussion to assess the effectiveness of 
their local, m d  work with similar sized locals to prioritize the four 
group provides feedback, drawing on yesterdays (shortened) classes. 

To identify action proposals for o u  locals 
Small groups work to iden* four conaete thirigs that c m  be done to 
increase partiapation and strengthen local (keeping in mind can't do an 
action plan for local as that is undemocratic). Groups report badc in the 
£rom of a media message (press release, news report, etc.). Discussion on 
proposals. People meet with others from local (or nearby local) to 
discuss steps they will take to follow-up. Discussion on supporting each 
other in the work. 



Techniaue Specific Objective / Process Summarv 

Revisiting key concepts To add to our initial key concepts in light of the input and 
discussions during the workshop 
Group re-examines their understanding of key concepts from module 1 
(Çolidarity, Çocial Justice, Organizing, Dernoaacy, Leadership, 
Participation). 

Reporting back to our IocaIs [To prepare report to locals] 
Discussion of what "accountability" means, esp. in terms of dernocracy. 
Faalitator reviews flow of course, and asks for highIights and 
low lights. Discussion on most important things to report back to local. 
Participants write outline of report to local. 

Evaluation 

Appreciation 

To waiuate course 
Participants are given a form, one side asks questions regarding ranking 
workshops, what should be added or deleted, feedback on social events, 
etc. The flip side participants are asked to "write a letter to a very 
close friend, honestly describing what the course meant to them. What 
would you honestly tell a kiend?" 

To dose the course 
Participants have paper taped to their backs and each person writes on 
the back of each person what they've most appreciated about thern in 
these last eight days. Faalitators thanks group and reminds foiks of 
evening dance. 



HOSPITAL EMPLOYEE'S UNION 
Education - Philosophy and Goals 

The education philosophy of the Hospital "Employees' Union is committed to: 

- EquaIity 
- Collective action for change 
- Demoaacy 
- Soad Change 
- Building codidence, self-esteem and self-empowerment 

Education begins from our shared and fundamental desire for soad  justice. 

Education is not neutral. Union education seeks to Iiberate rnembers, helping them 
to become critical, creative, free, active and responsible members of the union and 
soaety. Education for change, for action, respects the life and work experiences al1 
members bring to the process. Starting from that experience, union education seeks 
to provide additional information, develop understanding and analysis. 

Successful union education is a self- generating process. It carries into dl parts of 
the union, motivating members to act for social justice in different areas of their 
lives . 

Union education uses a problem posing approach - providing a frame-work for 
thinking, creative, active participants to consider a common problem and fin 
solutions. Union education raises questions of why, how and who. Participants are 
active, describing, analysing, suggesting, deciding, planning. 

"Problem posing education is prophetic, and as such is hopeful, 
corresponding to the historical nature of human beings. It affirms 
people as beings who transcend themselves, who move forward and 
look ahead. . . for whom looking at the past must only be a means of 
understanding more clearly what and who they are, so that tlzey can 
more wisely build the future." 

Union education is a process of dialogue. 

Union education recognizes that a union is a place where working people do 
extraordinary things. 

The goals of our educational program are to: 

113~he staff at the HEU faxed m e  a copy of this document, which I have re-created here maintainhg 
the formatting of the original. 
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prepare ourselves to confront the changing political and organizational 
chdenges facing the union. 

dlow members to actively share their knowledge, understanding sküls with 
all of the members of th& local. Education is about individual and group 
power. 

develop an in-depth understanding of the major policy issues facing the 
union and its mernbers, including govenunent and employer strategies and 
tactics. This process shouId provide analytical skilIs useful to a continual 
process of education and understanding as those policy issues evolve 

build the unity of the Union. 

acknowledge the diversity of our membership and to build on the strength 
that diversity b ~ g s .  Challenge al1 forms of discrimination and inequality 
which weaken our ability to work together in a united way. HeIp to create a 
union which at alI Ievels and in a l l  aspects of its aaivity truly involves and 
refIects a diverse membership. 

develop and strengthen an organiPng mode1 of s e ~ c i n g  which taps the 
creative energy of ail mernbers to take collective, locally-based, provinaally 
co-ordinated, action to solve their problems. 

develop a global understanding of local realities. Develop strategic skills, to 
act on our global understanding in the labour movement, other sociaI 
movementç, and the community to defend and extend our rights of people 
seeking social justice. 

increase Our skills and abilities in al1 forms of communication - verbal, 
written, non-verbal, in a variety of contexts. We must build members' self- 
confidence. 



1997 Summer School - One Day Optional Courses 
"SkiiIs to Make our Voices Heard" 

The dreaded "E" Word - Demystifying debt, deficit and the economy; Underlying changes in 
global control of economies and what it means in our daily Lives. 

Basic Facilitation - Listening, reflecting and making progress in meetings are ail part of 
facilitation skilts. 

Public Speaking - Geared to be heard in groups, meeting and RHBes /CHCs 

1s Retraining a Real Option? Many members look to retraining to deal with changes in 
healdicare. What does retraining do and what does it not address? 

Gettkg Our Message Out - New regionalised employers mean new sMls are needed to reach 
comuni ty  allies; communication skills are key. 

Making the Links - Anti-poverty issues and us; What is this poor bashing aU about and what 
does it have to do with protecting public seMces? 

Making the Links - Women and unions; Despite popular myth, women's equality is still a long 
way off. How do we keep working for equality effectively? 

Making the Lirrks - Advocating for disability issues; Many of our members are disabled. How 
are we going to work for change? 

Making the Links - Dismantluig raûsm at work; it's real and devastating. Let's tadde racism 
as a union issue. 

Making the Links - Dealing with homophobia; Recent events paint a dear pimire of the links 
among movements that discriminate. Homophobia cannot be allowed to divide us. 

Making the Links - First Nations health; Mainly non-union, these issues &ea healthcare 
quality and are related to poverty, a a s m  and physical isolation. Can we make a difference? 

M h g  the Links - Working as allies; How do we al1 work together to fight discrimination in 
our work and communities? 

Making the Links - International Soüdarity; By ünking with workers and unions around the 
world we are able to deal with our issues at home and support others in their struggles. 

Mapping the Risk - Self-empowerment gives us the skills to understand our own power and how 
to use it best. 

Mapping the Risk - A tool that draws on worker's job experiences and involves them in health 
and safety issues. 

Wnte mat Brief - Writing that brief, and keeping it brief; Writing presentations for regional 
employers, community groups, e tc  

This is a duplicate in both content and style of the information HEU faxed to me. 
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17. What's that Debit? - Understanding financial reports of healthcare employers. 

18. You too Can Research - Basic research skills you can do in your community to fight 
privatisation and support your work. 

19. Where are We? - Reaching mexnbers in your local by using mapping and o u .  organizing skills. 

20. Jazzhg up Local Meetings - Making local meetings relevant to members by trying new 
approaches and other ways of deasion making. 

21. Violence Can End - W e  shodd not be accepting violence on the job; Learn how to use violence in 
the workplace regdations and make a difference. 



APPENDDC D 
INTERVlEW SCHEDULE 

HEU 1997 SUMMER FACILITATORS/PLANNERS~~~ 

What is your relationship with this union (title, history, etc.)? 
What does Iabour education mean to you? What does it mean at HEU? 
What was the definition of popular education at the 1997 Summer School? 
Why use popuIar education in union trauUng/schooI? 
What role(s) does education have in soad  justice movements? 

What was the response by union/management toward using this approach? 
How did you decide on the agenda for the school? 
How did you deude on who wodd organize the training/schooI? 
Why did you choose the issues that you did? (if applicable). 
How were issues of "safe space" understood? 
What do you think was the most chdenging aspect of the training? 
How were issues of equity addressed during the school? 
Why were they addressed this way? 
I'm interested in the different ways that issues of power and privilege get taken up 
in union settlligs. How were connections made between the issues presented at the 
summer schooI? 
The summer school was based on the sharing of "experience" what wodd you do 
(or what would happen) if someone said "my expenence is that poor peopIe are 
lazy" or a similar remark? 

C m  you desaibe what happened in your group in the session [democracy - quarters 
game, equity issues - name one thing] 

[Following a few interviews 1 began to ask]: I've been told that people were given the 
space to be "honest" and express what they were thinking? 

What is the vision/dream you have about the work you do? 
How close to this vision/dream do you think it is possible to achieve in this 
context? What are obstacles to achieving your vision in this context. 

How does this education work connect to other aspects of your Iife? 
Is there a cultural/national ethnic group you identify with? 
Iç there a dass you identify yourseIf with? 

Il5 These interviews were semi-stnictured; in a number of cases one or two questions wodd lead to issues 
that 1 had not specifically inquired about but ended up purçing in the course of the interview. The 
i n t e ~ e w s  were much more of a dialogue than this interview schedule implieç. 1 also conducted an 
interview with Janet Fairbanks and Karen Dean regarding some of the history of educational 
initiatives at FEU. 1 had a few follow-up discussions with Janet Fairbanks regarding dates and 
structures of the union. 
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APPENDIX E 
1997 HEU SUMMER SCHOOL PARTICIPANT SURVEYii6 

Thank you for taking a few rninütes to fill out this survey. Suice it's been almost eight months 
since the 1997 Summer School, this survey wiIl help provide a sense of how the training has 
affected your work as activists. Please feel free to add any comrnents that aren't covered in the 
questions, or to use additional paper to answer the questions. Please return survey by 
Friday, March 27 

1) Looking back on the Summer School was what you l e m e d  

a) very useful 
b) somewhat useful 
c) no t useful 
d) very useful 

2) How important was the popular educaiion approach to what you leamed? 

a) very important 
b) somewhat important 
c) neither important or unimportant 
d) unimportant 
e) very unimportant 

3) Why or why not would you encourage a f ~ e n d  to attend a similar Summer School? 

4) What was the most important thing you learned in the trakiïng? 

5) In what ways have you been able to apply andfor share this learning? 

For purposes of background: 

7) What is your sex? Maie/Female 8)What is your age 

8) 1s there a social class you would Say you belong to? Why? 

10) 1s there a culturaI/national ethnic group you identify with? 

Thank you very much for completing the survey. 
Matt Adams 

As explained in the introduction, the bulk of the participants 1 spoke with completed a 
questionnaire prior to being interviewed by me. However, in the interest of getting more representation 
in terms of people of colour, 1 conducted two additional interviews with participants who did not 
receive a survey. 
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APPENDIX F 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

1997 HEU SUMMER SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS117 

I'd like to get some information about your work experïence: 

- what is your position at work? 
- how long have you had that position? 
- how long have you been a member of HEU? 
- how active would you Say you are in the union? 
- (if applicable) can you describe examples of your activism? 
- have you been to other HEU Summer Schools? [which ones, etc.] How, in general, 
wodd yol l  evaluate those sessions? 
- the 1997 Summer School was considered to be done in the tradition of "popular 
education". How would you describe what that meant at the 1997 Summer School? 
- how wodd  you describe the process of the summer school? 
- how did you feel about this process, did it work? 
- can you describe the sessions on equity - what happened at the sessions? 
- c m  you describe the sessions on democracy in the union? 
- poor-bashing? 
- what if any sessions do you 
- what have you been able to 
activities? 
- I read over 160 evduations 
participants wrote at the end 

remember best? why? 
apply from these sessions in your workpIace or generai 

from the summer school, the "Zetters to a friend" that 
of the school. Many people wrote that they had a better 

;nderitandirig of "issues" - what do you think these "issues" are? 
-1'm interested in the different ways that issues of power and privilege get taken up 
in union settings. How were connections made between the issues presented at the 
summer school? 
- In what ways were local or union events c o ~ e c t e d  to Iarger issues? 
- do you think the union should continue to have summer school? If so, how 
should it be organized? 
- what are the key issues that the union should be educating its members about? 
- what do you think the union should do to educate its members about these issues? 
- did the summer school resdt in any changes in your local or in your work in the 
local? please be specific? 
- has vour view on strikes been altered since before the summer school? Are there 
issueskat you would support a strike on that you would not have prior to the 
summer schooI? 

These interviews were also semi-structured. 


